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The thesis here presented is divided into two parts. 
part I is larzely a theortical discussion of problems 
concerninG the reliability of mental tests. Suestiond 
are made for increasinG the reliability anu zeneral 
efficiency of tests as instruments for the selection of 
individuals for specifieL purposes. kart i is e-periental 
in type, and is devoted to a consideration of the reliability 
of Moray ¡louse Tests of Intelli6ence, Arithmetic, and 
Oomparisons are made between the reliability of 
Moray .house .iroup Tests of Intellience, and the reliability 
of the Stanford it scale (neu revision). Jata are 
presented reGaruinG the constancy of the IntelliGence 
t.uotient as measured by uroup Tests of intellienee. 
Some discussion and calculation appears in Onapter 5 
67-90) which is a repetition of material appearin6 
in the previous Uhapter. Obapter 5, "A ßi-factor AnUysis 
of Aeliability Coefficients", has been submitted as it 
stands to th British journal of ksycholoy for 
The necessary clerical work involved in rewritinG this 
section to eliminate sliGht overlap with previous sections 
did not seem justified. 
The notation and terminolozy of Uhapter 70 "Theories, 
of Test ,zitructure, and metods for ImprovinG the .gifliciency 
of Tests", is not, satisfctory, but i the best i could 
attain at the time of writinga 
I Wish to e:4tond my sincere thanks to 1-refesL;or 
Ciodfrey Thaason and iAre 04,0Zmilott for encourc-femont, 
assistance, and valuable criticism throu6hout the course 
of the work, and also for tile use of statistics anti other 
data in the 'Moray Louse records.Xhanks are Llso due to 
kari .0.4i*Law1ey for assistance in the solution of certain 
mathematical probi e es 1 am also dely indebted to the 
lioncaster 14ucation Authority for per.dssion to use 
statistics in their records. 
Geore A. ,eer,:_;uono B.J:40 
Moray Louse, 
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PART I . 
Part I is largely concerned with the theoretical 
aspects of the reliability of mental tests. some 
suggestions are made for increasing the reliability 
and the general efficiency of tests. 
TEE GENERAL CONCEPT OF IhBLLITY 
1. 
iRE GENERAL CO:JCEPT C? R IÂ.3ILid.Y. 
%h.e estimation of quantitative values is in all science 
characterised by ineccur^cies of observation, iìe concept 
of an inaccurate observation antithetically i.elpLies the 
existence of a true value to which a given series of 
observations may approximate in greater or less degree. 
The existence of a true value is in the last analysis a 
philosophical abstraction and cannot be known. None the 
less the scientist must accept the belief that true values 
of the ouariti.'t1es whine he presumes to measure do exist, 
perhaps only in the Edn0 of an omnipotent deity, otherwise 
I the logical presuzr.f:tions of his science heeorie invalid,'/and 
his scientific observatio:es become nea.ntniese ran.domisations. 
The true value of any riven quantity nay be defined in the 
statistical sense as the mean of a.n infinite number of 
fallible observations of that quantity. Since an .infinite 
number of observations can never ne made, the true value is 
never exactly determinable. Given this concept we may 
define an error of measurement as the difference between 
this hypothetical true value, and any single fallible 
estimate of that value. 
.ow scientific measurements are of elegy dif; :event types. 
Certain quantities may be measured directly, while others can 
be measured only through a knowledge of certain funot ionul 
relationships. The quantitative nature of certain phenomena 
can only be inferred indirectly by a knowledge of their effect 
2. 
on certain other phenonena. La other cases quantitative 
description is attained by measuring responses relative to a 
specified set of circumstances* ehe me surement of mental 
abilities in the field of psychological seience is of this 
latter type: that is, we describe the traits of in-Aviduals 
in terms of their responses o a speelfie5 set a circumstances, 
namely Jhe test situations 
The presuniption of mental iieasunenient is iiat mental 
traits exist in some amount, and that they can be quantitatively 
desciooeb7 the mee,sureelent of ability, an abilit being 
defined by what an individual can do. The inference is that 
what an individual can 3o bears some conrespondence to 
oertain characteristioe of miud, which characterieties are 
known as traits* Now, since an, ona individunl oan perform 
a multipiluity of operations* we can never eeeactly determine 
the extent of a personls ability by a test situation* rihe 
only rcuaining course Is to measure under certain specified 
conditions a lielited nu-Tiber of things a person can ao, 
regarding the perforelanoe of a person on a limited number of 
take as representative of his hypothetical potential 
performance Thus a mental test samples a persons ability. 
The more representative the abilities as measured b the test 
are of all the abilities possessed by the individual the more 
valid the tests Thus, low test validity maybe described as 
errors due to the sampling of ability* his concept of test 
validity requires further consideration. We usually attempt 
3 
to measure tho validity of tests by describing them with 
reference to eternal criteria, teachers' ostinates, success 
IL secondary school or in an occupation, but these criteria 
are themselves merely samples of the total population of 
things that peesone cae do, ",:a presume, however, that these 
criteria, while they themeelves are invalid due to errors in 
the sampling of ability, are In all likelihood base a on 
larger and more representative camples than the sample of 
ability measured by a test or a battery of tests: 
oonsequently wo regar6 them ss more va1l6 indicee of a 
persons hypothetioal potential perforemnee. 
As well as errors res-ultinc from the unrepresentative 
sampling of ability, another fundGnental type of error 
results from the inacee:racy 'with vhich a test measures the 
seemple of ability which it measures. Errors of this type 
, are embraced in the'iconcept of test reliability. Due to a 
mul-Iplicity of cauoes, eertain tests are more eceurate 
instruments of ueasdregent than others. Aocording to the 
msgnitOe of the errors made in measuring the sample of 
ability which a tese measures, e.e describe it a s being more 
or less reliable. Reliability is not iireetly concerned 
with whether he sample of ability as measured bw the test 
Is a repreeentative sample of ali the abilities of any one 




To revert to the concept of true values in scientific 
measurement discussed above, the psychologist must assume 
that true values of the quantities r:hich he measures, exists, 
although these true values are only defined relative to the 
test. Thus we must presume that a true score exists on any 
given test for any given person, certain specified conditions 
being kept constant, from which a given observation may err 
in greater or less degree. If errors of measurement are due 
to a multiplicity of random causes they are believed to obey 
certain well defined lays; that is, we find in practice 
that errors of measurement approximate to the normal law 
of errors. Errors of measurement/in the measurement of 
abilities are also assumed to obey this normal lay of 
errors, and this assumption has peen verified empirically. 
By the computation of the appropriate parameters the 
distribution of errors of observation made by any mental 
test, may be determined. The parameters defining this 
distribution of differences between the observed and true, 
values are used in determining the accuracy with which a test 
measures the sample of ability which it measures. From a 
knowledge of these parameters we can estimate the probability 
that a given observation deviates by some given amount from 
the hypothetical true value, 
The normal law of error holds when there are a large , 
number of independent sources of error, each of which is 
normally distributed. The error variances of different 
sources of error are directly additive when the errors are 
uncorrelated, Thus if C represents the total error 
z 2 2 
variance, and S,,Sz,s3, s: are the variances of k 
independent sources of error, we may write 
z 2 2 2 
r--1 
K 
E s, s3 L 
Lr 
If, however, the errors are not independent but are correlated, 
the above equation becomes 
2 K K 
The above functions enable us to measure what part of the 
total-error variance is due to some particular source, when 
iv that particular source of'error can be isolated and 
Controlled under experimental conditions. If, however, the 
distribution of errors were not found to obey the normal law, 
we should presume that one or more of the component variances 
were due to the operation of certain systematic factors,. 
which in themselves were not normally distributed. We might, 
therefore, proceed to control such systematic factors and 
describe their distributions. 
In estimating the magnitude of the errors involved in 
any measurement we can (a) make a large number of observations 
of a single quantity under constant conditions, and from the 
1 distribution of the differences between each observation, 
and the mean of,the observations estimate the error variances, 
or we can (b) make two observations of a series of variable 
quantities, and from the distribution of differences between 
the two observations of each quantity estimate by an 
appropriate technique, on the assumption that the errors are 
random and uncorrelated, the variance of the errors involved. 
The variance of the distribution of difZerences between two 
series of fallible observations of a variable quantity is 
found to be twice the variance of the differences between a 
single series of observations and the true values. This 
1Th/observation is directly apparent onvreference to the additive 
nature of the variances of independent sources of error. 
-Ath two series of observations, each assumed equally 
fallible, the variance of the difference between the two 
series is made up of two components, the- variance Of the 
differences between one series of observations and the true 
values, and the variance of the dif erences between the other 
series of observations and the true values. 
The determination of reliability by a large number of 
observations of a single quantity is not applicable in the 
field of mental testing due to the influence of certain 
pcychelogical factors. Consequently reliabilitymust be 
determined by making two series of observations of a single 
variable quantity. Thus the psychologist makes two series 
of observations of what is presumed to be the same mental 
abilities, and finds the correlation between the two series. 
This correlation between two series of fallible observations 
is in 3eeera1 use, and is termed the reliability coefficient. 
It Is, of course, possible to find the varicence of the 
distribution of difI:erences between the two series of 
observations, and find the error variance of a single 
observation by dividing this variance by two, bteL this 
technique is not generally employed.v The correlation between 
two series of observations as an indication of test reliability 
is influenced by certain psychological factors, which tend in 
some degree to invalidate its use as a parameter purely 
descriotive of test eEficiency. The nature and extent of 
nose psycholo6ical considerations will be iscussed shortly. 
Three methods of estimating the reliability of tests 
are in general use; 
(1) Repetition of the same test. 
(2) Application of parallel F:orms of the test. 
(3) Split-half method. 
A fourth method of estimating the reliability of, tests from 
answer oettern data exists. This method, which has recently 
been derivellwill be considered in detail elsewhere. 
Each of -`he three general methods of estimating the 
reliability of tests is characterised by certain disadvantages, 
.)psychological in type. If the same test is repeated after a 
short time interval many of the persons tested will recall on 
the second application of the test, some of their previous 
responses, and as a consequence their scores will be increased. 
If this increase in score is uncorrelated, with ability, the 
relleibility coefficient will be uninfluenced. Since 
however, there is sortie reason to believe that bright persons 
tend to increase their score more on the second application 
of the test than dull persons, the reliability eoefficient 
will be spuriously increased, If a sufficiently lengthy 
time, interval is permitted to elapse between the successive 
t applications the influence oflmemory and practice on the 
reliability coefficient will be partly eliminated. If, 
however, the function tested exhibits a certain variability 
with time, the reliability coefficient cannot be regarded 
as a parameter purely descriptive of the efficiency of the 
test, but must be regarded aS partly descriptive of the 
reliability of the abilities tested, the repetition method 
is not in general use in estimating the reliability of group 
tests, Reliability coefficients for individual intelligence 
tests and performance tests are frequently determined by this 
method. 
The estimation of reliability coefficients by the 
Ç2 administration of two parallel forms is applicable when two 
forms of a teat exist which may be regarded as exhibiting a 
high degree of equivalence. When the two forms are not 
equivalent the correlation coefficient will be reduced by the 
presence of specific factors, and cannot be regarded as a 
reliability coefficient. A tetrad criterion oan readily be 
devised to determine whether the two forms may be regarded 
9. 
as parallel. 
:Many of the disadvantages that apply to the estimation 
of the reliability of tests by the administration of the same 
form apply also to the method of estimating reliability by 
the administration of equivalent forms, Practice may 
spuriously increasethe reliability coefficient between 
equivalent forms when the time interval between the two 
testincs is short. When a lengthy time interval is 
permitted to elapse the reliability coefficient becomes an 
index not only of the accuracy with which the- test measures 
the function which it presumes to measure, but also of the 
constancy of that function. 
Reliability coefficients are also frequently estimated 
by dividing a test into two halves, which are assumed 
equivalent, usually by summing the scores of the persons 
tested on the odd and even items, and then on certain 
J/ assumptions estimating from the correlation betvueen the halvest 
of the test what the correlation would be had each half been 
'c,Ace a 1on3a It -is now generally held that the split-half 
method yields estimates of test reliability that are too high, 
due to the correlation of errors. This method of estimating 
test reliability will be considered in detail later, and the 
concept of error correlation qualified. 
Much of the confusion that exists amonp the literature 
on test reliability arises from failure to observe the 
distinction between the reliability of tests and the 
io 
reliability of persons, The adoption of the concept 
ee 'reliability of persons' inaicaees that we ars4f the opinion 
that mental abilities are not entirely constant, but are 
cheracterised by a quotidian vartebility, The existence of 
a quotidian variability of ability, indicated uy uozamon sense, 
has been definitely established. If now a reliability 
coefficient is estimated by the application of the same or 
parallel forms of the test on different days it cannot be 
regarded as a parameter purely descriptive of the accuracy 
with which the test measures the abilities which it measures, 
but must be regaraed aa in part an indication of the constancy 
of the abilities tested. It is true that for oerlain purposes 
e' we wish to use the reliability coefficient not only as an 
Indication of test efficiency, but also as an indioation of 
the constancy. of the abilities tested as well, but unier other 
circumstances we may rash a parameter purely descriptive of 
the test, Consequently Lt becomes necessary for us to 
redefine the term 'reliability of tests,' The term 
'reliability of tests' may be lefiner7 as the accuracy 
(not constancy) with which a test measures the abilities 
which it measures at the time when it measures theme The 
'reliability of persons' may he described (not defined) as 
ethe'accuracy with which avpersons ability at any point in 
time approximates to his 'true ability,' 
On the assumption that errors due to the unreliability 
of tests are uncorrelated with errors due to the unreliability 
11® 
of persone, uo Inas 
z =St -1-$P 
Wh3re E - total error variance. 
S error variance or the test. 
Sp = error variance of the persons. 
1-f Y;0 is the correlation betueen two parallel forms given on 
the sane day, 'n V« the correlation between the same two 
forms given on different days, aria on the assumption that the 
2 
Oomponerrt sources of error that constitute St are uncorrelated 
with each other, and similarly for Sr we may write, 
St= I - 
S: Yn - Yn"q9 
rihus, certain conditions being satisíled, we can estimate the 











THE PEAR/WE-DR° FORMULA. 
The Spearman-Brown formula is in general use for 
estimating the reliability of a whole test from a knowledge 
of the correlation between the test halves, and also for 
demonstrating the relationship between the length of a test 
and its reliability. the Speaxman-Brown formula is capable 
of ready proof from the formula for the correlation of sums, 
We shall firstly consider the case where the test is doubled 
in length, and secondly the case where the length of the 
test is increased n times. 
The assumption underlying the Spearman-Brown formula 
for double length is that if the test were given a second 
time the variance of each test half would be the same, and 
all the intercorrelations between the four test halves 
would be the same. On this assumption it only remains to 
determine the correlation between the sum of two equally 
intercorrelated variables with the sum of the same two 
equally intercorrelated varialese A formula for such 
a correlation way be readily derived from a pooling square 
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where Z and Z2 refer to the oda and even items on the test, 
and k and Zito the odd and even items on a hypothetical 
second application of the test* The correlation 
Is then given io,y dividing the sum of the elements in the 
north-east quadrant of the pooling square by the square 
root of the product of the sum of the elements in the north- 
west and the sum of the elements in the south-east 






= reliability coefficient. 
r - correlation between the eaa and even. items 
on a test. 
This formula is the Spearman-i3rown formula for 
estimating what the reliability of a test would be if it 
were doubled in length, and represents a special ease of 
the more general formula for estimating the influence on 
reliability of lengthening a test n times. 
In deriving the general formula it is also necessary 
to assume that all the n parts of our hypothetical lengthened 
test are equally intercorrelated. Thus we again write the 
14 
intercorrelgtions betmeen the parts of our test in the form 
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Z1 ZZ +De 44 WO*A refer to the n parts of the test, 
and Z1. , Zz' to the n parts of the test on its 
hypothetical second application. 
Writing A-2+ h)( 1'4-2' 1;) 
h v° r -hp 
we immeditely derive 
This formula is the usual Spearman-Brown formula for 
estimating what the reliability of a test would be if it 
were lengthened n times. 
i,.amination of these formulae or estimating the 
Influence of length of test on reliability indicates that 
as r 0 the test must be lengthened many times before a 
substantial increase in reliability can be attained. 
15. 
Conversely as increasing the length of the test results 
in no great increase in the reliability coefficient. 
These observations 'will be rendered apparent on reference 
to figure 1 nhere reliability is plotted ,against length of 
test for different values of r. All the members of this familt 
of curves pass through the origin and become asymptotic as 























































































THE INDEX OF RELIABILITY. 
index of reliability is at times used instead of 
the coefficient of reliability as 5 parameter descriptive 
of test efficiency. The coefficient of on the 
one h2n3 is the correlation between two series of fallible 
observations of a series of true values, while the index 
of reliability is the correlation between a single series 
of observations and c series of true values. The distinction 
between these two concepts will be clarified on reference 
to Figure 2. The test vectors Zi and Zlt in two 
dimensional space rerresent two series of fallible observations 
of a single series of true values, represented by the 
vector Zt. 
Fig, 2 
The cosine of the angle between the two vectors Zi and Z1' 
is the reliability coefficient. The cosine of the angle 
between the vector of true values Z 
t, 
and either 4 
1 
or Z 1 
is the index of reliability, The vector Z. is not in the 
same two dimensional space as ZI and Z1' but is in a third 
dimension, 
The correlation between a single series of fallible 
observations and a series of true values may be shown to be 
equal to the square root of the correlation between two 
series of fallible observations of the same true values, 
when the errors of observation are random and equal in 
variance l that is, the index of reliability is equal to 
the square root of the reliability coefficient. 
The proof is simple in type. If Z1 and Z1' represent 
two fallible series of observations, and Zt represents the true 
values, then 
= /1-6, e, 
i; = et, 
z .Qt 
But if the errors of measurement are purely random and equal 
in variance 
)2 =II, 
I and ere. e,I , 
but VII 
and - e, 












(2ormula for the index of Re/lability) 
It is apparent that no Tatter that other variable the 
series of observations z) were correlated with the factor 
loadings of that variable comon to ZI could never unity. 
Consequently the index of reliability of a test represents 
the maximum correlation that a test is capable of yielding 
with any other test or battery of tests in the whole universe 
of tests. The reliability index represents the correlation 
between a test which is an imperfect instrimen., of 
measurement, and another test measuring the same abilities 
which is perfectly reliable. 
A less algebraic proof of the index of reliability can 
be attained which is of considerable interest. As we increase 
the length of a test we increase its reliability, so that if 
we were to increase the length of a test an infinite number 
of times, its reliability would become unity: that is, the 
test would be a perfect measure of the abilities which it 
measured, and each of the test rectors ZI and ZI would lie 
directly along the vector Zt, The problem then becomes 
one of determining the correlation between a single fallible 
L. 
test, and the same test lengthened an infinite number of 
times, 
Lat Z1 be a tost and ZI', an 
infinite number of parallel forms. Let the.intercorrelations 
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The average value of the elements ir. the north-east quadrant, 
when the test is lengthened an infinite number of times is 
of course r11. It is also apparent that as n the 
average value in the south-east quadrant approximated to ril. 
We may, therefore, write the eorrela.tion between a test, and 
an Infnite number of parallel forms of the test in the form 
r ril 
lt 
(Formula for index of reliability) 
"¿U. 
THE COR3ECTION ATnNUATION. 
The general effect of random errors of observation is 
to reduce correlation; that is, the presence of random 
errors tends to attenuate the correlation between observed 
values away from the correlation between the true values of 
the quantities observed. The greater the magnitude of the 
errors of observation the greater the attenuation effect. 
As the length of a test is increased an infinite number of 
times 1; that is when n the test becomes a 
true measure. :11.e problem, therefore, of determining the 
correlation between two series of true values involves the 
determination of what the correlation between two tests 
would be had each test been lengthened an infinite number 
of times. 
Let us assume that Zl and Z2 are two tests lengthened 
an infinite number of times, and, that all the intercorrelations 

















































































The average value in the north-east quadrant of the cooling 
square is equal to r120 It Is furthermore apparent that as 
n--0.10 the sverage value in the north-west quadrant 
approxlnates to ril, so that when n = oo the average value 
of the elements in that quadrant iz r11. tiImIlarly when 
n = 0,0 the average value of the elements in the south-east 
quadrant is r22. We nay, therefore, write 




(Formula for correcting a correlation coefficient for 
attenuation) 
Another proof of the formula for correcting a 
correlation coefficient for attevuation, more algebraic in 
type, exists, which exhibits some Interesting properties. 
Let zi and z2 be two tests expressed in terms of r 
linearly Independent common factors, such that 
Then 
j2 x- J2.z' 
\riz et-Q.)) 
y=t 
- b, s + e 
s ea 
2 a. 




and are values of and 
- 
uninfluenced by random 
errors of measurement, 
Therefore 
22. 
- e,z)(1 e;) 
V't 2. 
(Formula for correcting a correlation coefficient for 
i attenuation) 
The correction for attenuation is use to determine the 
degree of intrinsic relationship between two variables; 
that is, to determine a correlation coefficient 'tìa t is not a 
function of the error,:: of measurement 
investigators have on occasion fo,nd 3,.at correlation 
coeffioients corrected for attenuation exceeded unity, and on 
these 3rounds th formula has at times suf_ered condemnation, 
Spearman has Shown that a sampling error of coefficient 
corrected for attenuation is considerably greater than the 
attenuated coefficient, and that \ve shoull expect under 
certain circumstances coefficients to exceed unity within 
the 11-i;Js of their sampling error. Correeted coefficients 
greater than unity may at times be obtained when the 
reliability coeffielents and correlation coefficients used 
in the attenuation formula have not been consistently 
determined, Thus, certain sources of error may be exerting 
23. 
an influence on the coefficients in the denominator of the 
attenuation formula, which sources of error are not 
influencing the coefflaients in the numerator, and vlee versa. 
Under such circumstances we should expect to obtain over: 
:estimates and underestimates respectively, of the true 
relationshie between the correlated variables, such 
inconsistencies have been adequately treated by Thouless. 
(Robert H. Thouless, he effect of errors of measurement on 
correlation coefficients, 3.J.P. XXIX, 1938.) 
When the corrected coeffleient determined by the use of 
consistent correlations is in the neighbourhooa of unity, we 
hft 
may state taht the departure of the obtained coefficient from 
unity is due to the presence of random errors, and not 
specific factors, 3pearman haS demonstrated that when the 
tetrad criterion_ holds for coefficients ncorrected for 
attenuation it will also hold for corrected. coefficients. 
By generalizing this theorem we ray state that the rank of 
any correlation matrix remains unchanged when its elements 
are corrected for attenuation, In order to transform the 
factor loadings obtained from uncorrected coefficients 
into tLe loadings that would have .obtained from corrected 
coefficients, we merely pre-multiply the factorial natrix 
by a diagonal matrix with elements Jr 
where rii is 
the reliability coefficient of test i. his amounts to 
24. 
dividing the factor loadings of each test by the square 
root of the reliability coefficient of that test, This 
technique indicates whether specific factors are real 
specifics or purely error variance. 
THE STANDARD ERROR OF A TEST SCORE, 
The error variance of a test score is the variance of 
the difference between an infinite number of observations 
of that score and the mean of the observations. On the 
assumption that persons and triais are uncorrelated we may 
use the variance of the difference between a series of 
observed scores, and the series of corresponding true scores 
as an estimate of the error variance. Now, as discussed 
previously, if we make two series of observations the 
variance of the difference between these two series is made 
up of two components, the variance of the difference between 
one series of observations and the true scores, and the 
variance of the difference between the other series of 
observations and the true scores. hence on the assumption 
that each series of observations is equally fallible, we 
may write 2 
) = 2.00 -% 
z 
;diere Cro_o . the variance of the difference between 
two series of observat ions, 
E . the variance of the difference between one 







Cr = cy 
2 
E va 
(Formula for the error variance of a test score) 
and 
g 
(ìormula for the standard error of a test score) 
If the two series of observations are reduced to 
standard measure CT : 14 Therefore the standard error 
of a standard score is given by 
E z -v. 
(Formula for the standard error of a standard score) 
If the errors of measurement are purely random the 
error variance of a test score should be uninfluenced by 
the degree of selection of the sample. .. This observation 
is capable of simple demonstration on reference to the 
Otis-Kelly formula for correcting a reliability coefficient 
for selection. This formula Is .given by 
CT I - 
E 
z - 
2 2. ' 
Where CY, and )(I, represent-the variance and 
reliability coefficient obtained from the sample and the 
population respectively. If 
,z 
represents the error 
variance of a test score estimated from the sample, and 
2b. 




E = E, (' -R) 
but 
2 
4:5-1 - E( R) 
2 2. 
therefore 
Since the error variance of a test score is Independent 
of he degree of selection of the g:oup it furnishes under 
certain circumstances a Lore useful index of test efficiency 
than the reliability coefficient. It Is of particular 
value in comparing the results of different investigators 
who have employed samples of different degrees of selection. 
r2he standard error of a test score, and indeed, the 
standard errors of all types of parameters, is frequently 
Interpreted as implying that the probability is 68/100 that 
the true value lies within the rungs definea by once the 
standard error on either side of the observed score, or 
95/100 that the true value lies within the range defined 
by twice th:,) standard error. This method of interpretation 
is not quite correct' A given observation z may take any 
value between .±20- of a distribution centred on a hypothetical 
true value x , where twice the standard error is taken as 
the criterion of acceptability® The implication is that 
with any given observation 2: we may state with reasonable 
21. 
certainty thal the true value lies within x-±2.5. If, 
however, I were to make a large number of observations x, 
xi, x2, iT does not follow that 95 out of 
100 of such observations lies within the limits x ±Z 
Indee4 if the given observation x were at the extreme right 
of the 2:2-cr range sampling distribution centered on the 
mean of a large number of observations the probability is 
only 50/100 that any other single observation will lie 
within the limits x ±2-0-. This type of problem involves 
the distinction between inverse and fiducial probability. 
21-7 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STANDARD ERROR AND LENGTH OP TEST. 
As we increase the length of a test to increase its 
reliability we also increase the variance of raw scores of 
the test. The variance of raw scores on the lengthened 
test is readily derived from the appropriate pooling square, 
and is given by the formula 
crsli z ol% +(vi-od 
where CT - the variance of raw or deviation scores on a 
test lengthened n times. 
2 
+ the variance of scores on a test of unit length. 
r - the reliability coefficient of a test of unit 
length. 
h : number of times the test is lengthened. 
But the reliability of a test lengthened n times as given 
by the Spearman-Brown formula is 
hr 
+(-i)] r 
Combining these two equations we ray write 
2 2 
crsil h r 
CY r 
This equation shows the relationship between the variance 
of a test lengthened n times and a test of unit length in 
terms of the reliability of a test lengthened n times and 
the reliability of a test of unit length. 
0 
It now remains to derive the relationship between the error 
variance of a test score on a test of unit length, and the 
error variance of the same test lengthened n times. If 
2 
E and are the error variances of a test of unit 
length, and the same test lengthened n times, then 
2 2 
2 2 












h - hh 
ubstituting the 8pearman-Brown formula for rnn in this 
equation we find that 
& 
h 
Thus we may say that the error variance of a test score on 
a test lengthened n times is equal to n times the error variant 
of a test of unit length. 
30. 
THE STANDARD ERROR OE? THE DIEVERENCE BETWEEN TWO TEST SCORES, 
The error variance of the difference between the test 
scores of two persons is the variance of the difference 
between the scores obtained by the two persons on an infinite 
number of trials. If the trials are uncorrelated we nay 
write 
If we are testing the significance of the difference between 
the scores obtained by two persons on the same test, then 
2 2 2 
If we adopt the 95 per cent probability sampling distribution 
as the criterion of acceptability, we may state that the 
difference between the scores of two persons on the same test 
must be 2.828 times the standard error of a single score, 
before the abilities of the two persons tested may be 
regarded as differing significantly. This indicates that 
mental tests must yield very high reliability coefficients 
before they may be regarded as discriminating with much 
accuracy between the persons tested. 
If now we wish to determine the significance of the 
difference between scores of the same person, or different 
persons, on two different tests, on the assumption that the 
correlation between trials is zero, we may write 
z 2 
31. 
where(,-2) . & the error variance of the difference between a 
score on z1 and a score on z2. 
Ez = the error variance of z le 
= the error variance of z2. 
Hence Z 2 
(0 -Z) z Cri - v22 0,2,2 
The above relationship may be adapted to standard 
measure. The standard error of the difference between the 
standard scores of two persons on the same test is given by 
12- - 
while the standard error of the difference between the 
standard scores of the same or different persons on different 




rAIE TRUE VARIANCE OP A TEST. 
Errors of measurement tend to increase the variance 
of obtained scores. un the assumption that such errors are 
purely random, by the additive nature of the variances of 
uncorrelated variables we may write 
2 2 
CY = croo 4-E 
2 
where 015-2-= obtained variance. 
2 
Cr406 = true variance (variance uninfluenced by random 
errors) 
2 
g error variance 
but 
hence 
2_ 6 2( I - Y) 
s 
33. 
INCREASED VALIDITY WITH INCREASED RELIABILITY. 
Since random errors of measurement tend to attenuate 
the correlation of a test with a criterion the validity of 
a test may be increased by increasing its reliability. 
A formula is readily derived showing the influence on the 
correlation of a test with a criterion of lengthening the 
test any number of times. If rol is the correlation of a 
test with a criterion, and ril the reliability of the test, 
we may write the intercorrelations between the criterion 
and n tests of unit length in the form of a pooling square. 









where,l ' is the correlation with the criterion of UAW 
test lengthened n times. 
34. 
By writing this equation explicitly for n we may 
estimate the number of times that a test must be lengthened 
in order to attain a specified validity, when the specified 




z - ru 
We may on occasion wish to estimate the maximum possible 
correlation between a test and a criterion; that is the 
correlation that would have obtained had the test been 
perfectly reliable, or had the test been lengthened an 
infinite number of times. Examination of the pooling square 
given above will show that as n --)cc the average value 
of the elements in the south -east block approximates to,.,r-Ô , 
hence AI 7' rot 
Y61 
This formula yields the correlation between criterion and 
true scores. If, however, the criterion is itself not a 
perfectly reliable measure, and if its reliability coefficient 
is known, we may estimate the correlation between the true 
criterion scores and true test scores by the usual 
attenuation formula. 
,L L, 
THE ESTIMATION 4i' RELIABILITY FROM ANSWER PATTERN DATA. 
The interseretation of, a test not es e. unit in itself, 
but es a lare composite battery of small Item t: est s, each 
having its own variance a as int er cor: e? at ions with all the 
other ;terne on the test, and contributing by virtue of its 
variance ana correlation with other items to the eet ion of 
the test as a whole, not only indicates certain concepts 
which ^r e funs am.ental in the theory of :reliability, but 
2? so suFneste new methods for the estimation of reliability 
from the usual parameters computed for the selection of 
test items from answer pattern data. 
: he correlation of a test zl of n elements with 
another test z2 of n' elements may be interpreted as the 
correlation of the suit. of the n elements of zl ; it.h the a' 
elements of zp, Thus the correlation r12 is a 
simplification of the complex interaction of ail the n 
elements of z) with each other, the variance of ti, the 
interaction of all the n' elements of z2 with each other, 
the variance of z ?, and the interaction of all the n 
elements of z1 with the n' elements of z!, the covariance. 
The correlation between any two tests Tray, therefore, be 
described as a sime ificati.on of a complexity of interactions 
between test elements. 
36. 
In terms of the above theory the correlation between the 




h (1-1) I, vi ch.-0 K \ _2 
r 
L :I jzi :'( :S=1 L, li 
where cr., .1. the variance of item one on the test z1 of n elementp. 
2 
r. 
he variance of item .i on the test ze of n' elements. 
the correlation between the items i and j on zl, 
- 
the correlation between the items l' en& j' on z2, 
lee= the correlation between the item i on ze and the 
Li 
Item 1' on Zr 
The term in the numerator of equation (1) is equal to Yucricr2 
2. 
while the terme in the denominator are respectively C"; and are 
Equation (1) indicates that the correlation between two tests 
Is a complex function of the item variances and inter-etem 
covariances. 
'eet,us now consider the case of a test of n elements given 
twice to the same sample of persons, e'rom answer patterns 
constructed for each applioation of the test it is possible 
with great arithmetical labour to calculate the variance of 
each item on each application of the test, the reliability of 
each item, and all the 4n2 - 3n other inter-item correlations 
of the 2n test elements, rom these values by formulae for 
the correlation of sums, the correlation between the scores 
3(. 
of the persons tested on each application of the test could 
be Ì`oL'tl5. A correlation coefficient this calculated should 
agree exactly with coefficient obtained by correlating 
raw scores, when the item variances are estimated by the 




pL:9,L IDJ (11 
where ti_J the opoz : i.or. of persons passing both item i 
an:. 6, . 
kL . the proportion of persons passing it en I. 
t the proportion of persons passing item ä. 
. the pr000v-:.on of persons failing item 1e 
9); a the proportion of Der-sons failing item j, 
Although the proctiss of eotizat ing reliability outlined 
above :;oes not lend itself to ordinary computational purposes 
the general theozv of this rroness 3uggest:, methods thereby 
reliability coefficients nay be estimated fr om certain 
parameters commonly computed for purposes of item selection. 
i-L.esa methods have been devised by i.1.Xud°vr and :.:.W.I.il.char380n, 
ffsychoaet.rie_s vol.2, no.3, Sept. 1937 p 131-16C') and are 
considered in detail below. The forrU.ìue given here are 
substantially similar to those given by Lu? or and Richardson, 
although the methods of derivation differ slightly. 
38. 
The intereorre7-atioxzs 'between all the r items on a 
test,-and the n items an a hypathet ieal. equivalent form of 
the test, may he written in the form of a pooling square 
ac follows:- 
(5, Crz 6h CT, Q2 - a-,, 
Y12 YTI 
. h(k 
CY.h Yih Y2h ' 




I Yz z 
'2 h 
Yh(k-1) 







1'26- ' Ykh.-,> YkI. 
YIZ YIti 
( Y2 . 
rk(-') 
VI 6 Y2 t Y!, (oo -a ) 
The sum of the weighted elements in the north-east quadrant 
clivi:.m,5 by the square root of the aJrGdîxL :t of the sum of the 
weighted elements in the north-root quadrant and the sum of 
the weighted elements in the south-east quadrant id the 
r3 r- cb 1 i between ut r . the ,, rr. ior h,,er. thv two forms o , test . :Anee the 
two forms of the teet are assumed parallel t:hvn the rieghí;ed 
elements in the north-west ctv.a.drxnt may be regarded As the same 
os the rei.7hted elements in the south-east quadrant. Also the 
the weighted elements in the north-east and south-west quadrants 
may be regarded as the same na the elements in the other two 
quadrants, with the exception of the elements down the 
diagonals. It is known that the sum of the weighted elements 
in the north-west quadrant is equal to the variance of the 
test. The correlation between the test an it hypothetical 
parallel form may then be wri- ten as follows:- 
h. 6 
.2. 2. IC' V-I Cr: Cr. Lt. L. 
o-tz 
(3) 
her a the reliability coefficient of the Thole test. 
2 
u the variance of the test. 
z 
cFL = the variance of the lie:1 I. 
Neu= the reliability coefficient cf the iteL, i. 
All the terme in equation (3) may be detrormined from a 
single application of the test except the item reliabilities 
ru, Qiich nnot be known with=t giving the tes a secolld 
lilne to the same sample 
ts. 
tem., a- is siolal 
L 
cf persons. Since, however, the 
6 
In cor.parison with the tor : 
small discrepancies in reasombly guessed values of ril will 
have great influence on the value of rtt, With Moray 
Hause lests the mean value of the iterireliabilitY Fir, is 
about .40 or .50. 
40. 
By making certain assumptions a number of other formulae 
better adapted to calculation may be derived, If we are willing 
to assume that the average inter -item covariance, 
Yli 
CT'icr , is 
equal to the average value of the product of the item reliability 
and the item variance, v<< , formula (3) may be written in 
the form 
'Ili 61 6; 
Ytr = 
t 





= the average inter -item covariance. 













Formula ( ) is not an approximation but an exact 
measure of the average inter-item covariance, and is in 
itself an illuminating index of test efficiency. The 
greater the average inter-item covariance the greater the 
variance of raw scores. Furthermore the tendency exists 
for the reliability of a test to increase as some direct 
function or other of the sum of the inter-item covariances. 
he quantity Vlicri_ai varies from 0.0 to .25. For bioray 
House rlestsvIJOIC5J has a value of about .04. 
Substituting equation (6) in equation (4) we have 
2 c-f 
Crt - 11 
= 
(7 ) 
This formula is similar to 'i..uder and Richardson's formula 
(20), although their process of derivation is much more 
elaborate than the simple derivation given here. 2urthermore, 
the derivation given by these authors requires three very 
broad assumptions, (1) that the matrix of inter-item 
correlations has a rank of one, (2) that all the intercorrelations 
are equal, (3) that the item variances are equal. If the 
validity of t1.is formula were dependent on the accuracy with 
which a test approximated to these three conditions its value 
42 
as a measure of reliability would be seriously impaired, 
since few tests aparoximate either to unit rank or equality 
of either inter-item correlation or item variance. As we 
have attempted to show, the valid use of this formula for 
the estimation of test reliability need not necessarily 
depend on any of the assumptions made by Kuder and 
Richardson, but rather upon. the more conservative assumption 
that the average inter-item covariance, Yi...crz.aj is equal to 
J 
4(LiCF-i. Although may in actual practice be a 
discrepant estimate of Iruol the order of discrepancy that 
is likely to arise will have no great influence on the 
estimated reliability coefficient. 
Certain suggestions may be made here to facilitate 
K-1 2 
the computation of the term in formula (7). 
k. 
2 
Luc may be calculated directly by finding values of tli,gb 
L = I 
and summing over n items. If, however, a calculating 
machine is available capable of multiplying and 
. a 
z 
a single operation, since ECTi. =y- iz,c1)L = i3i 
the shortest method is to sum values of ? and 
from this sum the sum of the squared values of 
adding in 
subtract 
An interesting variation of equation (7) is obtained 
if we assume that all the items in the test have equal values 
of t'L When f:a=t3j the quantity iNcj i,'ipict). that is 
the average variance is equal to the product of the average 
of ta and the average of On this assumption 
formula (7) may be written in the form 
but 
where 










tM - number of persons. 
= number of items. 
(8) 
(9) 
Exr = the eum of the scores of A persons. 
L:1 
CAt = the mean score of all the persons on the test. 
therefore 
(nt - nt) 
t, 
(10) 
then formula (10) will yield an underestimate 
of the: reliability coefficient. 
In order to test the comparative merits of some of the 
formulae given above, reliability coefficients were calculated 
for a number of 1:ibray House Tests by formulae (3)0 (7), and (10). 
44. 
The tests used were M.H.T. 23, 26, 27, and 30, M.H.A. 11, 
and M.H.E. 12. Reliability coefficients were calculated 
for M.H.A.11 for parts 1 and parts 2, separately and. 
combined. In estimating reliability coefficients by 
formula (3) guessed values of Ylc were used. These 
guessed values were .20, .30, .40 and 40. The reliability 
coefficients estimate d. by these three formulae are given in 
Table The boosted split-half reliabilities of 1.,1.1i.T.23 
and 26 are also given. Table R' shows the standard 
deviation of the raw scores in each test, the mean of raw 
scores, the number of items on each test, and the number 
of cases upon which each coefficient is ,based. 
Examination of Table indicates the following:- 
(1) iormula (7) yields values of the reliability coefficient 
slightly smaller than the boosted split-half reliabilities. 
This may possibly be attributed to the fact that strijaCCrj is 
an underestimate of VI Cri The boosted split-half 
reliability cannot, however, be regarded as a criterion. 
The actual process of selecting the odd and even items will 
tend with certain types of tests to make the scores on the 
odd items more nearly similar to the scores on the even 
items than is compat,ble with a valid est Lmate of test 
reliability, (2) 2ormula (10) yields estimates of the 
reliability coefficient that are too small. This is 
directly due to the fact that with Moray House Tests 
M,:*bi.cbie This tends.to reduce the estimate of test 
reliability as given by formula (10). 
(3) Formula (4) gives estimates for various values of /7 
differing at most by .03. An estimate of V.,1 equal to 
.40 or .50 will give values of reliability coefficients 
in close correspondence to the coefficients that would have 
obtained by the split-half method. If a value of YLL 
is used formula (4) will yield values in close correspondence 
with those obtained by formula (7). (4) Reliability 
coefficients estimated by any one method are consistent 
with each other and directly comparable. That is, the 
largest coefficient calculated by formula (7) is also the 
largest coefficient calculated by formulae (3) and (10). 
In the examples given in Tablel there is one exception 
to this which can readily be explained* We can conclude, 
therefore, that all these methods are useful for comparing 










































































Test S.D. Mean n N 
W.11.11 . 23 19.36 48.93 100 171 
M.H.T. 26 20.07 47.53 100 162 
M.H.T. 27 19.12 49,15 100 221 
M.H.T. 30 22.25 39.00 100 271 
LILA. 11 
Part 1 10.38 24.43 42 222 
Part 2 13.12 22.77 60 222 
(1=°-2) 22.50 47.27 102 222 
M.H.E. 12 23.34 39.95 120 200 
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W1CTORS IN1PLUL7CIFG RELIABILITY. 
The present discussion is concerned with an examination 
of the factors influencing reliability coefficients, As 
specified previously much of the prevailing confusion that 
characterises the reliability concept is clarified by 
arbitrarily distingtishinc between the 'reliability of tests' 
and the 'reliability of persons'. The validity of the 
concept 'reliability of persons' depends on the existence of 
a quotidian variability of mental function resulting from 
the action of a multiplicity of causes upon the persons 
tested. If such quotidian variability existe it will tend 
to make reliability coefficients calculated by the split-half 
method, and boosted by the Lipearman-Brown formula, greater 
than reliability coefficients calculated by correlating 
parallel forms of a test with a time interval between 
successive testings. 
The present enquiry was initiated to determine whether 
or not mental functions were characterised by a quotidian 
variability, and if mental functions exhibit such variability 
to estimate the influence of its presence upon reliability 
coefficients calculated by different methods. A preliminary 
discussion is presented, dealing with the variability of 
cognition, and methods of measuring such variability. 
0. 
THE 74:RI,VBIrITY OP COGNITIVE_UNOTION **10n-Immoowt,,,...norWgrwwwww.rnowwwwootawareenyrno 
An examination of available relevent data indicates that 
possible variations in cognitive function may be classified 
into two categories. The first category includes thoee 
variations that may be described as quotidian. These 
variations are the resultant of the action of a multiplicity 
of random environmental influences upon the mental structure. 
One theory suggests that variations u, this type may be of 
central physiological origin, and may be oharacterised by 
periodic fluctuation or oscillation. The second category 
includes variations in cognitive function over longer time 
intervals. These alleged long term variations are regarded 
as causually determined by environmental factors. 
Spearman, while accepting variations of the former type, 
repudiated the latter. With reference to these alleged 
variations over long time intervals he writes that "these 
"variations really derive from the operation of measurement, 
"not from the g itself which is measured,," 
6peariaa11, C., (1932), "Abilities of Lan", p.366. 
51. 
Numerous enquirtes have been conducted to determine the 
constancy or lack of constancy of the Stanford-Binet I.k4. 
These experiments indicate that there is a marked increase 
in variation with increase in the time interval between 
successive applications of the test. Robert L.Thorndike; 
by pooling the results of numerous investigators in this 
field, found that the correlation between test and retest 
varied from 0889 for time intervals less than one month,-to 
698 for a time interval of 60 months. 
Retests with certain loray House Intelligence Tests at 
varying time intervals show a slight decrease in correlation 
with increase in time interval, but this decrease is of such 
a small order as to be insignificant. The following table 
contains in summary the available data on the constancy of 
the 1..4, as measure b -Loray House Tests, 
t r W 
1 week .931 629 
1 week .940 629 
1 week .935 629 
7 weeks .93? 1030 
15 months .935 394 
26 months .929 363 
38 months .895 195 
Thorndike, kiobeit 1.,(l933), "The .:;ffect of the-interva1 
Oetween Test and iietest on the Cons'uancy of 11.Q,." 
J.'Educ.Psychol. voi. xxlv, pp. 543-549. 
52. 
The last three coefficients in the above table are corrected 
for selection, These results indicate that the abilities 
measured by Moray House Tests exhibit no appreciable 
variation capable of detection by correlational technique 
with increase in time interval, and lend considerable 
weight to Spearman's hypothesis regarding the constano 
of g over lengthy time intervals, 
The above data throw no light on quotidian variations 
in cognitive function which may exist quite independent of 
long term variations, We shall firstly consider the 
various methods fo'r isolating and measuring such variations, 
)3. 
YET ODS of IVEASURING iUNO I ONíL VARIABILITY. 
Numerous methods have been devised for measuring 
functional 7arlability. Some of these methods .1.e 
considered briefly here. 
(,-The Double Test-retest bf 2uncAon 21uctuation. 
A method o: measuring 2unctiona1 variability has been 
indicated by Thouless, This method involves the administratio4 
of two intercorrelated te s at the same time, and 
oorrelatirr the arrays of Ls:ores thus found with arrays of 
scores found by adminie+r/fing the same two tests, or 
parallel forms, again together at some other time. 
and z- are the measurements obtained at the first 
- 
administration of the tests, and zil and z2' are the 
measurements obtained at the second administration, then 
r12' and r1,2 1111 be lese than r12 and ri'2' if functional 
varaibility is present. If the unreliability of the tests 
used is the only cause of variation, and errors of 
measurement lo not correlate then r12, rit2', r121 and 
will tend to be equal. If functional variability is found 
to be present then r12 and rif21 will have in common a 
factor of temporal conliguity increasing their inter: 
:eorrelattons which factor is not common to r121 and 11.12. 
If z1 
Thouiess,Hobert h.,(1930, "Test Unreliability and 
dunction dluctuation", xxvl, -1)325- 
rihouless points out that the correlation between the 
differences between test and retest is demonstrative of 
funotional varlebillty. If there is no veriation in the 
function estea then r(1-1')(2-2') will be positive if the 
coreeletion bollNeen the two tests is positive. This 
techniqte was first used by Brown and Thomson in detecting 
the presence of correlation between errors of measurement. 
Values of r(1-1')(2-2') can be conveniently cslculeted from 
a pooling square of intercorrelations between tests given on 
the same day ana tests given on diflerent _,ach test 
nut be weighed according to it standard deviation, and 
appropriate nety2ive signs Introduced. 
As an index for measuring the amount of fluctuation of 
function, Thouless proposes a method which teetles into con: 
.eideretion the size of the intercorrelation between the 
ts! This is necessitated by the fact that r(1_11)(2-2') 
is not independent of the size of r12. If r12 is small, 
then r 
t1-1')(2.2') 
1111) be small, He proposes to take as 
his index the correlation between the differences between 
test and retest divided by the mean of the same time 
correlations between z1 and z2. The resulting index is 
Riven by the formula 
14(1-1')(E-2') 
1717377.177T- 
If this quantity is significantly different from zero then 
function fluctuation is present. 
55. 
The Coefficient of Trait Variability, 
Another quantitative criterion for measuring functional 
variability has been proposed by G,BPaulsen: He advances 
the view that variability in the trait tested is responsible 
for the discrepancy between reliability coefficients 
calculated by thee split-half method, and coefficients 
calculated by correlating the scores on the same or parallel 
forms after a time interval, He proposes to correct the 
test retest coefficients for attenuation, using the boosted 
split-half reliability coefficients in the denominator of 
the attenuation formula. This corrected test re-test 





rhere rut is the correlation obtained by test re-test by 
the same or equivalent forms, r,1 the boosted split-half 
reliability of one form, and rlii, the boosted split-half 
reliability of the other, If no trait variability is 
Present, this coefficient will have a value of unity. It 
will be less than unity when trait variability is present, 
Thouless points out that this method is a special case of 
his test re-test criterion, the pairs in Paulsenio method 
being not different tests but pairs of the same test. 
2L,Ll1sen, U931) "A Coefficient of Trait Variability" 
2sycnol. esullotin, mil, p.218. 
 
,'nalvqin the Er-or V.,)riance of a eeste 
war Y.W. =0:400 
It is possible to analyse the error variance of a test 
into two components, one component being the variance of the 
fluctuation in the ability tested, the other component 
being the error variance due to the incapacity of the test 
as an instrument of measurement, Tilts we can write 
2 , 
Ee SI ao 
where 02 - total error variance of the test, 
e 
s2 the variance due to the incapacity of the teat 
ao an instrument of measurement, 
2 
st . variance due to -fluctuation in the ability tested. 
ril is the correlation between two parallel forlps given 
on the same day, and r111, is the correlation le,tween the 
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?act ors of Tenusml Contiula. 
The use of some of the measures outlined above are 
invalidated as pure measures of functional variability due 
to the possible correlation of errors. In Paulsen's 
coefficient of trait variability it is unlikely that the 
boosted split-half reliability is equal to the reliability 
that would have obtained if the time interval between the 
teste were zero, and functional variability were absent. 
Errors probably correlate to some small extent, and thereby 
spuriously increase the obtained reliability oefficients. 
Purthermore errors on two different tests given on the same 
day may also correlate, Since no method is apparent at 
the moment for adequately discriminating between the 
correlation of errors, and the absence of funetional 
variability, ve propose to i'se the tern 'facto rs of 
'temporal contiguity', a term first proposed by Thouless, 
factors of temporal contiguity being defined as those 
factors which tend to increase the correlation between 
tests given on the same day, and to reduce the correlation 
between tests given. on different days, The existence of 
a factor of temporal contiguity nay be The to the fluctuation 
of the abilities measured from day to day, or to the 
correlation of errors between tests given on the same day, 
or to eome other cause as yet unpostulated, teebtique 
is here developed for the measurement of such factors. 
Leasurement of kactouELLEaparal Contile-911D 
The measurer:exit of factors of temporal contiguity is 
a relatively simple procedure. It involves subtracting 
the aatri x of intercorreletions between tests given on 
lifferent days from the matrix of intercorrelations of the 
came tests given. on the same day. The matrix of residuals 
is then examined, If those residuals can be considered as 
significantly greater than zero, than factors of temporal 
contiguity are known to exist corn= to the tests given on 
the sane day, if the residual correlations are not 
significantly greater than zero, then we roast assulT:e that 
such factors are not present, if 1() conclude that our 
residuals are significant, we can then proceed to estimate 
the loadings o our factors of temporal contiguity by 
averaging all nossible combinations of 
A2 raj r j 
In our residual matrix, where rib is the loading of our 
factor of temporal contiguity In test i. The assumption 
16 made that our table of residual correlations, found by 
subtracting the matrix_of intercorrelations botwaen tests 
given on different days from the matrix of intercorrelations 
of the same tests given on the same day has a rank. of lo 
lo illustrate the procedure outlined above, a 
fictitious tabs of intercerrelations was drawn up between 
three tests given on the same day, and given on different 
days. Let z1,s2, and z3 be three tosts given on the same 
day, and zit, zk and z be the same tests or their parallel 
forms given on some other day, Let their matrix of 






23 2/ 32' 231 
am Ott .337 .407 .831 .893 .345 
.387 WO NW .328 .297 .666 .202 
Zet .407 .323 .341 .800 .901 
211 .881 .297 .341 .336 .410 
Z91 .253 0666 .200 .335 
23' .345 .202 .901 .410 .626 WY& GM 
It will be observed from this fictitious matrix of 
intercorrelattons that the intercorrelations between tests 
given on the same d*,y arc greater than the intercorrelations 
between tests liven on different days. We, therefore, 
postulate the existence of factors of temporal contiguity* 
With only three different tests in a battery, we must 
assume that there is only one General factor, and no group 
factors* Although for purposes of simplicity only three 
tests are used in this illustration, the method outlined is 
entirely general and may be used with any number of tests, 
and any number of factors* Examination of the matrix of 
Intercorrelat ions given in Table 3 leads us to expect the 









33 error specefics 
The assumntion 13 made that the data used is fallible, 
and that 
". 
r130 and r23 are not exactly equal to r12 r13, 
I 
and ru respectively, but are very. nearly so, Similarly 
la al 
r12, r13 and r23 are not exactly equal to ri2, ri3, and 
respectively. The reliability coefZicients r, r24, and 
r33 are placed down the diagonals of the sooth-west and 
north-east quadrants, 7e have therefore, two matrices of 
ittarcorrelations between tests given on the Sent! day, and 
two matricer of interaorrelatione given on different days, 
and four .possible matricer of residuals due to the existence 
of factors of temporal centigulty, Since zl, z,, and z3 
are the sane tents or parallel forme of zl, zE!, and z"),, we 
assune that the first factor loading of z/ Is the same as 
the first factor loairg of zi; similarly with. Z, z, and 
; 
25,zis, We, therefore, oalrplate the first factor loadings 








and tain g the square root of 
this average; similarly with 024 0, and z3, zA. 
iV01.1 the first factor loadings we can then calculate 
the matrix of intercorrelations accounte0 for by the first 
factor. 'iubtmeting this matrix from the matrices of 
intercorrelations given on difZerent we obtain a 
table of residuals, which are nearly zero. Subtracting the 
same matrix from the table of Interoorrolations between 
tests given on the same day, we obtain a table of somewhat 
larger residuals. These matrices of residuals are giren 
in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Zl Z7 Z. 
3 
_00920 *0641 .5776 -.0020 *0021 
22 .0920 -- .1270 .0020 .4931 .0010 
23 .0641 .1270 -.0019 -.0010 .6674 
zi .5776 .0:4,0 -.0019 
Z -.0020 *4931 -0,0010 *0910 
.00 
.14 
Z1 .0021 *0010 .6L74 *0671 41270 
SI 0 II 1 
.1270 
The large residuals in the north-west and south-east 
quadrants must be accountee for by factors of temporal 
contiguity. Analysing the residuals in the north-west 
quadrant of Table 7 we obtain the factors of tenpora1 
contiguity common to zl, z2 and z3, while the residuals in 
b. 
the south-east quadrant of Table yield similar factors 
common to zi, q and zi. The factor loadings thus 
calculated are given in the b and e columns of 
The specefics and error specefics have also been calculated, 










1 .7095 .2155 .5755 .6450 
2 .4150 .4270 .5675 .5773 
3 .4.833 .2976 .7609 .3146 
07095 .2193 .5740 .3450 
t/3 .4150 .4150 .5620 .5773 
6 .4833 .5060 .Y575 .3146 
The above fictitious example ilinstrates how the 
absence og functional variability may be measured as a factor 
of temporal contiguity. The method may be used with any 
number of tests, and any method of obtaining factors may be 
employed. If Thiirstone1s method is used, the eentroid 
solution, calculated from the intercorrelations between tests 
given on different days, may be rotated into any psychologically 
significant configuration independent of the temporal 
contiguity factors, which must be regarded as already 
Psychologically significant. 
[EXPERIMENTAL., 
In order to determine the Influence of 'factors of 
'temporal conti. city' luron reliability coefficients the scores 
of 212 persone on the odd and ever Items of three Moray House 
Tests, Y.E.T. 21, 23, and 26, were found.. These three tests 
were administered with a time interval of one week between 
their successive administrations, Moray T case Tests are 
known to exhibit a high degree of equivalence, and for the 
purpose of thi; Investigation the three tests used are 
regarded r as parallel form s. The theory underlying the 
experimen. t wee that If factors of temporal contiguity existed, 
the ccrre?atien between parts of the same test would be 
higher than the eorreiaii.on between parts of different tests. 
The intercorrelc rions between the six test halves were 
calculates. These intercorrela.tions together with their 
stans:ard errors are given in Table Y. Examination of this 
table indicates that the correlation between halves of the 
same test are markedly higher than the correlation between 
halves of different tests. Each coefficient was boosted by 
the Spear? an- 3r. own formula for° double length, These 
coefficiente together with their standard errors calculated 
by the Shen formula are given. th columns 3 ana 4 of Table . 




21 od-23 Odd 
21 even-23 Od 
21 Odd-23 even 
21 even-20 even 


























21 od-26 odd 08643 *0174 .9272 *0100 
21 even-26 odd .8932 .0139 .9436 .0077 
21 odd-26 even .8609 .0178 .9253 .0103 
41.26 - .9076 
21 even-26 even .8969 .0134 *9456 0075 
.23 odd-26 oaa *9086 .0122 *9521 *0066 
. 23 even-26 odd .8937 .0138 .9439 .0077 
23 od1-26 even *9081. .0121 .9518 00066 
r23..26 = .9284 
23 even-26 even .8953 .0137 .9448 .0076 
21 oaa.21 even .9278 .0095 .9625 .0051 
23 odd-23 even .9393 .0081 .9687 .0043 
26 o1d-26 even .9457 .0072 .9721 .0038 
b5. 
The standard deviation of raw scores for the whole tests 
and for each teat half are as follows:- 
Test S,D, 
M0H.T. 21 19,955 
MeR.T. 23 17.953 
M.R.T. 26 17.349 
E.R,T, 21 even 10.155G 
L.g.T. 21 odd 10,171 
L.E.T. 23 even 8.792 
M.H.T. 23 odd 9.477 
U.4.T. 26 even 8.922 
M,H.T. 26 odd 8,668 
It will be observed from Table7 that the boosted split-half 
reliability coefficients are in all cases greater, than the 
coefficients obtained bj correlating parallel forms of the 
whole tests, The reasons for this a2e obviously that tine 
correlation between the oaa an even items of a test is 
higher than the correlation between corresponding parts of 
tests given on different days. Thus if we consider each 
Parallel form of a test as ool4osed of two separate variables, 
one variable representing the oaa, the other the even items, 
then the correition between the ti o whole testa may. be written 




2 - 2r" 
where each variable ie equally weie,hted, The Woearn-arovan 
formula ratee the assumption that tho coefflotents in the 
numerator of the above equation are equal to eaah other, and 
equal to the coefficient in the 6enominatcr. aten, however, 
a time interval sepanItes the two testings the elements in 
the numerator naF be substantilly lessi than the elenente 
in the denominator 4 Consequently the value r(141)(141) 
vill ten1 to be lees than relWoility coefficients estimated 
by the Spearman-Brvwn fornulat 
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le Introduction 
In the estimation of test reliability investigators s
have usually. found that reliability coefficients obtained 
bti correlating test halves, and boosting the obtained 
correlations by the Upearr n- .crown formula, were higher 
than those obtained by correlating parallel forms 
administered on different lays. resu._bly factors 
operate which deter_ ìre an increase in the correlation 
between test halves `iven on the same day over the 
correlation between test halves given on different days. 
Whether these factors result from a quotidian variability 
- of mental function or from the correlation of errors, 
provided quotidian variability and error correlation can, 
in themselves be considered as distinct concepts, or from 
a cause as yet u_npostulat ed , is not clear. Whatever the 
cause the present enquiry was initiated to isolate and 
measure\ such factors, and to determine Their influence on 
reliability coefficients. Ln the measurement of the factors 
in question, el-zinger's extension of the Spearman technique 
was used. ifferences (.:,f opinion exist as to the legitimacy 
of the term Obi -factor`, since investigators apparently 
used a similar procedure to factorise matrices of correlations 
of rank greater than 1 before Holzinger advanced his 
 
systematic treatment of the method, Whatever the historical 
issues Involved the term 'bi-factor is used for convenience 
throughout this paper, A brief summary of the bi-factor 
method is given here 
Hl 
clarify later discussion. 
r'p Bi-factor 
Holzinger's method of bi-factor analysis ttempts to 
describe a matrix of correlations in terms of ono general 
factor, a number of group factors common to two or more 
variables, and as Kiany specific factors as there are variables. 
This reduces the matrix to a minimum factorial description of 
one general faotor, n specific factors, where n is the number 
of tests, an group factors, q being smaller than n. 
procedure is to examine the matrix of correlations to be 
factorised in order to isolate any groups of tests that 
correlate more highly among theme: do with the 
remaining tests in the battery, and grouping these tests 
together whose intercorrelations constitute elements in 
vanishing tetrads. 
In allocating testa to group Holzinger uses what is 
termed a B-coefficient, A B-coefficient is defined -s, 
"the average of all intercorxelations of tests 1,2,...,...K, 
"divided by the average of all correlations of tests 
"1,2,.,..,...1Ç, with the remaining tests not in the group." 
o. 
Having allocated the tests to groups, the next procedure 
is to remove the general factor. This L accomplished In a 
manner similar to that employed by Spearman in astimang g 




In the bi-factor method; only those values of r are used that 
are elements in tetrads approximating zero. 
Let the following represent a hypothetical hi-factor 


















Examination of this factor pattern will show that certain 
tetrads such as ri3r24 ri4r23 will be zero, while certain 
others such as r12r34 r14r23 will be g:roater than zero. 
In the above factor pattern there will be four valves of r Lag 
which with fallible data must be averaged' Thus the formula 
for the general factor loading of the first variable. becomes:- 
71. 
r r +r r r r r 
2 
r, - 13 15 14 16 13 16' 14 15 
r 
35 7. 46 -1" 36 45 
Having removed the general factor a teble of residual 
correlations is calculated, and the group factors removed 
successively. 
Si-factor naIsi i the intereorrelations 1?elween 
the Ualves of Three E iivJfient lest Forms. esmsomma.".s.. 
The data used in the present enquiry resulted from the 
administration of three Toray nouse Tests of intelligence, 
L,H.T.21, r.H.T.23 and M.1i.T.26 to SOW) 1600 children in 
West Yorkshire. lhe administration of these three tests 
constituted part of an experiment conoucted by the West 
Yorkshire Uational Union of fetchers into the relative 
effectisteness of different types of examinations for 
selectinu children for secondary school education. These 
data were made available, and lent theidselves adequately 
for the purposes of the enquiry described in this paper. 
The time interval serlarating the successive administrations 
of the three tests was one week. 
Since the procedure of the present experiment involved 
the laborious tusk of calculating the scores of each child 
on the odd and even items of each test, a randopi sulriple of 
212 s'Allaren was selected from the number available. 
72. 
The standard deviations of raw scores in the sample and in the 
population for the three tests were as follows:- 
Tests Sample Population N 
M.H.T. 21 19.96 22.16 212 
M.H.T, 23 17.95 20.29 212 
M.H.T. 26 17,35 1974 , 212 
Each test contained 100 items, and required 45 minutes 
to administer, The three tests were similar in structure, 
ana are regarded as parallel forms. The scores of each 
child on the odd and even items of each test were found, 
The standard deviations of scores on the six test halves 
were as follows:- 
Test odd ever. 
M.H.T. 21 10415 10.17 
23 6.79 9.48 
M.R.T. 26 8.92 8.67 
The fifteen different intercorrelations between the six 
halves of the three tests were calculated. Three of these 
intercorrelations are between halves of tests given on the 
same day. The remaining twelve intercorrelations are 
between halves of tests given on different days. since the 
three tests are regarded as parallel forms each correlation 
may be regarded as a reliability coefficient of a half test. 
None of the coefficients Iveve been boosted by the Spearman- 
Brown forreula, Evidence will be advanced later in this 
73. 
paper to show that the three forms used exhibited a high 
degree of equivalence. 
Examination of the matrix of intercorrelations (Table8) 
between the halves of three parallel forms of the same test 
shows immediately that the correlations between the halves 
of the same tests are higher than the correlation between 
the halves of different tests; that is, between the halves 








1 2 3 4 
. .9457 9086 .8937 
.9457 ei .9081 .8953 
.9086 .9081 - .9393 
.8937 .8953 .9393 . 
.8643 .8609 .8306 .8527 








Variables land 2 refer to the odd and even items, 
respectively, of k.H.T.26, variables 3 and 4 to the 
odd and even items of M.H.T.23, and variables 5 and 6 
to the odd and even items of 
74 
The correlations between halves of the same test have 
been marked off in lableb by diagonal blocks, and they form 
non vanishing tetrads with the other coefficients in the 
matrix. The correlations between halves of the tests given 
on different days form tetrad differences whose values do not 
differ significantly from zero. It is evident, therefore, 
that it is possible to describe the present matrix of 
correlations in terms of one general factor, and three group 
factors. Since the coefficients in `_able represent the 
correlations between parallel forms of the same test no 
specific factor variance other than error factor variance 
is to be expected. If the test used had not approximated 
to a high degree of equivalence, specific factors would 
have required consideration, `_'he close correspondence 
of the intercorrelations of the halves of the tests is 
suggestive that adequate parallelism was secured. 
In the present analysis the first factor loadings 
were estimated by formula (2), and are recorded in the 
first ool }gin of the factor pattern, Table - -, The 
residuals ri j s rii - alai were then calculated. the 
table of residuals after removal of the general factor is 
given in `.'able 
75. 
First Residual Correlations 
1 
'fable 9 
2* 3 4 5 6 
1 .0426 .0026 .0024 -.0010 .0012 
2 .0426 -- .0050 .0036 -.0047 .0045 
3 -.0026 .0050 .0396 I .0071 -.0012 
4 .0024 .0036 .0396 .. I -.0016 .0044 
5 -.0010 -.0047 .0071 -.0016 .0727 
6 .0012 .0045 -.0012 .0044 I .0727 NO 
Examination of the first residual matrix (5 -able 9) 
indicates that the general factor loadings have described 
with a high degree of accuracy the majority of the inter: 
:correlations. The residuals r12, r34, and r55 are, 
however, considerably larger than the remaining residuals, 
and indicate the expected tendency for further overlap 
between the variables i and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6. The 
largest residual among the non diagonal elements where zero 
tetrad differences were presumed, r3, is only .97 times the 
standard error of the initial correlation. All the residuals, 
excluding those in the diagonal blocks, are insignificant, 
if a comparison with the standard errors of the initial 
correlations can be regarded as a criterion. The residuals 
in the diagonal blocks, r12, r34, and r56 are all significant 
IMMIIMOMP 
7b. 
when judged by the same criterion, the smallest diagonal 
residual r34 being 9.2 times as large as the standard error 
of the initial correlation. 
The next step in the calculation was to find the error 
variance of each variable by the formula e2 g I rii, where 
2 . - ei is the error variance of variable i, and rii the 
reliability coefficient of variable i0 The loadings of the 
error factors were thus found, and these are recorded in the 
staggered ei column of Table 10 , In estimating these 
loadings the odd-even item correlation of each test was taken 
as rii, and the assumption made that the odd items of each 
test had an error variance equal to that of the even items. 
This is, indeed, a justifiable assumption, and the only one 
that can be made in the present analysis. 
The remaining group factor loadings were then readily 
calculated by the following simple formula:- 
2 2 
rib = ria ei 
where r9 ... is the variance of factor b in test i, r2 the 
lb La 
2 variance of the general factor, and el the error factor 















:Jac or -----!--- 
1V ii:r2or -:actor uoadin,,s e 2 t i 
d 
--__ 
1 .9501 .2074 02330 !.9457 
2 .9505 .2045 .2630 .9457 
q . .9591 .1393 .2464 .9393 
4 .9381 .2435 ,2464 .9393 
5 .9107 .3137 2687 .9278 
6 .9389 .2152 .2687 .9278 
The factor pattern of Table iudescribes with considerable 
accuracy the original correlation matrix« Some estimation of 
how closely the final factor pattern accounts for the original 
correlations le given by examination of the final residuals in 
Table A 
Final Residual Correlations. 
Table 11 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.0000 -.0026 .0024 -.0010 .0012 
2 .0000 - .0050 .0036 -.0047 .0045 
3 -.0026 .0050 .0057 .0071 -.0012 
4 .0024 .0036 .0057 -.0016 .0044 
5 -.0010 -.0047 .0071 .00016 .0052 
6 .0012 .0045 -.0012 .0044 .0052 
78. 
1V. Interpretation of Pactors,. 
The factors isolated by the above analysis require 
interpretation. Close correspondence of the general factor 
loadings, and also of the group factor loadings, is a go6d 
criterion of test form equivalence. Variable 5 (the odd 
items of M,H.T.21) manifests the highest degree of inequivalence 
but this inequivalence is not sufficiently prominent to 
introduce a specific factor loading approximating anywhere 
near significance. The close correspondence of factor loadings 
as calculated above is a better index of test equivalence than 
the correspondence of the intercorrelations between the halves 
of tests, If the halves of the various tests used are 
equivalent then the intercorrelations of the halves of the 
tests given of different lays should be equal within the 
limits of sampling error. The converse, however, does not 
hold. The fact that the correlations between the halves of 
tests given on different days are equal is no indication of 
test equivalence. If A were a test of Intelligence and B a 
test of ability to do arithmetic, ana a1, a2 are the odd and 
even items respectively of test A, while bi, b2 are the odd 







could all readily be equal, and yet tt Is 
obvious that A is a test of different structure from S. 
79 
What is indicated, however, is that the odd and even items of 
test A are equivalent, and the odd and even items of test B 
are equivalent, but the halves of A are not necessarily 
equivalent to the halves of Bo Close correspondence of the 
factor loadings of two forms of a test, when ueed in the same 
battery of tests, both parallel forms being applied to the 
same group of children, is a reliable index of the equivalence 
of the two forms. In the above analysis the absence of 
anything anproximating to a significant specific is 
demonstrative that good equivalence has been obtained. 
'Ale group factors isolated by the above analysis may 
be termed factors of temporal contiguity, a term first used by 
Thouless, If we could conclude that the function measured 
were a non-fluctuating one, then these group factors could be 
interpreted as largely the result of error correlation. If 
we could conclude that in correlating the halves of the same 
test the errors are uncorrelated then the group factors 
could be described as manifestations of the absence of 
functional variability between those tests having group factors 
in common, Since, however, it is not unlikely that both the 
correlation of errors, and functional variability are exerting 
a positive influence on the size of the group factors, and 
since no method of determining the relative importance of these 
two influences is at the moment apparent, it is only possible 
60. 
to describe these factors as factors of temporal contiguity 
and to regard them merely as the resultant of those influences 
that tend to reduce the correspondence between test scores on 
parallel forms of the same test with Increase in the time 
interval between their applications. 
Y. A Gomparison. of Lultinlo Orth.aóonal 2actors with Bi-factors. 
To obtain a comparison between the factors obtained by 
the above bi- factor analysis, and those obtained by multiple 
factor analysis the intercorrelations given in Table 
between the halves of three parallel forms of the same teat 
were analysed byTïhurstone'e method. The largest correlation 
in each row was used as the diagonal element, and was 
maintained unchanged throughout the analysis in that it 
represented a very close approximation to the true comunality. 
It was found that this matrix of correlations could be 
adequately described in terms of three multiple orthagonal 
factors instead of four bi- factors. This is in complete 
correspondence with the findings of Holzinger that four bi- 
factors can be described in terms of three multiple 
orthagonal factors. The centroid solution of the Thurstone 









1 .9560 -.1044 .1401 .9445 
6., 2 .9563 -.1049 .1498 .9480 
3 7 .9602 -.0690 .4,1217 .9416 
4 .9465 -.1297 -.1687 .9411 
5 .9320 .2472 -.0166 .9299 
6 .9508 .1604 .0111 .9299 
The commonalities of the centroid solution are in 
close agreement with the communalities of the bi-factor 
solution, and both patterns describe the correlations of 
the original matrix with a close degree of accuracy. 
The factor pattern of Table-was now rotted to 
remove negative loadings, and to obtain as many zero 
loadings as possible, while still maintaining a factor 
space of three dimensions. This was done by rotating 
two factors at a time graphically, factors 1 and 2 being 
rotated first, and then factors 1 and 3. Each pair of 
columns of loadings was post-multiplied by a 2x2 
orthagonal matrix representing a rotation of rectangular 
axes in two dimensions through a given angle e 




cos 0 I 
83. 
were found by regarding the loadings of the test through which 
the axes were rotated as co-ordinates of a point in a plane, 
and by these co-ordinates calculating the sine and cosine of 
the angle of rotation. The rotated factor loadings are 
given in Table 13. 
Table 13 
Tests Rotated Factor Loadings 
A. 
1 11 111 
i 
' Oomamnal ty 
hi 
1 .9229 .0004 .3052 1 .9449 
2 .9216 -.0p01 .3149 09485 
3 .9687 .0360 *0475 .9419 
4 .9700 -60258 .0000 *9416 
5 03381 .3474 .1451 *9304 
6 .D119 .2631 .1723 .9305 
The factor pattern of Table 131s one of a large number 
that could be obtained by using different angles of rotation. 
Pour of the loadings of factor 11, and two of the loadings of 
2actor 111 are regarded as zero. These loadings are under: 
:lined in 'able All other loadins ere positive. 
No system of rotation cari proue more than six zeros in this 
pattern in this three dimensional factor space. The bi-factor 
solution describes the observed correlations in terms of four 
factors and twelve factor loadings. The rotated multiple 
factor pattern describes the same correlations in terms of 
three factors and twelve factor loadings. 
By the method described by Holzinger in "Student Manual of 
"factor Analysis" the relationship between the two factor 
patterns can be found, the relationship being expressed in 
terms of a set of three linear equations.. This involves the 
eduction of the original tests to as many new variables as 
there are group factors in the bi-faator solution. In this 
case the six original tests ara expressed in terms of three 
composite tests za,zb and se, he first factor loading of 
the composite test za for both bi-factor and multiple 
orthagonal patterns is found by adding the first factor 
loadings of variables 1 and 2, and dividing this sum by the 
combined standard deviation of these tests. The formula for 
the corbined standard deviation of n variables when each 
variable is given unit weight Is as follows:à. 
a; +2 +3 .1.1 2- 011 3* . . 
The values in the present ease are CY 
2, 
- 1.9729, 
1 + *" 
cr3+4 = 1.9694 and 105,6 1.9635. 
The reduced factor pattern calculated from the bi-factor 
solution is found to be as followe:- hi 
za .9635 +.2093b .9721 
zb = ,9633a +.1944c .9657 
z c 
= 09420a +.2694d *9599 
Taking the same composite teste for the multiple factor 
solution we obtain the following set of equations:- 
05. 2 hi 
za .9350Z14- .0001Z2+*3143Z3 .9730 
zb 98444+ .0052Z2 4 .0241Z3 .9697 
zo 09167Z1 ÷03109Z2 +.1C71Z3 .9631 
The communities in both sets of equations are in close 
correspondence. The intercon.elations of the reduced tests 

















The two sets of correlations given in 'iable14 are in close 
agreement and indicate that both patterns are equally good fits 
of the observed correlations. 
3y equating these two sets of equations, and solving for 
Z1, Z2, ana Z3 we can obtain a set of equations which shows 
the relationship between the two sets of factors by describing 
the multiple factors in terms of ¡A-factors. these three 
equations are found to be 
Z1 1. .9471a .1059b + .2144e 00043d 
Z2 .0712a .- 03291b .30570 4-.8880d 
¡ Z3 m *1654a 4- ,7226b .6258c .0153d 
The standard deviations of Z1,Z2 and Z3 in the above equations 
/approximate to unity, and the intercorrelations of the Z's 
approximate to zero, 
66. 
The relative importance to be attached to each bi-factor 
in describing the Z's may be found by squaring all the values 
in the above eouations obtaining the following:- 
2 2 
Crz, = .9L8o+.oIZcrb + o if. 0 cy-c .000c) crc.;z" 
2 2 
criz: oog't o 8 3 ab -t- .o 9 3 5 crc. 
2 +. -7 8 5 cya.z 
2 
.02.740-a. +.5 b+.395o -L0000(3-2- 
L3 
From these equations it is apparent, that nearly all the 
variance of Z1 is attributable to the bi-factor a. Z2 is 
made up largely of the bi-factor it while Z3 is composed 
largely of the bi-factors b and Co 
vie Some Oberservations 3eaardina the Above Comaricone 
The above enquiry commenced with the initial hypothesis 
that factors of temporal contiguity existed, tending to make 
the interoorrelations between tests given on the same day 
greater than the intercorrelation between tests given on 
different lays. The necessary intereorrelations were 
calculated, and the postulated factors of temporal contiguity 
isolated and measured by a bi-factor analysis. It was 
found that the bi-iaotor solution furnished a factorial 
configuration in complete agreement with the pestulated 
psychological hyoothesis, he compatibility between the 
factorial configuration and the psychological hypothesis 
was sufficient to regard the initial hypothesis as proved. 
When we now come to analyse our table of inter: 
:correlations by multiple factor methods we find that an 
67. 
equally accurate mathematical description n m be obtained in 
Oerms of a pattern of three factors, but no natter what method 
of rotation is adopted these three factors can never be 
transformed into a psychologically meanin47u1 configuration 
within a factor space of three dimensions, a factor space of 
four dimensions being required.. before our factor pattern can 
become compatible with our initial hypothesis, It is of 
course clear that an orthagonal transformation can in theory 
be obtained capable of rotating the three multiple factors 
into a psychologically meaningful four factor space. This 
would involve post-multiplying the factorial matrix of order 
6 x 3 with known elements by an orthagonal matrix of order 
3 x 4 of unkncwn elements. The estimation of the elements 
of the orthogonal matrix capable of brining thn multiple 
factor pattern into agreement with the bi-factor pattern is 
a natter of considerable mathematical diffieulty, and of 
great mathematical labour, 
In the present example the simplicity of our factor 
pattern renders the inadequacy of a three dimensional factor 
space, and the necessity of an additional space readily 
observable, Purthermere, the difficulty of attaining a 
meaningful interpretation of our three rotated multiple 
factors is also apparent. With more complicated factor 
patterns, however, this difficulty is not readily observed, 
and the psychologist has no clue to guide him to the 
conclusion that his factor pattern must be rotated into 
Ú 
additional dimensions to obtain Meaningful tractors, The 
assumption is usually made that a minimum number of factors 
with as many zero loadings us possible is likely to be the 
most meaningful configuration attainable, In our present 
example such a configuration has little, if any, meaning, 
and it does not seem likely that in more complicated patterns 
the reö uct i on of the number of factors to u minimum would 
necessarily lead to the most meaningful solution. Our 
conclusion is, therefore, that under certain cire /Instances 
by d e acing the number of factors to a minimum we will arrive 
at a.n inv .ii.d interpretation of the mental factors involved 
in the performance of certain tests, and that under these 
circumstances bi- factor solutions will tend to more 
meaningful results thf n orthagoral solutions. 
The funde.mentul difference between the i'hurstone method 
of obtaining factors and the bi- factor method seems to be 
this, The former attempts to fit a psychological 
interpretation to a mathematical nypothe is. The latter 
attempts to fit a mathematical interpretation to a 
psychological hypothesis. Since we are primarily interested 
in proving or disproving psychological hypothesis the bi- factor 
method would seem, from the point of viev2 of psychology, to be 




1. The intercorrelations between the split-halves of three 
equivalent group tests of intelligence given on different 
days are analysed by Holzinger' s bi-factor method, and 
factors of 'temporal contiguity isolated and measured, 
24 ie existenoe of fuotors of 'temporal contiguity' may be 
'me to the absence of the influence of functional 
varaibility on the correlations between tests given on 
the ,,Jame doy, or to the correlation oZ errors, or both. 
3. The existence of factors of 'temporal contiguity' explain 
why reliability coefficients calculated by the split-half 
method, Ekna 'boosted' by the Spearman-3rown £ormu1 are 
unusually higher than reliability coefricients ob-zained 
by correlPting parallel forms. 
44 A comparison is made between bi-factor and multiple 
factor techniques. 
5. Reasons an0 calculations are advanced to show that the 
reduction of the number of factors to a minimum may 
under certain circumstances lead to meaningless factors, 
quite incompatible with a previously established 
psychological hypothesis, 
6, The argument is presented that from the point of view of 
psychology the fitting of a pathetical interpretation 
to a psychological hypothesis, rather than the converse, 
is the more valid scientific method, and likely to lead 
to more meaningful results, 
90. 
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THE I.N.FLUENOE OF THE USE OF AILTIPLE-CHOIOE ITEMS 
ON TEST RELIABILIII0 
One source of test unreliability derives from the use 
of test items of the multiple-choice type. In the specific 
case of a test constructed of true-false items a person's 
score will vary from trial to trial due to the influence of 
chance alone, quite apart from other contributing sources 
of error, Thus, with a test constructed entirely of true- 
false Items, the probability is half that completely 
ignorant or very unintelligent persons will attain a score 
of N/2 by pure guess work, where N is the number of items 
on the test, and provided all items are attempted. The 
mean score made by such a hypothetical population of persons 
on such a test will be N/2 and the variance of scores N/4. 
Thus with a test of 100 items of the true-false type all of 
which are attempted the distribution of scores made by our 
NOTE These values are calculated from formulae for the 
mean and variance of the point binomial. The mean 
of the point binomial is lip, and its variance lipq. 
In the present argument N is the number of items on 
the test, p is the probability of getting an item 
correct by chance, and q is the probability of 
getting it wrong by chance. When the items are of 
the true-false type p=c1.4. 
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completely ignorant population will have a mean of 50 and a 
variance of 25. If the test were given . again to the same 
population we should expect the same mean and variance, and 
a correlation between test and retest of zero, since all 
scores on both applications of the test are made by chance 
alone. With a test constructed of 100 multiple-choice 
items where the number of alternatives offered is five this 
hypothetical population will have scores normally distributed 
about a mean of 20 with a variance of 16. If such u test 
were given a second time to the same population, we should 
again expect a correlation between test and retest, of zero. 
With a test constructed of true-false or multiple- 
choice items we may make the assumption that all individuals, 
with the exception of those who make perfect scores, secure 
some of their scores by chance and some as a result of their 
knowledge or ability, Thus , disregarding for the moment 
other sources of variable error, we may assume that every 
person's score on a multiple-choice test is capable of 
division into two parts; 
z = x y (1) 
where z = obtained score 
x = score resulting from ability 
y = score resulting from chance. 
If the test is given a number of times to the same 
individual z will vary because of chance variations in y. 
It is apparent, therefore, that apart from other. sources of 
variable error, chance is a factor contributing to 
unreliability in tests constructed of items of the multiple- 
choice type. 
The usual formula for correcting a test score for 
chance is 
x z - v/(n-1) (2) 
where x and z are as above, w is the total number of 
incorrect responses, and n is the number of alternative 
responses for each item, the number of alternative responses 
for every item on the test being the same. It may be 
mentioned here that this formula is usually written in 
different notation. This formula is based on the 
assumption that if an individual scores x points without the 
aid of chance the probability is * that he will increase 
his score z-x.w points by chance alone. If the procedure 
n 
of administering the test is such that we may regard all 
Items not passed as attempted, the relationship is simplified, 
and we may state that the probability is i that an individual 
who scores x points by ability alone will score. N-x 
n 
additional points by chance, where is the number of items 
on the test. Thus the odds are even that an individual 
who scores 50 points by ability on a test constructed of 100 
items with 5 alternatives for each item will increase his 
94. 
score 10 points 'by chance, thus making a total score of 60. 
Since chance is a source of unreliability in tests of 
the multiple-choice type, it is possible to estimate the 
maximum reliability attainable by such tests if chance were 
the only source of unreliability. It is also possible to 
estimate the importance of chance as a factor in test 
unreliability relative to other sources of variable error. 
Let zr. x4y 
where z, x, and y are as above. 
or an¡ given value of x the variance of y is equal to 
(N-x)pq (3) 
where N the number of items on the test. 
p = the probability of success on an item. 
q o the probability of failure on an item. 
Averaging this component over normally distributed values of 
x we obtain 
sy (N-Mx)pq (4) 
where s 2 - variance of y for normally distributed values of x. 
Y - 
Mx o mean of x. 
It may also be shown that 
Mx 7. Ms-Zia 
(5) 
where Mz o the can of z 
so that 
(6) 
Now the usual formula for the error variance of a test score is 
2 2 
E z = sz (1 - rzzi) (7) 
95. 
where - error variance of a score in test z ,z 
2 sz = variance of z, 
the reliability coefficient of test z. 
Therefore 
- A. ' B2 
",1 




u s 2 
The maximum reliability that can be attained, by a test 
constructed of multiple-choice items will be given by 
substituting equation (6) in equation (8) obtaining the 
following formula:- 







7. the maximum reliability that can be 
attained with :77.nstructed of 
multiple-choice items. 
If n is the number of alternative responses p- 1/n, and we can 
write the above formula in the form 
r 
zz' (max.) 1 M'z- 
ne 2 y 
If chance is not the only source of unreliability, and other 
sources of variable error are present, on the assumption 
that such errors are uncorrelated, the variances are additive, 







z y (12) 
where e 2 - the variance of other sources of error, 
z 
Hence 
r xx rzzl 
- B. -Mz 
ns2 
(13) 
Where r is the reliability that would have obtained if the xx' 
probability --r:4na a certain number of points by chance 
were zero. 
We are, therefore, in e position to analyse the total 
error variance of a test into two components, (a) that due 
to some unknown source of error, (b) that due to the use of 
multiple-choice items. 
By way of illustrating formula (5) Table i5vas 
constructed showing the maximum reliability that can be 
attained with a test of 100 items for varying numbers of 
alternative responses, and different standard deviations. 
The mean score in this Table is taken as 50. 
The formulae developed in this paper are larely of 
theoretical interest in that they disclose the influence of 
certatii chance factors on test reliability. Por 
97. 
practical purposes a variety of complications may tend to 
invalidate their use, if they are used without due regard 
for the assumptions upon which they are based. Pirstly, 
it is assumed that all items on a test are attempted by all 
individuals in the sample tested. This will only be the 
case when unliudted time is given for the completion of the 
test. When, however, a time limit is set so that speed of 
performance is regarded as an index of ability, the influence 
of the use of multiple-choice items on test unreliability 
will be somewhat reduced, because the less capable persons 
mill not attempt the Items near the end of the test. 
Purthemore, by increasing the number of alternatives, 
although we increase the reliability of the test, we also 
increase the difficulty values of the items. Apart from 
the influence of chance altogether, wo cannot regard an 
item containing 4 alternatives as directly comparable with 
the same item with another alternative added. An 
individual ho is quite capable of selecting the proper 
response from 4 alternatives, might experience difficulty 
in selecting the proper response from 5 alternatives. The 
nature of the alternative added may tend to increase the 
difficulty value of the item. 
The situation is further complicated by the fact that 
guessing is seldom an entirely chance process. Degrees of 
certainty exist, and all alternatives may not seem equally 
UrD 
plausible to the testee. It t7ou1 d seem, therefore, that 
an individual who Should fail an item of n alternatives has 
a probability greater than 1/n of responding correctly. 
One counteracting influence is that the ability to guess 
the correct answer may be correlated with the abilit 
raeasured by the test. 
99. 
Table 15 
A Table of inaximum reliabilities attainable for a test of 
100 items for different numbers of alternative responses, 
and different values of the standard deviation. 






10 15 20 
.7500 .8889 .9357 
25 
.9600 
3 .3333 .8363 .9259 .9583 9733 
4 .5000 .8750 .9444 .9687 .9800 
5 .6000 .9000 .9556 .975v .9840 
6 .6667 .9166 .9630 .9792 .9866 
7 .7143 .9286 .9683 .9821 .9886 
.7500 .9375 .9722 .9844 .9900 
9 .7776 .9444 .975: .9911 
lu .8u00 .9500 .9778 .9875 .9920 
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100. 
IRODUCTIi 
The interpretation of a test as a large composite 
battery of small unit tests, each unit contributing b:s, virtue 
of its interaction vilh the other units of the test to the 
functioning of the test as a whole, indicates methods whereby 
the basic factors within the test structure influencing the 
efficacy of the whole test may be analysed, Such a concept 
suggests methods and guiding principles in the construction 
of mental tests whereby reliability and discriminate power, 
may be increased, and the worth of the test as an instrument 
for educational selection improved in some degree. The 
present discussion is developed to investigate the properties 
of the fundamental interactions within the test structure 
which determine the functioning of the whole test. Such a 
discussion involves a detailed analysis of the properties 
of the answer pattern of tests. 
BASIS FORMULAE. 
A study of answer pattern structure involves the use of 
certain formulae in general use for purposes of item selection. 
The most fundamental of these are the formulae for the 
variance of a dichotomously scored variable, and the inter: 
:correlation of such dichotomously ecored variables. 
The variance of a single dichotomously scored test item 
is given by the formula, pq, where p is the proportion of 
101, 
persons passing the test item, and q the proportion of persons 
failing the item. 
The correlation between any two dichotomously scored 




where r. - correlation between items i and j, xj 
proportion of persons passing both items. 
Di = proportion of persons passing item i* 
pi proportion of persons passing item j. 
qi - proportion of persons failing item i. 
qj proportion of persons failing item j. 
Given the item variances and the inter-item correlations 
determined by the above formulae, the variance of the whole 
test is obtained by writing the inter-item correlations in 
the form of a pooling square with l's down the diagonal, 
weighting each item according to its standard deviation, and 
summing the weighted elements. The sum of the weighted element 
is the variance of scores on the whole test; thus the 
variance of test scores is written as a function of n 
Independent item variances, and n (n-l) inter-item covariances, 
as follows; 
x Thomson, Godfrey h.,"The dactorial Analysis of human Ability". 
University of London .eress, pp. 83-101. 
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z 
where crt = variance of raw scores on whole test, 






C5: + L, `f (57 
This equation indicates that to increase the variance of a 
test, without increasing the value of n, thereby increasing 
the tests capacity for discriminating between the persons 
tested, we must increase the item variances and the inter..item 
covariancesi Since the item variances represent only 1/n 
per cent of the elements in the initial pooling square, we 
conclude that when n is large the inter-item covariances are 
the basic determiners of test variance, 
NOTE 
i 
A note may be appended here regarding the answer pattern 
matrix, The answer pattern of a test is written in the form 
of a matrix in which each row represents an item, each column 
represents a person, and each element aij has a value of either 
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Denoting this matrix by A we may write 
AA' = 
where P is the matrix of the number of persons passing both 
items i and j, The matrix of the proportion of persons 
Passing both Items i ana j is denoted by 
AAA' 
where X.,1-2,- , N being the number of persons, 
The matrix of the inter-Item covariances is then denoted by 
>2411 
where is the column vector of the number of persons passing 
each item, and U the matrix of inter-item covariances. 
Oust as It is possible to estimate the correlation 
between the rows of the answer pattern matrix, so the 
correlation between columns, i.e. the correlation between 
persons, may be estimated. By arguments similar to those 
used above the matrix of inter-person covariances may be 
found and denoted by 
2 
kA'A. k 
- - D 
1J4. 
where k - 1/n, L a column vector of raw scores, and D the 
matrix of inter-person covariances. 
No simple reciprocal relationship is apparent between 
the correlation of the rows of the answer pattern matrix, 
and the correlation between the columns. 
A UNIQUE ANSWER PATTERN 7aTRIX. 
David K. Walkerhas investigated some of the properties 
of answer pattern matrices, and the relationship between such 
properties and the distribution of raw scores. fie points 
out that any persods score x on a test may be made up in a 
large number of different ways, Theoretically at least 0 n 
possible ways existof making a score x on a test of n ilems. 
Firstly the score x may be nade by responding correctly to 
the x easiest items on the test. When the score x of every 
person tested is composed of correct responses to the x 
easiest items on the test, where the x easiest items are 
described by the responses of all persons tested, and when 
the y persons passing a given item are the y most capable 
3£ walker, (1931), ".answer Pattern and Jcore ocatuer in 
Tests and Examinations", B.J.P. xxll, p.p. 73-86. 
(1936), "answer Pattern ana score ocater in Tests ana 
Examinations; B.J.P. xxll, pp. 301-308. 
(1940)".answer Pattern and cores Scatter in Tests and 
xaminations; xxx, iap.248-260. 
1,5 e 
persons in the sample, where the y more capable persons are 
described by the performance of all persons testea on the 
whole test, the answer pattern matrix may be described as 
unique, In practice, however, such a unique answer pattern 
matrix is never attained, since an element of 
'higgledypige,le6yness' enters into the composition of all but 
zero and perfect scores, The answer pattern of every test 
approximates in greater or less degree to such a unique 
theoretical configuration, and we shall demonstrate below 
that the closer this approximation the more efficacious 
the test. 
Walker points out that when the answer pattern matrix 
is unique the distribution of ran scores is completely 
determined by the difficulty values of the items, the 
distribution of raw scores being equal to the first 
differences of the distribution of the number of persons 
passing each item correctly, the items being arranged in 
order of difficulty. Thus, if Do, .1, p2, 143', **** 4.2k 
represent the number of persons passing each item, the items 
being arranged in order of difficulty, then the frequencies 
of the distribution of raw scores may be found b;I: taking 
















23 24 '2 f4 
F4 . 
Fk 
(k-1) 211 = fk 
where fl, f2, f3.....000.fk are the frequencies of the 
distribution of raw scores on the test. it is thus 
apparent that when the answer pattern matrix is unique 
the distribution of the number of perscne passing each 
item, the items being arranged in order of difficulty, 
is the same as the cumulative frequency distribution of 
raw scores, The distribution of raw scores are therefore 
completely aetermined by the difficulty values of the 
test items. 
Walker has devised an index to measure the amount 
of divergence of the answer pattern of any test from the 
unique answer pattern that would have obtained had the 
score x of every child been made by answering correctly 
the x easiest items on the test. Walker termed this 
1 index the 'ccefficient of hig'. In a later article, 
however, he expressed some scepticism of its utility, 
107. 
and at present no convenient quantitative measure is 
available for estimating the divergence of an obtained 
answer pattern matrix from a theoretically unique matrix. 
PROPERTIES _OF ANSWER PATTERN MATRICES. 
The above discussion has been presented preparatory 
to the development of certain associated theorems 
fundamental in the theory of test construction. These 
theorems permit more of demonstration than of rigorous 
proof. 
\THEOREL 1 Lack of uniqueness in the answer pattern 
*iatrix tends to reduce the variance of raw scores. 
[ 
consider the hypothetical answer pattern matrix of 
a test of 4 items given to a sample of 16 persons. Let 
01. 02, ...,,C16 refer to persons, and qp,' 413*(44, 
refer to items 
Table 16 
no. person0 
C1 G2 C3 C4 C5 07 eS 09 Glü Cll G12 013 014 015 116 Passing 
items 
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 
Q,2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 
453 1 1 1 1 1 5 
Q4 
l'aVJ 






Each row in the above answer pattern matrix shows the 
108. 
number of persons passing each item. Each column shows the 
number of items passed by each person. Thus the sum of the 
elements in the column vector 01 is the raw score of the ith. 
person. It will be observed that the distribution of raw 
scores is binomial, and that the frequencies of this 
distribution are equal to the first differences obtained 
from the distribution of the number of persons passing each 
item. 
By interchanging any number of rows or any number of 
columns in the above answer pattern the uniqueness of the 
answer pattern remains unchanged. Interchanging columns 
amounts merely to rearranging individuals; interchanging 
rows amounts to rearranging the items in a different 
order of difficulty. Any rearrangement of the elements 
in the emove answer pattern matrix which noes not 
correspond to an intekchanging of complete rows or columns 
will reduce the inter-item correlation. Thus if the 
element a 
3.12 
is moved to a position a3,5, the inter-item 
correlation r 
23 
will be reduced, and the variance of raw 
scores reduced from 1 to 875. By changing the position 
of the elements in any given row such that the answer 
pattern matrix ceases to be unique certain inter-item 
correlations, and covariances are reduced. A reduction in 
the sum of the inter-item covariances is, as previously 
established, accompanied by a reduction in the variance 
of the whole test. We must, therefore, conclude that 
1L.9. 
lack of uniqueness in the answer pattern matrix tends to 
reduce the variance of raw scores 
THEOREM 2, Lack of uniqueness in the answer pattern matrix 
tends to reduce the reliabillIy of the test, Conversely 
by Increasing the degree, to which the answer pattern 
approximates to a unique solution we tend to increase the 
reliability of he test, 
The reliability of a test is a function, not only of 
the independent item relipbilities, but also of the inter- 
item covariances except in the theoretical case vhen the 
test is perfectly reliable, This statement is capable of 
adequate demonstration on reference to a pooling square 
cont'Aning the intercorrelations bebeen all the n items 
on a test, and the n items on a hypothetical equiTralent 
form cf the test, atl follows;, 











































! From this pooling square it is apparent that 
k k 
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Examination of this equation .indicates that when n is large 
the sum of the n(n1) inter-item covariances greatly outweighs 
. the other terms in the equation as determiners of rii, 
h. I, 
Increasing the quantity YijC510-i independent of the 
other terms in the equation, without increasing the value of 
n, will increase the test reliability except la the special 
case where the test is perfectly reliable, The dreater the 
value of n the more the sum of the inter-item covariances 
tends to outweigh the other elements. This explains 
analytically why the reliability of a test Is increased by 
increasing its length, We hz,,'70 already derlonstrated that 
the further the answer pattern of a test digresses from a 
unique solution the smaller the value of the summed inter- 
item covr.ri,-mees, the nunber of Items being kept constant. 
The conclusion is, therefore, that the greater the lack of 
uniqueness in the answer pJttern matrix the lover the 
reliability of the test. Covversely by Increasing the 
degree to which the answer pattern approxinates to a unique 
solution ve increase the reliability of the test, 
THDOREM 2. Lack of uniqueness In the nett answer ern matrix 1- . --------- 
tends to reduce the correlation of a test item. with the whole 
test 4 
This proposition is capable of ready demonstration on 
reference to the formula for bi-serial r, or the corresponding 
formula for the Pearson product-moment r for the correlation 
between a dichotomously scored variable and a polytomously 
scored variable. The usual formula for hi-serial r is 
written as follows; 
- 
r bes, -7737- 
pq 
where lep g mean score on the whole test of persons solving 
the item correctly. 
Mq mean score on the whole test of persons failing 
the item. 
8.1). = standard deviation of raw scores. 
p = proportion, of whole group passing the item. 
q = proportion of whole group failing the item. 
z ordinate of the normal curve cutting off p 
proportion of oases, 
The corresponding produc4-moment formula for the 
correlation between a dichotomous and a polytomous variable 





This formula is capable of ready derivation from the formula 
for the calculation of a 'correlation coefficient from raw 
scores on the assumption that one of the variables, is 
dichotomously diztributed. 
Reference to any answer pattern will show that the 
quantity Xo is a maximum for any item of given difficulty 
when the x persone passing that item are the persons 
scoring the x higheet narks on the test, or when the item 
rector of the answer pattern matrix is unique. Thus lack 
of uniqueness In the answer pattern matrix can decrease, 
but never increase the value of Up. The converse holds 
for V. It follows, therefore, that 1443 e Mg 18 a maximum 
for an item of any given difficulty when the anseee pattern 
matrix is unique, Hanee we conclu4o that lea. of uniqueness 
may decrease, but never increase, the correlation of an item 
with the whole test. 
1±3. 
A Pote on the Natrix of Inter-item Correlations Obtained 
from a nsJer Pattern natrix, 
The matrix of Inter-item. correlations obtained from 
a unique answer pattern matrix has certain Interesting and 
unusual properties 74hi3h are considered briefly here4 
Consider a hypothetical test of n items arranged in 
ascending order of alffteulty, and let the difficulty values 
(the proportion of persons passing each item) of the items 
he Stnce the answer pattern matrix is pl,p2,p34..000pn. 
unique 
i 
102)173.0.0..pn, ana P12 = P2, P10 :P34"1"P(n-I) 




The matrix of inter-item covarlances is then 
3 5 n 
1 Plql Pell P3q1 Pei P5q1 6 O .0 Pnral 
M.I.swisns.1 
2 Peil 132q2 P3q2 P4q2 P5q2 6 O t P1142 
3 133q1 P342 P3q3 P4q3 P5q3 
. Png3 
4 D4al P4412 p4q3 L414. P5q4 s Pn1 4 
5 P5'.1 P542 P5q3 P5q4 P5q5 '4 P Q 
. 0 0 0 0 4 
n pncli pilq2 Png3 Pnq4 Pnq5 
e Pnqn 
The item variances have been ineertea in the diagonal. 
Examination of this matrix of inter-item covariances 
indicates immediately that all the tetrad differences formed 
114. 
from elements all of which lie on one side of the diagonal 
are zero, while all tetras formed from elements which lie on 
both sides cf the diagonal are not zero. 
By ineerting the item variances in the principal 
diagonal all tetraas which include one diagoncl element are 
zero, Those which include two diagonal elements are of 
course not zero, 
'Ale matrix of inter-item correlations is obtained by 
dividing each element in the covariance matrix by the standard 
deviation of ihe two items invo2ved4 The rlatriv: of inter-item 
correlations obviously exhibits the same properties as the 
matrix of inter-item covariances, 
Consider for clarity of illustration a numerical example. 
Let the following represent a vnique answer pattern matrix of 
01 
a test 





Penns adidnistered to a sample of 20 persons. 
07 08 09 Olo ell 012 013 014 
015 
016 °1701019020 1:33. 
41 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .95 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 685 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 060 
45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 040 
46 1 1 1 1 1 .25 
1 1 1 .15 
1 1 010 
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 a 4 5 5 6 ( . 3 7 8 8 
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The matrix of Inter-item covarlances obtained fraal the 
above answer pattern is as follows. The item variances have 
been Inserted in the diagonal. 
2 3 4 5 3 
1 00475 .0425 *0350 00300 ..0200 00125 *0075 ,0050 
2 .0425 01275 .1050 .0900 00600 .0375 00225 .0150 
3 .0350 .1050 .2100 .1800 .1200 .0750 40450 .0300 
4 00300. .0900 .1300 .2400 01600 .1000 .0600 .0400 
5 .0200 *0600 .1200 ,1300 02400 .1500. .0900 .0600 
6 00125 .0375 .0750 ;1000 .41500 .1875 .1125 .0750 
7 .0075 .0225 00450 .0600 10900 .1125 .1275 .0350 
8 *0050 ;0150 .0300 .0400 .0600 .0750 .0850 ,o9po 
The matrix of inter-item corelations Is as follows:- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 100000. .5461 .3504 .2810 .1373 .1326 00964 .0765 
2 .5461 1,000 .6417 *5145 03430 .2426 .1.765 .1400 
3 .3504 .6417 1.000 0018 .5345 .3780 .2750 .2182 
4 .2810 .5145 .8018 1.00 .6667 .4714 .3430 .2722 
5 .1873 3430 .5345 .6667 1.0000 .7071 .5145 .4082 
6 .1325 .2425 03780 .4714 .7071 100000 .7276 .5774 
7 .0964 .1765 .2750 .3430 .5145 .7276 1.0000 .7935 
8 .0765 .1400 4132 .2722 .4032 .5774 .7935 1.0000 
These two numerical matrices, the matrix of inter-item 
covariances and the matrix of inter-item correlations, reveal 
the unusual pronerties previously mentioned, 
The properties which apply to the matrices of inter-item 
covariances and correlations formed from a unique answer 
pattern apply also to the matrices of inter-person covariances 
and correlations formed from such an answer pattern. 
Vhether these matrices of inter-item covariances and 
correlations can be described profitably in terms of factors, 
and what particular factorial configuration can best describe 
matrices of this type is not at the moment of writing 
immediately apparent, 
One tentative fotor pattern for 8 variables where 
pi pa p3 4....4p8 is a s follows:- 
Tests Factors or bonds 
1 11 111 1V V V, V11 V111 
1 
0 x x 
3 x z X 
4 X X 
5 x X X X X 
6 
7 z z X 7 7r. X 
8 X X 7 X X X X X 
When the loadings in the above pattern are obtained 
from correlations resulting from a unique answer pattern, 
they maintain a constant ratio throughout the columns; 
117. 
ths,t is R11 possible tetrads that can be formed from the 
loadings in the above pattern are zero. 
such a factor pattern were psychologica meaningful 
it would imply that as the items increased in difficulty 
(the difficulty of an item being defines by the number of 
persons passing it) new mental factors are invielved In the 
attainment of a correct response. 
The whole question is closely linked with Professor 
Godfrey Thomson's sampling theory of ability. (see 'The 
"factorial Analysis of Human Ability" pp.267-264), With 
reference to our numerical example let us presume conditionally 
that the minds of the 20 members of our hypothetical sample 
of persons are comprised of innumerable bonds, and that the 
successful response to a particular item requires the 
formation of a certain number of such bonds. To answer item I 
correctly the formation of only one bond ia required; to 
answer item two correctly requires the formation of the bond 
required to solve item one plus an additional bond and so on. 
Thus we may say that to solve item 1 is a relatively simple 
procedure requiring the formation of only a single bond, 
while to solve item 8 is a complex operation requiring the 
formation of B different bonds. It nay be noted here that 
the term'bond is used with all the limiting conditions 
imposed in rrofessor Thomson's discussion of the subject. 
The bond Zor instance, required to solve item I may be a 
complex of smaller bonds. 
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In the illustration given here we have rade the 
assumption that our answer pattern matrix is unique, and 
beve consequently Imposed a certain definite structure upon 
the minds of our 20 hypothetical persons. Furthermore we 
have imposed a certain definite structure upon our 8 
hypothetical test items. In actual practice our answer 
pattern would not be unique but would only approximate to 
uniqueness in greater or less degree 
he answer pattern might be as follows:- 
ele2CZCI°L°6°7°09°1011°12.0 3C14C15C16C117ClaC10°Eu II; 
q 
1 
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,95 
. '`2 1 1 1 I 1 * 0 * 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 .85 
kt 
3 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 .70 
11* 4 c * 111111* * 0 1 1 1 .60 
4 
5 
1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 .40 
6 
1 1 1 1 1 .25 
417 1 1 1 * .15 
48 1 1 .10 
The configuration. of bonds or factors derived from 
1 
such a pattern would be very nearly an follows. The zeros 
would not be exactly zeros for certain Mathematical reasons 
but they would be nearly zeros. 
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Items Bonds or Factors 
1 11 111 1V V Vi Vil V111 
1 z 
X 
3 7, . z 
4 g * X 
' X S . X 
x X . I X 
7 F 3 X . . X 
9 X x X X X s X 
.NOTE* (The above pattern is not exact* iene has not 
permitted the working of an ezact nì:rcrical example)* 
The argument, therefore, see::s to indicate that lack 
of uniqueness in the ansrer pattern structure results in 
part at least from the way in which test items sample the 
bonds of the n.nd* Another source of lack of uniqueness 
result: from the fact that different persons may employ 
different bonds in answering the same items correctly. 
The fact that the elements in an answer pattern 
are not all inserted. at random, but approximate In some 
degree or other to a unique configuration seems to 
3.nß icato that the mind has a certain structure. As the 
f)n.sv er pattern departs from uniqueness towards randomness 
the whole matrix of inter -item correlations is reduced . in 
120. 
rank, If the elements in the ansver pattern were inserted 
purely at random all the inter-item correlations would tend 
to be zero, ana would indicate that there was no linkage 
between the innumerable elements or bonds of the minds of 
the persons tested. 
If this structure which the mind seems to possess 
is Ln part ;imposed by education, ana other environmental 
influences we would expect that the answer patterns of tests 
given to young children would depart mA)re substantially 
from uniqueness than the answer pattern of tests given to 
older children. If this argument is correct me would 
expect The reliability of tests to Increase with increase 
in age, Such a hypothesis is readily capable of 
experimental treatment, 
The above discussion, written hurriedly under the 
pressure of much other work, must be regardea as purely 
tentative. The Latter is at presert undergoing further 
consideration, 
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TUER FACTORS 00MTRIMITIn '20 ANSWER PATTria UNI4UeleESS. 
Certain other factors contribute in some degree to 
lack of uniquenese in the answer pattern matrix, and thereby 
detract frum the efZiciency of the test as a selective 
instruelent, 
Piretly, if the xeasiest items on the test are not the 
first x items on the test, that is, if the items are not 
arranged in oreer of difficulty, it is lese likely that a 
person who makes a score x will procure that eeere ow 
answering correctly the x easieet items on the test. 
Thus the testee may waste time attempting items too difficult 
for him, and, il the test ha e time limit, ieil tu reach 
iteex that ho Gould readily to correetly, le ia desirable, 
therefore, that the ieeeee on a test be arranged in order of 
difficulty, L.. the test is to attain a high degree oi 
efeeetivenese, 
'eeeendly, the Lee of stems of the multiple-choice type 
will also tend towards lack of uniqueness in the answer 
pattern matrix, With items of this type there exists a 
probability that the testee will respond correct1 by chance 
alone, The probability that an individual will reepond 
correctly by chance alone is independent of the difficulty 
of the items, when the number of alternatives is constant. 
Thus an Individual may make a score by chance on items that 
are beyond his level of ability, Such responses will be 
122. 
arransed in random ranner In the ansrer pattern, and rill 
tend to reduce the inter,item correlatione* Bence by 
reducing the probability of making a certain score by chance 
we reduce the discrepancy between the obtained fmswer pattern 
matrix and the desired unique matrix* 
in short, all purely random influences resulting from 
the interaction of test and testee which contribute to the 
unrelisbility of tests 71.11 increase the lac of uniqueness 
in the ans:7er pattern matrix's. 
TrE THEORY 07 TEST DISORMINATIDN. 
Every test item on which the persons tested may either 
pass or fail performs in itself a dichotomous function, 
namely that it divides the sample of persons tested into two 
groups; persons capable of passing the item, and persons 
incapable of passing the item The level of ability at 
which the Ater is able to dichotomize the group. depends on 
the diffloulty of the item* An item that divides the sample 
of persons into two equal categories may be escribed as 
discriminating about the mean* With t-so item s of different 
difficulty the sample of persons testes would be divided 
into three ability categories* This statement is only truce 
in the sense that if each item is scored one mark for a pass, 
and no marks for a failure, the total scores on the two items 
of the persons ,tested would be either 0, 1, or 2, if, 
however, we denote the two items as i and i, item i is 
125. 
moro difficult than Itoln. I., a parson may fall both items, 
pass item. 1 :,.nd fail itela j, pass item j an6 fail item 1, or 
pass both items. A pass on the more difficult item j noes 
not necessarily imply a pass on the easier item i. 2or 
reasons prevlously discussed certain persons may find item j 
easier than Item it although item j may he more difficult 
than item 1, valor° the term 'mure 6ifficu1t* is defined by the 
responses of the majority. i.ot us assume none the less for 
benefit of clarity at this pcilit in our 5i60118$10P that all 
persons passing item j also pass item i. hus oonaitionally 
ve may state that test of two items of difierent degrees of 
difficulty will divie the persons tested into three ability 
categories, while a test of Atvse items of differsnt degrees 
of diffigults hill divide the persons tested into four 
categories. The more items of different difficulty 
we ad to our test the greater the number of categories into 
7,.hich the test is able to subdivide the group. Thus a test 
corstructed of a large number of items of different degrees 
of difficulty, each item performing its own particular 
dichotomous function and discriminating at a particular level 
of ability, performs a polytomous function; that i, it 
di-riles the persons tested into a larde number of categories, 
each category representing a diferent level of ability. 
Tinally, having obtained items of vaing difficulty, we 
124. 
reach a position whore the item are maximally different 
from one anotherwith respect to dLiau.Lt hi position 
yields a rectangular distribution of raa scores, and will be 
discussed at greater length belaws 
The above discussion relates for clarity of illustration 
to the ideal situation where the anelaer pattern matrix is 
unique' In practice the discriminative power of an item 
is eeriously blurred by idell of answer pattern uniqueness: 
that Is, by the presence o/ group factors, and the action of 
numerous ranaom infl-aenoese It is apparent, therefore, that 
when the answer pattern matrix is unique the test discriminates 
perfectly between the persons tested, and the more closely 
the answer pattern of a test can be made to approximate to 
this Oesired position the more efficient Its discriminative 
')(a/ 
power, and the greater its sensitivity in arranging the 
pereone teatod according to their measured capacity. 
125. 
DISGRIMINATION AND TEE CORRELATIOY BETWEEP PETONS, 
As mentioned previously we may calculate the correlations 
between the columns of the answer pattern matrix as well as 
the correlations between the rove. Thus, insteed of 
correlating items we nay correlate rows. as previously 
established the sum of ali the intex-item covariances plus 
the item variances equals the variance of taw eeoree. 
Bileilarly the sum of the inter-person eovariances plus the 
variances of the persons is equal to the variance of the 
distribution of the number of persons passing the items. 
As the variance of re; scores is increased the variance of the 
number of persons passing the items Is decreased. Thus when 
a theoretical Laximum variance is attained; that is, when 
hall the persons test ei. make zero seem and he other half 
perfect scores; the number of persons passing each item is 
he same, Such a fictitious test discriminates perfectly 
about the moan, but üoes not discriminate perfectly between 
persons in the two broad. catebories. In this imaginary case 
all the correlations between items are perfect, while the 
correlations between persons ;ere indeterminate. 
As we reduce the variance a ratJ scores we increase the 
variance of the distribution of the number of persons passing 
each item. When in the theoretical case the raw scores form 
a rectangular distribution with standard deviation CT , the 
distribution of the number of persons passing the test items 
is also x"eG;únLulax ;qt?î startdara deviation n%NQ where n 
IF the nul^;ber cf items, and N the number c#' persons, As tte 
continue to decrease the -.ä: iu.rc° ci raw scores we increase 
the variance of the number cf persons passing each item 
until a:1 lS-é¡im3.`t3 position is reached wher the variance of 
raw scores is zero, all persons a scor e of n/2, and 
*he !,.riar ;e c: the distribution of l e:scrw passing the item 
is a maximum, 
The ccrl4l-csion resulting, from the above argument is 
that by 
ty?e 
selection of items :sh.cl, correlate l:.grl; 
among themselves we increase the ?aw`nnLe of rar scores, and 
at the same time reduce the variance of 
t!v 
z3Ì distribution of 
number Li pass,/ each i;ei; that Ls, ve reduce 
the i between A 3+ n r p 4`. n r .. 1 0 and .!- the ii.i-ä ,. LS'.., s:1..RiC .t..,. ` vrn3 _ fi:v..: éa.L .::c_.. ,.Zle
s .i .é e.Q.r w,nï. -e+t;+-f3 persons a= _ 8 _ =o; £ -,us, high 
_ F ,. z 
tes` _-; 
nr. n r a ? .Ça ., ,i A . .. ,: .. ... i Cr28_t v s, ..ua' _ i.LI`t.e :.on V ^."v,....L'_; r 10111 , IV 
observation furnishes an interesting addition to prevailing 
theories of tes{ d3.sGî^i.;::ina.} ion. 
AN INDEX OF ITEM DISCRIMINATION. 
Many existing techniques of item selection assist 
directly or indirectly in the elimination of lack of 
uniqueness in the answer pattern matrix. among these are 
those techniques which require a division of the group 
tested into thirds or sixths. Methods of item selection 
which employ as a criterion the correlation of an item 
with the whole test are of no great value in the construction 
of tests of high discriminative power since the indices used 
are not independent of the difficulty values of the items. 
As an index of the discriminative power of an item we 
propose to use the correlation of that item with a 
hypothetical item of corresponding difficulty, which is 
answered correctly by the x persons eleking the x highest 
scores on the whole test. Such an index furnishes an 
estimate of the accuracy with which a test item discriminates 
at the level of ability where it presumes to discriminate, 
and as such may be regarded as an indication of-the 
reliability of the reliability of discrimination of a test 






Denoting our test item by i, and our hypothetical item of 
corresponding difficulty by a, and since pirpa we may write 
ria = pia - pi 
Since pia is equal to or less than pi we may write 
its' 
- pi -wi, 
where w1 is the proportion of individuals failing item i 
who would have passed had the item discriminated perfectly, 
or the number of individuals passing item i who would have 
failed had the item discriminated perfectly. We may, 
therefore write our coefficient of item discrimination in 
the form 
ria 1 -wi 
pigs 
The coefficient ria varies as a correlation coefficient from 
-1 to 1. As an explanatory example consider the answer 
pattern of the following item i. .yet C1, .g2......C10 
refer to persons. 
C1 C2 03 0 4 5 L6 07 0 8 9 010 
item i 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
items a 1 1 1 1 1 1 
In this example pi : .6, and pigs : .24, w i = .20. 
Therefore, ria, the coefficient of item discrimination is 
.166e. We may say that such an item as this does not 
discriminate with sufficient accuracy at the level of ability 
129. 
where it presumes to discriminate. 
In order to estimate values of rya exactly it is 
necessary to arrange the answer pattern in such a way that 
wi is exactly determinable. This involves the construction 
of an answer pattern in which a column is assigned to each 
person, and a row to each item. With a test constructed of 
a large number of items, and given to a fairly large sample 
the construction of such an answer pattern is laborious. 
For the ordinary routine of item selection it is sufficient 
to divide the persons tested into six categories according 
to their scores on the whole test. From an answer pattern 
thus grouped vii may be estimated by a process of 
interpolation. Values of /*its, calculated by this ready 
method should be sufficiently close approximations tc 
serve as guiding parameters in the selection of test items of 
high discriminative power. 
J-50. 
MEASURING LACK OF UNIUENESS IN THE ANSWER PATTERN MATRIX. 
The following embodies an attempt to measure the 
influence of lack of uniqueness in the answer pattern matrix 
upon the functioning of the whole test. 
From the first differences of the distribution of 
persons passing each item we can obtain the actual scores 
that the persons tested would have made had the x persons 
passing each item been the persons making the x highest 
scores on the whole test. These scores we shall call for 
convenience D-scores. D-scores exhibit a number of 
interesting properties. The mean of the D-scores of the 
persons tested is the same as the mean of raw scores. 
The D-score of a person below the mean is always less than 
his raw score; the D-score of a person above the mean is 
always greater than his raw score. The discrepancy 
between D-score and rev score is due to the influence of 
lack of uniqueness in the answer pattern matrix. The further 
the anmver pattern of a test digresses from a unique 
position the greater these discrepancies. We see, therefore, 
that lack of uniqueness tends to make the ray scores of the 
) persons testea regress towards the average, while approximating 
to a unique position pulls the scores apart, and increases 
the discriminative power of the test. This agrees with the 
previously established theorem that lack of uniqueness in the 
answer pattern matrix reduces the variance of raw scores. 
The variance of D-scores is consequently always 
substantially greater than the variance of raw scores. 
With Moray House Tests the standard deviation of raw scores 
is about 20, while the standard deviation of the corresponding 
D-scores is about 30. It should be pointed out here that if 
the answer pattern matrix had, in the first instance, been 
unique, the variance of raw scores would not be 30, but it 
would be somewhere between 20 and 30, possibly about 25. 
It ha been our original intention to use the correlation 
between raw scores and D-scores as measure of lack of 
uniqueness, but in actual experiment the regression lines 
of the correlation table were found to exhibit a certain 
non linearity. The correlation between D-scores and raw 
scores of a random sample of 162 persons on M.h.T.26, 
disregarding the non-linearity of regression, was found to 
be .9789 
A better indication of the amount of divergence of 
the obtained answer pattern matrix from the hypothetical 
unique matrix is given by the ratio of the variance of 
ray scores to the variance of D-scores. With M.H.T.26 
this index was found to be .406. The less the divergence 
of the obtained matrix from the unique position the more 
closely does this ratio approximate to unity. 
Figure & gives the distribution of raw scores of 162 
persons on M.H.T.26, and the corresponding distribution of 
D-scores. The standard deviation of raw scores was found 
Feci, 3 
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to be 20.06, ana the standard devietion of D-scores 31.50. 
Examination of this figure indicates clearly the influence 
of lack o* uniqueness in the answer pattern on the test 
structure, showing how such lack of uniqueness makes the 
scores of the individuals tested regrese towards the average. 
PLATYKURTIC DISTRIBUTIOV OF RAW SCORES. 
In the argument developed above we have attempted to 
demonstrate that variance of rao scores, reliability, and 
discriminative power are functions. of the item variances 
and covariances. These item variances and covariances are 
in themselves limited in magnititude by the type of 
eistribution oe ra scores which the test constructor 
predetermines, since by the appropriate selection of items 
many different types of distributions may be obtained, 
The belieZ has generally dominated educational measurement 
that some intrinsic desirability characterised normally 
distributed raw scores, and that various types of skewed, 
leptokureic, and platykurtic distributions were to some 
degree at least less satisfactory than normal distributions. 
Adherence to distributions of the normal type has resulted, 
firstly, from the belief that ability is normally eistributed 
in the population, and, secondly, because many statistical 
parameters are computed with greater facility, and ere more 
intelligible, when the distributions of scores used in their 
computation are approximately normal, A belief, sometimes 
133. 
held and obviously false, is that correlation coefficients 
calculated by the 7)roduct-moment method are invalid unless 
the correlated variables is not a necessary condition for 
the valid use of the product-moment formula, but linearity 
of regression, and variables distributed in a variety of 
ways other than normal may, when correlated yield regression 
lines which exhibit such linearity* 
The purpose of the present discussion is to demonstrate 
that, since the item variances and covariances may be 
increased by the seledtion of items yielding types of 
distributions other than normal, the efficacy of tests as 
reliable, discriminative instruments for the selection of 
individuals for occupational and schoolastic purposes may be 
substantially improved by the adoption of platykurtic and 
rectangular distributions. 
The reasoned argument supporting this statement is as 
follows, By increasing the platykurtosis of a distribution 
we increase the variance of raw scores without increasing 
the number of items. This increased variance is accompanied, 
either causually or effectually, by increased inter-item 
covariance. 'This increased inter-item covariance, as 
previously established increases the reliability of the test. 
Furthermore, by increasing the platykurtosis and thereby 
increasing the variance of raw scores we reduce the correlation 
between the persons tested, making them appear more different 
from one another, thereby increasing the discriminative powers 
of the test, 
134. 
The above disaussion may be clarified with reference to the 
following fictitious example. Consider a test constructed 
of four test items of such a type as to yield a binomial 
distribution of raw scores when administered to a population 
of 16 persons. Let the answer pattern be as shown in Table lip 
page 6, where C1,02, 3,41.4.4400.16 refer to persons, and 
refer to items, We assume for the sake of 
simplicity that the answer pattern matrix is unique. The 
argument, however, is quite general. 
The variances, covariances, and intercorrelations of the 
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.3830 --- 
.1741 .4547 --- 




The item variances are written in the diagonal of the matrix 
of covariances. The variance of raw scores on this fictitious 
test is 1, while the variance of the distribution of the 
number of persons passing each item is 29.00. 
Let us now consider the answer pattern of the type shown 
in Table 11 derived from a test constructed of four items 
administered to a sample of 16 persons. The distribution of 








05 06 07 C8 
09 Clo ell C12 013 014 015 passing item 016 
'41 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 
Q2 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 
Q3 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
1 1 3 
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 (raw scores) 
The variances, covariances, and intercorrelations of the four 
items of this fictitious test z're as follows:- 
covariances 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
1 .1523 1 
2 .1172 .2344 2 .6204 
3 .0703 .1406 .2344 3 .3722 .5998 
4 .0352 .0703 .1172 .1523 4 .2309 .3722 .6204 
1111.11, 
IMP 
The variance of raw scores on this fictitious test is 1.8750. 
It will be observed that by increasing the platykurtosis of 
our distribution of raw scores we have increased the variance 
from 1 to 1.8750. The inter-item covariances and also the 
intercorrelations have been Increased substantially. 
Furthermore, the variance of the distribution of the number of 
persons passing each item has been decreased from 29 to 14.5. 
This represents a very marked decrease in the magnititude of 
the inter-person covariances, and indicates that the test 
156, 
yielding the platykurtic distribution of scores is discriminating 
more effectively between persone than =he test yielding the 
binomial distribut ion, 
The split-half reliabilities of these two small 
hypothetical tests ia also readi4 calculated, The 'boosted' 
split-half reliability of the test yielding the binomial 
distribution of raw scores was found to be 05625. The 
corresponding figure for the test yielding the platykurtic 
distribution was found to be 06750, 
This simple hypothetical example demonstrates, therefore, 
that increasing the platykurtosis of the distribution of scores 
(a) increases the inter-item covariances, (b) increases the 
inter-item covariances, (c) increases the variance of ram 
scores, (d) increases the reliability of the test, (e) reduces 
the correlation between persons, (f) increases the 
discriminative power of the test, and from all points of view 
inproves the efficacy of the test as an instrument of 
measurement, 
TYPES OP DIRIBUTION 
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s oF RAW SCORES* 
As indicated above by the selection of appropriate items 
the distribution of raw scores may be predetermined by the 
test constructor. We may, therefore, consider what type of 
distribution of the many possible types will produce the most 
efficient results in the field of mental testing. The 
answer to this problem is that the type of distribution which 
is selected must depend on the ultimate function which the 
test is intended to accomplish* Thus if we are selecting 
candidates for secondary schools, and wish the test to 
discriminate with a high degree of accuracy between the lower 
two thirds and the upper one third of the persons tested, 
items should be selected yielaing a distribution of raw scores 
which is different in type from a distribution which would 
discriminate well between the lower one third and the upper 
two thirds, Distributions may be determined which will 
accomplish their respective functions more efficaciously 
than had the test been designed to yield a distribution of 
raw scores approximating to normality in e representative 
population, Similarly if a test is desired for the general 
purpose of discriminating at all levels of ability a 
particular distribution, namely rectangular, may be obtained 
which will accomplish this function with maxivel ef:iciency. 
The theory developed here depends on two generalizations; 
(a) the shor4er the ordinate of the curve of the distribution 
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at the point of selecion the greater the discriminatory 
power of the test at that point, (o) the discriminatory power 
of a test may be increased at one level of ability at the 
expense of discriminatory power at other levels of ability. 
It is theoretically possible to construct a test such 
that half the persons tested nahe zero scores and the other 
halt make perfect scores. Such a test would have maximum 
Inter-Item correltAion, and every item would have maximum 
variance of 0230 fehe variance of raw scores would also be 
a maximum. A test of this theoretical type would 
(liscriminate perfectly about the mean, but would have no 
capacity for discriminating between the persons in each 
category. If we were to attempt to construct a test of this 
type we should find that due to lack of uniqueness in the 
answer pattern matrix the scores of the persons tested could 
not be made to fall into two main categories, but would be 
approximately symmetrical and bi-modal with the minimal 
ordinate between the two modes at the mean. Similarly if we 
wished to discriminate well at some other level of ability a 
test could be constructed yielding an asymmetrical bi-modal 
distribution with the minimal ordinate between the two modes 
at the point of selection, 
A situation may arise, and does arise in the selection 
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of candidates for certain types of secondary education, 
where we wish to select, a certain proportion of Individuals 
from a given population, and to discriminate between the 
relative abilities of the individuals selected, Let us 
presume that we wish to select the upper third of the 
candidates, and to discriminate between theq. `_:he test to 
accomplish this function should be constructed of items of 
such a nature that theoretically two thirds of the persons 
tested fail all items while the remaining third are 
distributed equally throughout the whole range of items. 
Thus with a test of 100 items administered to a group of 
` 3000 candidates from which we wish to select a 1000 the 
ideal test would be one upon which 2000 persons scores 
zero marks, and the remaining 1000 persons scored marks 
ranging from 1 to 100 with ten persons in each of the 100 
categories. In practice this ideal situation can never 
be attained but may be roughly approximated to be a 
positively skewed distribution of the form shorn in figure;' 
diagram 2. By constructing the test such that the scores 
rile up at the loser and average ranges of ability, and are 
spread out at the upper ranges of ability we increase the 
power of the test to discriminate bright candidates while 
decreasing its power to discriminate between average and 
dull candidates, Thus poor discriminative power at cerlsin 
levels of ability is compensated for by increased 
discriminative power at other levels of ability. Similarly 
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if a test is desired to discriminate efficiently between the 
relative abilities of a certain proportion of dull children 
items may be selected which will yield a negatively skewed 
distribution of raw scores. 
A situation may are where a test 12 required which 
will select a given proportion of bright persons and a given 
proportion of dull persons, and will discriminate between 
the relative abilities of persons arbitrarily described as 
,Ap2eites \'? 1,\ ag. s V Cre't 
dull. Let us presume that we wish to select the upper third 
and lower third of persons in a given population and that 
we wish to discriminate with maximal efficiency between 
Persons in the upper third, and a:Lso between persone in the 
lower third. We are not concerned with discriminating 
between persons in the middle third. It follows that we can 
increase discrimination in the upper third and in the lower 
third at the expense of discrimination in the middle third. 
To accomplish the purpose desired items rust be selected 
which will yield a distribution of scores which is unimodal, 
symmetrical, and markedly lertokurtic, tailing of on both 
sides in the manner suggested in eigUreE1:, diagram 3. 
RECTAyGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS. 
If now a test is desired for general experimental 
purposes, that is if our interest in the persons at one level 
of ability is no greater than our interest In persons at other 
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levels of ability, we requier a test which will discriminate 
with equal efficiency atall levels of ability, The 
discriminative power of a test attains this unpreferential 
uniformity when the distribution of raw scores is rectangular, 
or when the height of the ordinates of the distribution are 
the same at all le7els of ability, Ail types of distributions 
other than rectangular sacrifice discriminative power at one 
level of ability for increased eiscrimint-tive power at other 
levels of ability. 
With a rectangular distribution every observation has 
an equal prooability of being anywhere in the range from 
zero to n, where n is the number of items on the test. 
The standard deviation of scores on a test of this type is 
given in the theoretical case by the formula n/ 12, there 
being n+1 possible categories into which the scores may fall. 
With a test of 100 items the standard deviation of scores is 
28.86, while the standard deviation of scores of a 
corresponding test yielding a normal distribution of scores 
is usually about 17. 
The values of Si and 132 for a rectangular distribution, 
calculated from the first four moments, are respectively 0 
and 1.8, Values of Biz indicate that the distribution is 
symnietrical. Values of 1.8 indicate that the distribution 
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is tending t o oe c on?c 131-modal while values of -4 2 )1,8 
indio«to that therc3 !s a tendency for the scores Ap be 
concentrated near the centre of the scale' 
PART II. 
Part II is largely experimental, and involves 
a detailed study of the reliability of moray house 
Tests of intelligence, English, and Arithmetic. 
THE REL IA 3IL IT Y O LENT AL TEST S 
143. 
Object of Inveqtilálion. 
r_he investigation presented below was undertaken 
to determine (a) the reliability of certain group tests 
of intelligence, (b) whether group tests of intelligence 
were more consistent instruments of measurement than 
individual tests. The tests considered in the present 
enquiry are given to some 150,000 children annually in 
the schools of irit in for the purpose of selecting 
candidates for certain types of secondary school 
education; consequently the question of their reliability 
is a matter of no little importance. 
Data Used. 
he data used in the oresent investigation were 
acquired in an experiment designed to determine the 
relative eflectiveness of two types of examinations in 
selecting children for secondary school education. 
This experiment was conducted in Jest Yorkshire under 
the auspices of the National Union of eachers, while 
the statistical work involved was carried out by 
Erofessor G.H. Thomson, and U.G. Emmett at Lora y House 
leachers' Training College. The West Yorkshire 
2;xperiment included the administration of three Moray 
House Intelligence Tests, L.H.L.21, I-H.T.23, and 
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and k.H.T.26 to the same group of roughly 1800 children, 
The statistical data resulting from the apolication of 
three group tests of intelligence to the same sample 
furnished comprehensive material for an investigation 
into the reliability of such tests. 
The Group Tested. 
All the children in 39 schools in West Yorkshire bc: 
:teen the ages 10:0 and 10:11 on :,arch lst 1937 were 
given the tests. One school did not complete the 
experiment, while about '0() children in the other schools 
did not do all three intelligence tests, thus reducing 
the number of cases includel in the final statistical 
analysis to 1535. 
Administration of the rests. 
To eliminate as far as possible the effect of 
practice on the standardisation the schools were divided 
into two groups, designated Group A and Group B. The 
number of children in Group A was approximately 1,020, 
and Group B approximately 720, The tests were 
administered in the following order:- 
Group A. Schools - 
March 2nd. 1937-- 
Intelligence Test L.H.T.21 
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Larch 9th. 1937-- 
Intelligence lest M.R0T0230 
Larch 16th. 1937-- 
Intelligence '.Lest M.H.T.26. 
Group B. Schools, 
Larch 2nd, 1937-- 
Intelligence lest M.H.T.23. 
Larch 9th, 1937-- 
Intelligence lest L.H.T021. 
Larch 16th. 1937-- 
Intelligence lest L.H.c1.26. 
Each test consisted of 100 items, and the time of 
administration was 45minutes, The procedure of 
administering two tests to Group A, and administering the 
same two tests in reverse order to Group 3, while tending 
to eliminate any mean increase in I.. due to practice 
when both groups are considered together, exerts an 
influence on the intercorrelations between the tests. 
This problem is discussed at greater length in the section 
on practice effect, 
Standard isat ion. 
The standardisations of the three tests were 
effected in the usual manner by finding the scores at the 
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the 5th0, 16th., 50th,, 84th., and 95th. percentile 
levels for each month of birth separately, plotting these 
scores against the ages, and fitting a least square line 
to the twelve points thus found. AL standardised score 
of 100 is given to the child whose score is equal to the 
average score of all the children in his age group. 
The standard deviation of standardised scores is taken 
as 15 in all Moray House Tests. The slope of each least 
square line determines the increment of raw score for 
increase in age at each percentile level. 
Standardised scores correspond very closely to 
I.f.;L's and in this enquiry are regarded as such. 
r_he standardisation was based only on those 
children taking all three tests, 1586 in number. A 
table of norms was ptepared for each test, and three 
Intelligence kcuotients found for each child, these 
quotients being calculated to the nearest half point. 
The distributions of raw scores (with frequencies 
expressed as percentages) mean scores, and standard 
deviations are given in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1, 
Distribution of rata scores, Mean Score, and 
Deviation for L.H.T. 21, 23, and 26, 
Standard 
Score L.H.T . M.H.T. M.H.T. 
Interval 21 23 26 
90-99 0.8 0.1 0.3 
80-89- 3.6 2.6 3.8 
70-79 8,7 9,2 9.3 
60-69 12.2 14.3 14.9 
50-59 16.2 17.0 17.7 
40-49 14.5 17.6 20.1 
30-39 14.7 14.7 14.3 
20-29 12.0 12.1 9,9 
10-19 9.5 7.3 6.1 
0-9 7.8 5.1 3.6 
Mean 
Score 43.15 44.76 47.06 
Standard 
'Deviation 22.16 20.29 19.74 
Note - -- The frequencies are expressed as percentages. 
Analysis of Data. 
Three group Intelligence 4uotients for some 1800 
children of a single age range, calculated by the 
application of three group tests of similar type with a 
constant time interval of one week, furnished data of a 
sufficiently comprehensive nature to warrant a detailed 
enquiry into the reliability of the tests used, and the 
associated topic, the constancy of the Intelligence 
Quotient, 
In analysing the data in the present investigation 
the general technique was to calculate the variation in 
I.4. between the three sets of Intelligence quotients 
for each child separately, Thus three distributions of 
variations in I.. were obtained. These variations 
were then sub-classified according to brightness. 
Groups A and B were considered separately and combined. 
The standard deviations of variation in I.q, were 
calculated for groups A and B, for sub-groups of Groups A 
and B, and also for the two Groups combined, 2rom these 
standard deviations reliability coefficients and standard 
errors of I.tA; were obtained, The method by which these 
parameters are obtained from the standard deviations of 
variations in I.Q. will be discussed later. 
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Parallel forms. 
Any enquiry into test reliability by the correlation 
of parallel forms necessitates some assurance as to the strict 
equivalence of the forms used. Otherwise the presence 
o, a specific factor will tend to reduce the size of the 
correlation between the forms, and such correlations 
cannot be regarded as valid reliability coefLicients. 
In this enquiry M.H.T. 21, 23, and 26 are re arded 
as parallel forms of the same test, and no reason exists 
to doubt the validity of this assumption. he items on 
each test are similar in type, namely analogies, number 
series etc. he number of items on each test (100), 
and the duration of each test (45minutes) are the same, 
he standardisations are based on exactly the same sample 
of the population. he high reliability coefficients 
found,also lend weight to the assumption that the three 
tests approximate very closely to equivalence. The 
equivalence of the test forms used is considered at 
greater length in this thesis. 
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Practice Effect. 
Alen two parallel forms o! a test are given to 
the same group of children, the scores on the second form 
will usually tend to he higher than the scores on the first 
form due to practice effect, and familiarity with the 
test situation, If the effect of practice is uniform 
at all levels of ability, that is if the dull child tends 
to increase his score through practice as much as the brighl,, 
child, the practice effect will have no influence on the 
reliability coefficient, If, however, the bright child 
ains more through practice than the dull child, or if the 
dull child gains more through practice than the bright child, 
the correlation between the two sets of scores will be 
spuriously increased by some small amount. 
if the children in the upper ranges of ability gain 
more through practice than the children in the lower 
ranges of ability, the standard deviation of the second 
set of scores will tend to be higher than the standard 
deviation of the first. If the children in the lower 
ranges gain more through practice than the children in the 
upper ranges the standard deviation of the second set of 




Allan G. :dodger in a study based on only 76 cases 
reports that the increase in 1.Q. due to practice e:t . ect 
varies directly according to brightness, the increase from 
test to retest being about one half point of I.11. for 
children of I.4. 80, one point of for children of 1.4. 
100 and one and a half points of I. . for children of I. . 
120. W.G. Emmett in an unpublished enquiry, by converting 
the raw scores obtained on the three oray House Tests used 
in the West Yorkshire Experiment into 1.Q, 's, using norms 
based on the performance of children in another area, found 
that there existed no apparent systematic relationship 
between practice effect and level of ability, This 
finding is in direct disagreement with the finding of Rodger. 
Until more decisive evidence is forthcoming we must regard 
the problem of practice effect relative to ability as 
undetermined. 
As previously explained, an effort was made in the 
West Yorkshire Experiment to eliminate the possible 
influence of practice on the test standardisation 
dividing the schools tested into two Groups, Group A and 
Group 3, administerin. M.H.T.21 to Group A schools and 
L.H.T.23 to Group 3 schools on the first day of testing, 
and reversing the procedure on the second day of testing. 
A l' (1956) "The lap . , j r a ïica.tion of six 
Group intelligence Tests to the áFirte Lhíldre_., and 
the Lffects of rractice ", VoL.vi, 291 -305. 
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,H.T.26 was administered to the two groups on the thira 
day of testing, the pupils in both groups having the same 
amount of practice. 
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The plan of the experiment eliminates, therefore, any 
mean change in I.Q. from one test to another when Groups 
A and B are considered together, Unfortunately the 
procedure outlined above tends to introduce certain 
possible sources of error; 
(a) r_he standard deviations of raw score for the two 
groups taken separately will be slightly less than for the 
combined groups. 
(b) The correlation between the tests will be 
slightly greater for the txo croups taken separately than 
Í'o r the combined groups. 
(e) The standard deviation of variation in I.. will 
tend to be slightly analler when the two groups are taken 
separately than when the two groups are combined. 
These conditions imply that the reliability 
coefficients found by correlating I.Q.'s on E.H.T.21 and 
.H.r1.23 for Groups A and separately will be slightly 
higher than when both groups are combined; similarly 
but to a lese degree with II.H.T.21 and M.H.T.26., and with 
M.H.T.23 and M.H.T.26. This was indeed found to ie the 
case as an examination of the reliability coeffecients of 
the three tests for Groups A and B taken separately, and for 
the combined groups indicates. (see Table ll). 
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_'urthermore, if our two tests are strictly equivalent 
we should expect the correlation between L .H.T.21 and L.H.T 
L6, and also the correlation between IL.H.`1.23 and r .H.T.26, 
for the whole group, to be slightly higher than the 
H '" 21 and L.H.T.23. his was `: correlation between .. 1. . 
indeed found to be the case. 
Since the technique of the e7periment was such as to 
introduce the difficulties discussed above, the standard 
deviations of variations in I.Q. and reliability 
coefficients were calculated for Groups A and 3 separately 
at different levels of ability. This procedure was 
justified since no systematic relationship was found 
between practice effect and level of ability was found in 
this data. `_::he standard deviations and variations in I.q. 
were also calculated for the two groups combined. '_he 
standard deviations of variation in I. . for the combined 
group will be overestimates, the reliability coefficients 
underest irn tes. 
With reference to the parameters computed from the 
"combined groups, it may be observed that those computed on 
the variation in 1.(4. between any two tests will be 
consistent with one another and strictly comparable. 
`?he parameters computed an the variations between M.H.á:.21 
and H.T.26, and between M.H.T.23 and L .H.T.26, for the 
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the combined groups, are strictly comparable with one 
another, but not with those computed on variations between 
M.H.T.21 and M.H.T.23, the standard deviations of variation. 
in I.q. in the latter case being greater overestimates 
than the standard deviations in the former. 
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TABLE 2. 
Table of Correlations 
Group A. 
Tests Standard 
correlated correlation error 
M.H.T.21/23 .933 .0043 
k.H.T.21/26 .922 .0050 
M.H.T.23/26 .940 .0039 
Group B 
M.H.T.21/23 .931 .0053 
M.H.T.21/26 .940 .0049 
M.H.T.23/26 935 .0050 
Combined Groups 
M.H.T.21/23 .917 .0026. 
M.H.1.21/23 .924 .0024 
1C.H.T.23/26 .937 .0022 
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Correlation of I. 
The correlation coefficients given in '.Lable 11, 
found by correlating glay be regarded as 
reliability coefficienis. 'Arreletion coefficients 
found by correlating may be regarded as more valid 
indices of reliability than coefficients ealculated by 
correlating raw scores. The correlation of raw scores 
will yield a ooefT'Leient that is too high due to the 
influence of age, and such a coefficient cannot be 
regarded as a alid index of reliability until age has 
been portioned out. If a test has been effectively 
standardised the correlation of raw score with age 
portioned out will be the same as the correlation of log,. 
With a single year group the correlation of raw 
score with age is very amall, the correlation of ram 
scores between two parallel forms of a test will be 
approximately .002 higher than the correlation of the 
corresponding A close estimate of the correlation 
of raw scores on L.H.T.21, 23, and 26 can be reached by 
the addition of .002 to the correlation of given 
in '_able 11. 
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she Normality of '; istributions of Variations in I.l. 
Examination of the distributions given in tables 
3, 4, and 5 suggests that variations in I . ,. from test to 
retest are normally distributed. 
Pearsons formulae for, and «32 were used to test the 
normality of some of these di.ttributions, 





= v2 v - ,2 
3 = V3 -3VZV, 2V,3 
I = VK - Vz V, -r- 6 \/V- 3 \e- -(y -V,2) f z 
he , ; and -,are the first, second, third and 
fourth moments about the true mean, and V, ,\í2,V3, and V, 
are the corresponding moments about an arbitrary point. 
from the above formulae 3 and 4 may be computed 
as follows:- 
2 
ß, is equal to zero distribution is 
symmetrical; whenß2 is less than 3 the distribution 
is platykurtic; when /.3 is greater than 3 the distribution 
is leptokurtic. 
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In the present enquiry values of/y, and Aware 
computed for distributions of variations in I,Q. for 
Groups A and B combined. These values of A and Aare 
as follows:- 
/31 N 
M.H.T.21/23 .00100 2.9502 1535 
1Y.H.T.21/26 .00360 3,0303 1535 
M.H.T.23/26 .00003 3.1316 1535 
/4 has a standard error of f T,,-; for samples of V in a 
normally distributed population. A-3 has a standard 
of 
N 
The following Table gives values of A , 






,0316 .0498 .0624 .1249 
.0600 .0303 .0624 .1249 
,0055 .1316 .0624 .1249 
In no case does the distributions of 1.4. variations 
exhibit any significant skewness, or either leptokurtic 
or platykurtic tendencies. We, therefore, conclude 
that the normal probability curve describes with a high 
degree of accurracy variations in I.q. between 
successive applications of Di.oray House Group Tests of 
Intelligence, and that no systematic factor is 
operating in causing these variations. 
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Variations lue to any inadequacy of the tests as 
instruments s of ierit a.l measurement, and variations due 
to fluctuation in the capacities tested both seem to 
be normally distributed in a normal population. 
above computations indicate also that errors made 
in the measurement of cognitive abilities in the field 
of psychometrics obey the normal curve of errors as 
used in the physical scienoos. 
MOP 
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TABLE 3 'WEST YORKSHIRE 
DISTRIBUTIONS DIFERENCES 
GROUP A 




1645 2 2 2 
15.0 i 1 4 
13.5 2 3 6 
12.0 7 7 4 
1045 5 a 10 
9.0 10 14 16 
7:5' 25 31 42 
6.0 27 43 45 
4.5 39 44 76 
3.0 67 58 117 
1.5 85 63 104 
0 105 100 93 
*145 100 89 92 
102 98 91 
*4.5 77 77 71 
*6.0 71 67 45 
*7.5 63 51 35 
*9.0 42 38 
(-,r1 
Ka:.-, 
-10.5 33 35 16 
*1240 21 24 5 
*13.5 12 17 7 
*15.0 5 9 4 
*1605 2 3 
1 2 
-19.5 2 2 
906 906 906 
etag./.1 
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A B_LE 4 WEST YORKSHIRE 
DISTRIBUTION OP 'DIFFERENCES IN 1.4. 
GROUP 




M.H.T .21/23 J2.21 /26 .23/26 
18.0 4 2 
16.5 1 1 
15.0 4 2 
13.5 i i 6 6 
12.0 18 12 3 
10.5 30 16 7 
9.0 36 30 a 
7.5 57 35 11 
6.0 53 49 30 
4.5 59 56 46 
3.0 67 66 58 
1.5 71 76 70 
0 62 67 51 
-1.5 40 56 68 
-3.0 44 54 68 
-4.5 23 39 55 
-6.0 24 26 51 
-7.5 8 17 42 
-9.0 9 8 18 
-10.5 3 7 18 
-12.0 3 1 10 
-13.5 0 1 4 
-15.0 0 i 3 
-16.5 1 0 1 
-18.0 1 1 0 
-19.5 1 
629 629 E 
11.10.....riems 
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TABLE 5 WEST YORL SH IRE 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIF :.ERENCES. IN . 
GROU1?6 A AND B COMBINED. 








18.0 4 0 
16.5 3 3 2 
15.0 5 3 2 
13.5 13 9 12 
12.0 25 19 7 
10.5 35 24 17 
9.0 46 44 24 
745 32 66 53 
6.0 SO 92 75 
4.5 98 100 122 
3.0 134 124 175 
1.5 156 159 "174 
.0 167 167 144 
140 145 160 
-3.0 146 152 159 
-4.5 100 F. 126 
95 93 96 
71 68 77 
-9.0 51 46 40 
-10.5 36 42 34 
-12.0 24 25 15 









-18.0 2 3 o 
-19.5 2 2 1 
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165. 
VAR IAT ION IN INTELLIGENCE 4,4TOTIENT RELATIVE 
(2.10 LEVEL Oi ABILITY. - 
ro determine whether iQ differences varied in 
relPtion to 1e7e1 of ability, all chilren were classified 
into 5 point I.q. oatef,ories accor'tinp to her average 
Iø ts meat-I-zed by the three tests, 1.H,T. 21, 23 and 260 
A eland's I.. on any one of the three tests could have 
been taken as the bsis for classification, but the 
average IA/. on the three parallel forma furnished a more 
reliable estimate of each chil abiLity, 
:ince the nimber of cases above 130 and below 70 
was 7ery small, ard since the tests were not designed to 
discriminate accnrateiy beyond these levels, the enquiry 
vas confined to a consideration of the 12 catogaries 
betnrE.en these limits, all cases above 130 and below 70 
being delete4. 
The standard deviations of differences In 1.4. 
between each of the three tests for GrOUW A and B 
separately, and for Jroups A and 3 combined ere 
calculated at each 5 Point average 1.q. level of ability. 
Each standard deviation was corrected for grouping by 
Sheppard's correction* Lhe assumption is made that 
166. 
that intelligence is a continuous rariate. he 
differenees in I. from test to retest were grouped with 
a class interval of 1.5 points of I.e.. Correcting for 
grouping, reduced the stundare eevietion ot difterences 
by about .015* 
Tables 6 to 14 give the distributions of 
differences in 1.q. for each 5 point 1.q, catesory between 
mai.T.21 an L.LT23, Y*H.T.21 an H.T.26, 14.11*T*23 and 
1.1.H.T.23 and 26, for Groups A end B separately, and for 
Groups A and B corbined. 
Tables 15 to 23 give the uncorrected standard 
devietiors of 3itrerences in i.4* and the oorresponding 
deviations corrected for grouping for E.4. differences 
between Y.H..21 eeal 23, V.U.T.21 and 2, and 114.'i.23 and 
26, for eroups e and B separately and for Groups a and B 
combined . 
from the distributions and tables given in this 
section many of the parameters giren In later departments 
of this enquiry are computed. 
Examination of these tables suggests that the 
of dull children. tends to be less variable than the I.q. of 
bright children. The significance of this suggestion 
will be considered later when reliability relative to 
level of ability is discussed* 
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TABLE 6 
T)I ST RIBUT IONS U. 'v AR 1AT IONS IN I Ar.1: Eli ETri LEVELS 
Inte*70.0- vl 75.0- 79.5 3O,O 8401 
1b.75- S .10, 1 









9.75- - 1 2 
8.25- 1 - 










2.25.e 3 5 6 
0.75- 8 5 9 
-0.75- 7 7 o 
-2.25- n t 8 11 
-3,75- -,: 4 1 12 
-5.25- 1. 4 5 
-6.75- 1 3 7 
- - 3 4 
-9.75- 2 
41.25- 2 4 
42.75- 0 










Group A M.1I 21 
5..o-i 90.0- 95.0- 100- 105- 1.10- 115- 120- 125- 























































































- 1 - 
- i 2 
3 3 - 
1 3 1 
6 2 i 1 
1 5 2 
4 5 2 
4 3 1 
2 - 2 
2 2 - 


































I - .. - 1 - - - 
14,25 - .. - - .. - .. - 1 . .. - 
12.75 - - - 1 1 .- 1 - - - - - 
11,25 1 ... - 3 - - 1 2 - - - - 
9175. 1 1 1 2 2 - - 1 - - - 
8,25 2 - 1 - 1 5 , 1 1 - -- 2 1 
6,75 2 1 3 1 4 4 1 5 2 2 3 3 1 
5,25 1 1 5 5 6 , 6 ' 8 4 4 1 1 1 
3675 li 3 5 1 6 3 8 3 5 1 7 1 
2,25e 5 7 4 2 9 . 8 8 4 7 2 2 ... 
0,75 6 2 4 14 11 9 9138 4 1 2 
-005 10 7 9 11 11 16 10 8 . 12 2 4 - 
-2,25 4 8 8 7 14 19 7 9 ' 8 1 2 2 
-3.75 2 . 5 4 7 16 13 10 16 16 6 ' 2 1 
-5.25 1 5 13 9 12 9 6 9 8 4 1 0 
-6.75- - - 9 11 7 9 8 13 5 2 2 1 
-8.25 3 1 4 6 8 8 7 7 3 3 ! 1 - 
-9.75 - 2 4 2 7 6 7 4 3 1 , 2 - 
-11 42 - 4 1 9 3 6 5 2 3 1 1 . 1 
42,75 - - 1 6 5 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 
14,25 - - 1 1 2 3 6 - 1 2 - 1 
45.75 
.1 - 1 - - 1 - 3 2 1 - 1 - 
-17.25 - - 1 - 1 1 .. - 00 00 00 .00 
48075 00 00 00 , 40. 1. 1 
-20.25 - .. - 2 - - .10 00 00 00 00 
.. 
LLtals 1 38 48 78 100 128 135 ;111100 90 34 32 12 
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TABLE 8 
S".1 RIBUT IONS OF VARIATIONS IN 1.4. 
Grop.21. 23/11. 
0.01100.0as Casa:Kass sa*saaors 1[01,2261,41,41.7V.I.OGUI ti.S.C1,10.1a M.10111,11.....111. ..ta09.7T*47.2711 
Inte/q70.0- 75.0- 80.0- 35.0- 90,0-, 95.0H 






































2 2 2 
- - 1 2 4 5 1 
3 4 2 5 7 6 
1 2 4 5 4 5 
1 2 ' 8 7 
5 9 8 16 
8 3 9 12 
11 6 12 12 
5 9 6 6 
1 5 1, 8 8 
5 3 4 12 
- 2 2 6 
1 3 3 2 
- 1 5 3 
- - 1 3 
... - - 1 
- - - 2 1 1 
o 
15 13 9 
17 14 12 
18 17 15 
13 11 10 
8 12 13 
11 17 11 
1, 11 14 4 
11 7 7 6 
1 3 5 8 
3 3 2 
4 - 
i - 1 
- - 1 - 1 - - 
i 




1 2 - - 
1 1 - 1 
6 6 1 2 - 
6 2 - 3 
5 4 1 
11 7 3 - 
10 1 4 1 
' 7 2 3 1 
13 3 2 3 
12 .. 5 1 
4 2 2 1 - 
3 2 6 1 
il 4 1 1 
1 2 1 1 
- 1 2 - 





















DIS`i RIBUî' IONS 02 DI JERE CES IN I AT 
VARIOUS LEVLS OF ABILITY. 
GROUP B 
.4. 70- ;75- 7815:7-85--- 90 ' 95- 00- 05- 110- 115- 120-a 125- 
diff 74.579.584.589. '94.599 04.5109.5114.119.5124.5129.5 
18.0 1 2 1 
16.5 O 1 0 
15.0 2 0 2 0 0 
134 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 
12.0 0 4 4 1 3 3 1 0 2 
10,5 1 1 1 7 3 4 6 2 3 1 1 
9.0 1 1 2 2 5 1 5 5 3 9 2 0 
7.5 2 1 3 4 8 , 5 11 7 5 4 2 5 
6.0 1 3 3 1 6 9 8 6 7 2 2 5 
4.5 0 0 4 7 710 14 5 4 5 2 1 
3.0 2 1 1 9 6 5 7 13 9 7 5 2 
1.5 2 2 3 5. 4 13 5 6 8 6 6 1 
.0 3 2 5 1 7 6 6 11 8 5 6 2 
1.5 1 1 2 6 4 4 7 2 5 5 3 0 
-3.0 1 1 0 0 4 7 5 8 8 , 4 6 0 
-4.5 0 0 0 3 3 0 5 2 5 1 4 
6.0 1 2 2 3 5 4 2 2 3 
-7,5 2 0 0 0 Ii 2 1 2 0 1 
-9.0 1 1 0 ¡ 0 1 2 4 0 
-10.5!1 i 0 0 0 1 1 
-12.0,1 0 0 1 2 0 
-13.5 0 0 
-15,0 0 0 
-16,5 ' 0 1 
`18 ß 1 

















T T T T T T 0 t VOI- 
V 0 0 0 0 To T a 0*6- a o e a e eTaT viz- T g g e 4 2 T T T 0'9- 
e t 9 a 8 e V 9 g 1 0 
a 8 t 9 TT t e 6 g 0 3 0 0'2- 
T IA OT ii 9 e g 6 g g g g got. 
T 8 a gT g 6 8 aT k T 2 3 0' 
0 g 9 4 CT aT aT OT a £ e 2 g*T 
e 9 g t 9 9 91 9 k 8 0 e 0'2 
3 g 9 8 g 91:4900T go L 3 9 t 6 evima O*9 0 3 a £ k 9g8 3 gT gok L T £ e 2 6eto To 0'6 a T T T T g 0 3 $ 0 T g*OT 















()et rt3T gl6TT g*tIT g'60T g'tOT g°66 g't6 g*68 *1,8 Q'68 g*tk _ WIP 
-g3T -03T -gTT -OTT -gOT -00T -g6 -06 -g8 -08 gk -Ok *b*I 
YWAIANON 
g (1110E0 








DISTRIBUTIOM 0.J1 DI22ERENCES IN 1.64. AT 
VARIOUS LEVELS ABILITY. 
GROUP B 
70- 75- 80- 
diff. 74.5 79.5 84.5 
95- 105.7 105. 10 












6.0 1 0 
4.5 0 1 
3.0 3 0 
1.5 1 1 
.0 2 1 
-1.5 3 
-4.5 2 1 
-3.0 0 1 



















































115-: 12u- 12- 
119.5 124.5 130 
2 
0 1 1 
0 1 i 1 
3 0 1 0 
1 0 3 0 
2 4 4 7 
8 7 3 4 
6 11 10 3 
13 12 5 7 
6 h 6 5 3 
9 h 8 10 4 
13 4 8 





















3 2 6 3 
6 6 2 1 
1 4 1 3 1 0 
1 1 3 3 0 1 
o 3 2 1 1 1 
1 0 1 2 0. 0 
1 1 1 0 
0 1 
0 




DI ST R IBUT IONS OP DIP2ERENCES IN 1.4. AT 
VARIOUS AiEVELS CV ABILITY. 
GROUPS A AND B. 
Se...,4saler.101.11.1*3* 
I .4. 70- 75- ao- 35- 90- 95- 100- ' 105 120- 125- 
































1 5 4 
2 3 1 7 
2 2 3 7 
3 3 s 
4 4 4 10 
1 6 11 13 
6 7 17 16 7L12 10 28 
9 14 13 25 
9 13 19 15 
2 12 14 14 
4 5 9 17 
3 7 8 12 
3 4 7 
3 2 4 8 
2 4 4 5 
1 0 3 2 
1 2 2 
1 
1 o 
2 0 2 
3 9 2 2 




5 6 3 
8 8 3 
8 14 12 
12 12 7 
14 20 10 
16 17 19 
24 15 11 
25 15 19 
12 19 11 
21 16 22 
40 '7 13 
14 11 18 
12 
10 9 5 
4 5 2 
3 5 3 
5 
0 2 0 
O 
0 
8 8 6 
dr....111.41.1..r 






























































































M.H.T . 21/26, 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENCES IN 1.4. AT 
8Ó- 






















0 1 1 1 
I I 2 0 1 0 0 1 
1 3 3 1 1 5 3 2 0 
0 2 1 3 4 2 5 I 2 1 
2 0 2 0 5 8 10 4 3 3 
2 2 8 3 6 9 11 9 5 5 
3 2 7 11 13 10 11 13 8 7 
2 3 8 7 13 10 14 8 13 7 
8 7 6 9 17 24 14 10 11 7 
9 5 7 16 21 21 21 26 15 10 
12 10 10 18 23 24 19 13 27 4 
6 10 10 9 23 24 10 15 15 11 
2 7 4 9 25 16 17 27 22 10 
i 5 14 11 18 13 9 17 10 10 
0 0 10 12 9 10 11 20 8 7 
3 1 4 7 10 9 10 10 5 6 
0 2 4 4 8 6 8 4 3 1 
4 1 l0 3 6 6 3 4 2 
0 1 6 5 8 1 1 1 1 
0 I 1 2 3 6 1 1 2 
1 0 0 1 0 3 2 1 1 
1 0 1 1 
o 1 1 
2 





























DI SI. R I BUT I ONS 
175. 
TABLE 14 
.11 .T 23/26, 
I DIFFERENCES 
VARIOUS LEVELS 02 ABILITY. 






I 0'4, ttjili 70- 75- 80.. 85.. 90.. 95- 100.. 105.. 110.. 115.. 120-. 125-. 




























O 2 0 2 
O 1 2 4 
3 5 2 6 
2 2 7 6 7 
1 3 10 10 21 
8 9 12 20 22 
9 4 11 19 23 
13 '7 16 17 20 
7 12 9 11 13 
1 6 8 11 19 
'7 4 6 16 23 
2 3 6 12 17 
1 4 3 4 12 
2 5 4 7 
1 1 3 10 
o 3 1 






















































O 2 2 
1 4 
9 4 
8 2 2 
10 4 4 
e 9 4 
5 7 4 
7 9 8 
8 12 4 
8 7 0 
4 12 4 
7 3 
5 2 1 
4 2 1 
2 1 1 
o o 
3 






Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in 1.4. 














levels with values of N for Group A. 
I 
lialues- 








5.4213 5,4041 32 
6.5205 6.5061 34 
5.1969 5.1788 90 
547261 5.7098 100 
5.7746 5.7584 111 
5.5428 5.5259 135 
5.4915 5.4743 128 
5.4228 5.4054 100 
5.3820 5.3645 78 
5,2394 5.2217 48 




rLable of Standard Deviations of Variations in 1.Q. 
between 1A.H.T 21 and M.H.T. 26 for various I. 













































Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in -100 
between 23 and L.H.T. 26 for various 
















1 uncorrected ! corrected 
Values 
of N. 
5,1722 5.1539 12 
4,6650 4.6449 32 
7.4865 7,4741 34 
5.5505 5.5337 90 
5.5791 5,5623 100 
1 5.1361 5.1177 111 
5.0183 4.9995 135 
5,2265 5.2085 128 
5.1486 5.1306 100 
5.1540 5.1362 78 
4,1193 4.0964 48 




Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in 4.1MINWO101.010 TI6 0.11.10 Nei 71MMAM-..... Mn 
between 21_and M.H.T. 23 for various 1.q0 








125-130 707304 7.7183 31 
120-124 7.2765 7.2633 50 
115-119 5.6589 5.6423 62 
110-114 4,7427 4.7229 68 
105-109 5.6646 5.6477 83 
00-104 5.3184 5.3006 81 
95-99 4,8729 4,8537 72 
90-94 5,5332 5.5163 83 
85-89 4,8041 4.7850 43 
80-84 3.9573 3.9335 25 
75-79 4,0566 4.0334 13 
70-74 306342 3.6083 13 
11 MI MOOMIINSM14.11....... 
180. 
TABLE 19 
`l`able of Standard Deviations of Variations in I.4. 
between M,H. ̀l. 21 and L.H.T. 26 for various T ,. 
levels with values of N for Groin. 
l.kr, :,.:). 5D. `values 







































Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in 1.4. 
between M.H.T. 23 and 26' for various I.f4. levels 





uncorrected corrected of 24. 
125-130 5.8962 5.8802 31 
120-124 6.3909 6.3764 50 
115-119 6.3107 6.2958 62 
110-114 5.2400 5.2220 68 
105-.1U9 5.4828 504657 88 
100-104 5.3028 5.2851 81 
95-99 4.5890 4.5686 72 
90-94 5.0522 5.0334 83 
85-89 4.3913 4.3697 43 
80-84 4.1508 4.1282 25 
75-79 5.7510 5.7344 13 
70-74 3.6995 3,6741 13 
ev-as ..assave.evn-.... nay., flowasaMINIOMaravolMor. 
182. 
TABLE 21 
GROUPS A AND B 
Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in 
between 21 and M.H.T. 23 for various I. 









(1) 125-130 7.0133 6.9993 .7545 43 
(2) 120-124 6.7791 6.7650 .5283 82 
(3) 115-119 6.2801 6.2660 .4524 96 
(4) 110-114 5.3865 5.3693 .3023 158 
(5) 105-109 6.3948 6.3807 .3292 188 
(6) 100-104 6.2988 6,2E47 03205 192 
(7) 95-99 5.8989 5.8832 02889 207 
(8) 90-94 6.1766 6.1611 .3000 211 
(9) 85-89 5.8514 5.8350 .3448 143 
(10) 80-84 5.6853 5.6691 .3951 103 
(11) 75-79 5.4054 5.3886 .4877 61 




GROUPS Â AND B. 
Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in I 
between M.H.T.21 and LILT. 26 for various I.Q.* 











(1) 125-130 7.6821 7.6701 .8268 43 
(2) 120-124 5.7177 5,7020 .4453 82 
(3) 115-119 5.7687 5.7521 .4153 96 
(4) 110-114 5.3061 5,2884 .2977 158 
(5) 105-109 5.4530 5.4360 .2805 188 
(6) 100-104 6.5634 6.5493 .3340 192 
(7) 95-99 5.9028 5.8869 .3381 207 
(8) 90-94 5.7183 5.7020 .2777 211 
(9) 85-89 6.5369 6.5229 .3855 143 
(10) 80-84 6.0534 6,0380 .4208 103 
(11) 75-79 5.0705 5.0520 .4572 61 




GROUPS A AND B 
Table of Standard Deviations of Variations in I.. 
between M.H.T. 23 and M.H.T. 26 for rarious i.q. 













(1) 125-130 5.7330 5,7168 .6163 43 
(2) 120-124 5.9625 5.9669 .4660 82 
(3) 115-119 6.7707 6.7569 .4878 96 
(4) 110-114 5.4611 5.4440 .3065 158 
(5) 105-109 5,6391 5,6228 .2901 188 
(6) 100-104 5.2242 5.2062 ,2655 192 
(7) 95-99 4.9058 4.8861 .2399 207 
(8) 90-94 5.3435 5,3249 .2593 211 
(9) 85-89 4,9620 4,9431 .2921 143 
(10) 80-84 4.9332 4,9140 .3425 103 
(11) 75-79 4.5653 405456 .4114 61 
(12) 70-74 3,0585 3.0278 .3013 51 
111.0111.4.04,.. Owt.wem.. 000wwwwwww.000 
XII7ITEVT77 JO MOTIV7IISR 7H1 
165. 
The Estimation of aeliabilliz. 
The variance of variation in 1.q. as measured by 
two parallel forms of a test is given in the formula 
2 
cy( a, + cr, 
2 
- yo, 
where 0'0_0 the variance of the differences between the 
tests I and 
2 
m the variance of test 1 . 
2 
the variance of test 1 
Y': the correlation between tests % and I 
In the present enquiry Oil_OiS the variance of the 
differences between two successive sets of I.Q. as found 
by the application of two parallel forms of the same test 
to the same group of individuals. al and a,'are the 
standard deviations of I.Q. as measured by forms I and 
respectively. :Both Gland 7are equal to 15, since 
Loray House.'lests are standardised on this basis. Since 
the two forms of the test used were parallel, Y;1 is 
regarded as a reliability coefCicient. 
Since a 
I 
=Cr 15 formula (1) reduces to 
2 22( - yor) 
But the formula for the standard error of a test score is 
known to be E z cr/77:71: 
where , the standard error of a test score. 
186. 
In the present enquiry Et is the standard error of an rei. 
It follows therefore, that 
z (1-1 
cr 
The standard error of an I. is, therefore, equal to the 
standard deviation of variation in between two series 
of I.47s, obtained by retest or the application of two 
parallel forms to the same sample of the population, 
divided by/T. 4. Thus from values of 0-0-11 calculated at 
cliff::erent levels of ability, it is possible to calculate 
values of the standard error of 1.4. at each level of 
ability under consideration by merely multiplying the 
values of Croro by 7071. 
The quantities E andrcYo_omust be interpreted 
correctly. The quantity E, determines how closely an 
individualsI.4. as measured by a fallible test approximates 
to his true I. An individuals true I. as measured by 
a given test may be defined as the mean of an infinate 
number of estimates of the individuals 1.4 as Measured by 
the test inquest ion. 
AMIYANN.IN 11117..11111/010111...0..0 
Note:- In the present enquiry all statistical parameters 
are corrected for groupine. In the formula ei,_0= cr,2-f-cr2-ezruer);cri, 
if the variances 0; and at are uncorrected for grouping the 
variances of the differences,01-0, must be corrected twice 
by Sheppard' s correction. the same result can be obtained 
by correcting criz and cY,I leaving the term 2racTA, uncorrected. 
1 he product-momentyqraeis independent of grouping, and is the 
same for values 0, o;,, and re, either corrected or uncorrected. 
Grouping increases the standard deviation of the variates, 
and reduces the correlation between them in such a manner 
that the product-moment is constant. 
187. 
E is the standard deviation of variation in I.Q as 
measLred by two tests, ono having a reliability coefficient 
less than unity, the other having a reliability coefficient 
equal to unity, and, therefore yielding true measures of I.q. 
The quantity 0-0_19 determines how closely an individuals 
score as measured by a fallible test approximates to his 
score on a parallel form of equal fallibility to the fleet. 
It may be shown that the standard deviation of the 
difference between two variables, where the two variables 
are two parallel forms of the same test and the correlation 
between them ib regarded as a reliability coefficient, is 
equal to the standard error of the difference between two 
scores, or I.s, on the teo forms, The standard error of 
the differencebetween two scoree Is expressed by the tlenoral 
formula c+Ez, 2vec,E,E, 
There is the standard error of the difference between E0_9 
two scores of I.Q.'b. 
E is the standard error of a score or I.(e. as 
measurea by form 14 
E, is the standard error of a score or 1.Q. as 
measured by form I. 
error correlation 
Note:- See L.L.Thurstone, 'The Reliability and Validity of 
Tests' P. 22. 
168. 
since the errors in the two forms are assumed to be un: 
:correlated, the cori.elational term inreevanishes, and the 
formula reduces to 
1 
(I - l ') a 1 iv 
I but E is equal to E,, (which it must according to the method 
i 
of calculating it) so that 
E(1-19 = /27 
but ve kno7., from formula (2) that 
I IT 
t hus 
Eo -r) r- cr( -e) 
The Calculation of Lean absolute Deviations, 
If the variations in 1 acc4. from test to retest are 
normally distributed then 60.bears a relationship to i he 
mean absolute deviation (sometimes called the average 
difi"erence, mean variation, average deviation, variation 
taken regardless of sign) such that 
= 
where /4,A,D. = the mean absolute deviation, 
M.A.O. thus 
E I - .-7979 
rlhere E = the standard error of a test score, 
1 
189. 
The Calculation of 1eliabillI7 Coefficients. 
Given values ofg...,fna o we can calculate 
reliability coefficients at different levels of ability. 
since 2 2, 
cro_e) = 20- k---Yetly) 
2. 
therefore cs(.1-19 
vie 2 ' z CV 2" 
Given values of E ana Uwe can calculate reliabilitz, 
1 
coefficients bj the fermis_ 
yo_ t2z - CF 
Silfdlarly given values of the mean absolute 
deviation we can calculate reliability coefficients by the 
A D 
f o r mul a
(1 1 - " 0.27330-2- 
SinceVis a function of both the standard deviatiort 
of the test and the standard error of a test score two tests 
with the same roliability coefficients may have different 
standard errors, because each test may yield a different 
standard deviation of 1.4. It follo1,4s, therefore, that 
standard errors ot: 1.q.'s as measured by Moray House Tests, 
which are standardised on the bsses that the standard deviation 
of I.q. Is 15, are not directly comparable with standard 
errors of I.Q.'s as measured by the New Revisten of the 
Binet Scale, which yields a standard deviation of 1.4. equal 
lo 16.4, It follows also that tests scores on a test of 
190. 
low reliability may have a email standard error because of 
a small standard deviation. 
The standard error of an I. expressed in standard 
measure or of a standard score is a more useful inlex for 
comparing the efficiency of two tests than the standard error 
of a raw or deviation score, if the samples to which the 
tests have been given are representative. The formula 
for the standard error of a standard score is 
= - Yu' 
where 
s 
the standard error of a standard score. 
191. 
Reliabilitr in Relation L° AbillIz. 
In the present investigation reliability coefficients 
were calculated at different levels of ability using the 
2. 
formula 
= c)-(1 -te) 1 - 
This method is directly comparable with the method used by 
Terman in calculating reliability coefficients for the New 
Revision of the Stanford Binet at different levels of 
ability. 'j':erman calculated the mean absolute deviations in 
I.4. at different levels of ability and used the appropriate 
formula elt D 
2. 
2. 7 3 3 cr 
where cr is equal to 16.4 
The reliability coefficients calculated from the 
standard deviations of the differences in I.Q. . between the 
three tests .6.11.1. 21, 23, and 26 for Liroup A at various 
levels of ability are given in :able 24. corresponding 
data are given in Table 25. or ,;roup 3 reliability 
coefficients were calculatocl for ;1.roups 4. and B combined. 
TLese coel:ticiente and their standard errors for the three 
tests re given in columns 2 and 3 of rlables 26, 27, and 28 
respectively, for M.H.T. 21/23, 21/26, and 2W60 
i92. 
Examination of these iab1es indicates that no unique 
reliability coefficient exists for any one test, the 
general tendency oeing for tests to be more reliable at 
the lower than at the upeer ranges of ability. J-2'or 
example in ';able 26 the reliability coefficients vary from 
1891 for children of 1.,04. between 125 and 13u to .971 for 
children with I.61.'s betteen 70 and 74. 
To test whether the suggested decrease in reliability 
with increase in level of ability tas significartly 
diffeeent from zero the reliability coefficients calculated 
for Groups A and B combined were converted into z scores, 
and least square lines fitted to each series of z scores 
thus obtained. pitting a least sluare line to the values 
of z is Preferable to fitting the line to the values of r, 
because, since the values of r are very high, their sampling 
distributions will be badly skewed. he sampling 
distribution of z is approximately normal, and its standard 
error is independent of the values of the true correlation 
in the population. Yne equation for converting r's into 
z'c is 
z i(log(142) . log (1-r) 
Each point was weighpd by (N-3), the reciprocal of its 
variance. 'Ale slopes of the least square lines were 
calculated by the formula 
193. 
b S(N-3)SN/ 464 
-TITT:Mx4 0.3xi2 
where b slope of the best fitting least square line. 
N-3 reciprocal of variance of z* 
. deviation from guessed mean. 
y = z scores 






wher CT is the variance of z, ana is equal to 1. 
The slopes of the lines thus obtained for the three tests 
for roups A and 3 combined with their standard errors and 
values of of t are as follows:- 
Test slope S.D.b t 
N.H.T. 21/23 -.0247 4)097 2.546 
L.H.T. 21/26 -,0075 .0097 0.773 
23/26 -.0373 .0097 3.845 
In the case of tests 21 and 23, and 23 and 26 the slopes 
may be regarded as differing significantly from zero. 
This Implies that in these to cases there exists a significant 
decrease in reliability with increase in ability. The slope 
of the values of z for tests 21 and 26 does not differ from 
zero 
J:)4. 
Smoothed values of z were obtained, and these smoothed 
values of z converted into smoothed values of r# The 
smoothed values of z an a r are given in columns 6 and 4 
respectively, of Tables 26, 27, am a 28. 
'iligures 8.9, and lo give values of z plotted 
a.ainst varying levels of ability with the best fitting 
least square line. Some doubt exists as to whether the 
relationship is linear. An examination of the above 
figures would seem to indicate that a polynomial of the 
third degree would be a better fit. than a least square 
line. rehe data, however, are not sufficiently comprehen:- 
:sive to warrant the arithmetical labour involved in 
fitting such a curve. 
The reliability coefficients given in the above 
enquiry for Moray House Tests obtained by the application 
of parallel of the same tests after a time interval of one 
week must be regarded as highly satisfactory. The boosted 
split half reliabilities of these tests are considerably 
higher than the coefficients obtained by correlating 
parallel formst The split half rellabilities of M.H.T. 26, 
23, and 21, based on a sample of 212 cases, are respectively 
.9721 
0 
.9687 and .9625. The reliability coefficients 
calculated by. the application of parallel forme after an 
interval of one week are reduced by variations in the 
function tested. The reliability coefficients obtained by 
195. 
by the split half roethod are increased possibly by the 
correlation of errors. The reliability coefficients that 
would have obtained for the tests used in the present 
investigation had the lunation tested exhibited no 
variability, and had errors of measurement been uncorrelated 
would be about .95. 
It may be observed here that small differences In 
large reliability coefficients me: correspond to fairly 
substantial differences in the standard errors of t0Q,. 
A difference of one point in the second decimal place in 
coefficients above *90 may re-oresent a considerable 
divergence in.. the degree of concomitant variation between 
the varlates correlated, while a difference of one point in 
the second decimal place of coefficients of about .70 
represents a very small change in the degree of such 
concomitant variation. (see Garreet, Statistics in Psychology 
and Education, p283 for further elaboration on this point). 
Thus a small change in a high reliability coefficient will 
correspond to a large difierence in the standard error in 
1.4., while a small change in low reliability coefficients 
will correspond to a small change in the standard error of 
It may be remarked hero that - single test 
yielding a reliability coefficient less than .90 cannot be 
regarded as an efficient instrument of cognitive measurement, 
196. 
measurement, ani should not be usea in reaching any serious 
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TABLE 24 
RELIABILITY COWICIENT8 CALCULATED AT 









il..E.T. 23' . ...... 
1 
0.44.5 .973 .959 .983 
3; 
5-79.5 .939 .941 .963 
48 





.900 .942 ' 10 
90-94,5 .933 .923 .940 
128 
95-99.5 .932 .920 .945 
13 
100-104.5 .926 .906 
.942 t 111 
, 
105-109.5 .928 942. .931 10 
110-114.5 .94u ,934 .932 
9 
115-119.5 .906 .928 .876 
3 - 
120-124.5 .935 .915 
.952 7 












M.H.T 21 3 
r11 
.,H,T. 21 26 
rli 
M...T, 2f12 
70-7405 *971 .988 4970 13 
75-79,5 .964 4966 .927 13 
:0-84,5 4966 4944 .962 25 
'5-89.5 4949 .945 4958 43 
90-94,5 *932 *952 4944 83 
5-9945 .948 4958 4954 72 
100-104.5 .938 0930 0938 81 
05-1.J9,5 .929 936 .934 86 
110-114.5 4950 4951 0939 66 
115-119,5 .929 0932 .912 62 
'20-124,5 4883 .936 .910. 50 
25-129.5 .868 .852 .923 31 
0010001.... ...WI.1.4...a. ...600MarNrION.w 
199. 
TABLE 26 
TABLE SHOW IN G TIE C7EA E IN RELIABILITY WITH IFORZASE IN ABILITY 
Groups A and B conbincti for M4H.T . 21/23 
the d 
level r r vPlues of 
25-130 .891 




















































TABLE SHOWING DEGREASE fl'T RELIABILITY WITH INCREA fl i ABILITY* 
Groups A an 3 eomIO.nea for Y.H.T. 21/26. 
i,eve r 
-----"M=71 
r -iaiues of i ' 
, alue s 
Of z 
Smoot fl 
values of z i 
1.32_9 1.5-S 1 
1 
125-130 4869 40373 .919 43 1.501 1,429 
I. sti-Lt- 
120-124 .928 *0153 .920 1.588 1.464 82 i 
, i.630 1-5"G 
115-119 .926 40145 4921 1,499 96 14596 
1.720 I 603 
110-114 4938 *0096 4922 156 1,603 1,534 
/.6 /4,m 
105-109 034 *U093 .923 14569 188 1.610 
i WO I G18 
100-104 1 i .905 .0131 924 192 1.610 1.604 
1 
1:607 1.626 
95-99 923 40103 .925 207 1.e26 14C,33 
/.6t,eq 1.633 
90.94 .928 .0096 4926 211 1.633 14374 
/.4/0 164(., 
85-89 .905 40151 .928 143 14640 1.709 
/-5-02. t.éq8 
80-84 4919 .0153 4929 103 1.743 
/.765- /65-6 
75-79 4943 .0142 4930 1.655 1.770 61 
2.030 
70-74. .966 40094 4931 I 51 14C63 1.014 
201. 
- TABLE 28 
TABLE SHOWING WCREASE IN RELIABILITY WIH. LNCR&LSE iN ABILITY. 











Values of z 
I 
125-130 .927 .02151 .912 1.635 1.541 43 
120-124 .921 .0168 .913 1.596 1.578 82 
1 
115-119 .899 .0196 .924 1.465 1.615 96 
110-114 .93d .0102 .929 1.689 1,650 158 
105-109 .930 .0099 .934 1.658 1.690 188 
100-104, .940 .0084 .938 1.738 1.727 192 
95-99 .947 .0072 .940 1,802 1.765 207 
90-94 .937 .0084 4947 1,713 1.802 211 
85-89 .946 .0088 .951 1.791 1.839 143 
80-84 .946 .0104 .954 1.791 1.877 100 
75-79 .954 .0115 .957 1.875 1.914 61 
70-74 .980 .0055 .960 2.200 1.951 51 
202. 
TABLE 29 
TABLE OF STA.N7ARD- ERRORS ge 1.6;. AT -f.122ERENT 
LEVELS 02 ABILITY r'..7rUP t t. 
.. Nowaa.s. ,mionwor.,011.040.1%I.Mirloals 
.1/46. LEVEL MOLT. 211,23 M..li.T111L261 L.H.ri. 23126 
125-130 2.0887 4.7202 3.6443 
120-124 3.3212 4.3714 3.2844 
115-119 4.5005 4.373 5.2849 
110-114 3.6619 3.9660 3.9129 
105-109 4.0374 3.6189 3.9331 
100-104 4.0718 4.6u23 3.6167 
95-99 3,9074 4.2485 3.5351 
90-94 3.3709 4.1724 3.6829 
85-89 3.3222 4.7359 3.6E78 
80-84 3.7932 3.3493 3.6:-H.8 
75-79 3.6923 3.6324 2.8966 
70-74 2.4570 3.0326 1.9522 
203. 
TABLE 3 0 
TABLE 04' :':: N DARD ER1WRS Is,..AT_ DIF2R 
LEVEL 02 i7IJirLS - GROUP A. 
LL+ VE.L! 2 1i _ % ) 
SS 1l' 
. 
125-130 5.4576 5.7667 
120-.1Cr '' ̀S 5.1359 3.7316 
115-119 3.9897 3.9033 
110-114 3.3396 3.3083 
105-109 3.9935 3.8052 
100-104 3.7481 3.9631 
95°.9 3.4321 3.0309 
90-94 3.9006 3.2998_ 
85-89 ¿.=38.35 3.5194 
80-84 2.7814 3.5450 
75-79 2.8520 2.7740 


















TABLE OF STANDARD ERROR O i. DIFFERENT 
IVV7IP 0'4'1 -14 . - 
-10 
kg 1.1V Ja 
INTERVAL* M.H.T. 21123 iv.H.T 41E6 m.H.T, 23 26 
125-130 4,9492 5,4235 4.0423 
120-124 4.7835 4.0319 4,2192 
115-119 4,4307 4,0673 4,7778 
110-114 3.7966 3,7394 3.8495 
106-109 4,5118 3.8438 3.9759 
100-104 4,4439 4,6310 3,6813 
95-99 - 4,1600 4,1626 304550 
90-94 4,3565 4.0319 3.7652 
85-89 4,1259 4,6123 3,4953 
80-84 4,0086 4,2695 3.4747 
75-79 3,8103 3,5723 3,2142 






























, A NOTEJW RTWIABILITY A.ND 5EL'4GTI0N. 
Throughout the investigations described in the 
Hpresent thesis reliability coefficients have been 
by the formula 





reliability coefficient in unselected population. 
CY - the variance of the difference in 
or ,14, between test aud retest. 
= the variance of A.q. and E.4. in the 
unelected population (with all 'oray House 
Tests E - 15). 
If the variance of the differences between test and 
retest is calculnted by the diagonal adding method it must 
be corrected trice by Sheppard's correction in order to 
2 
furnish a best estimate of Ro.. If the variance, cro , is 
calculated by subtracting the actual quotients, and grouping 
In a convenient number of cateories the,usual form of 
Sheppard's correction is applied. 
It may be demonstrated that The utis.ltelley formula 
is a derivative of form131a (1). The Otis-Kelley formula is 
usually written 
2. - R CT _ u 
Ez - (2) 
2' 
where - the variance of the test, whose reliability is 
being estimated, in the selected population. 
2 
= the variance of the same test in the unselected 
population 
13,= the reliability coefficient found for the 
unselected population. 
y, the reliability coefficient for the selected 
population. 




but c50 = 1- y", I, CY, ' 
2 
where up = the variance of the differences between the two 
tests in the selected population. 
2 2. 
Since the Otis-:Lelley formula as6umes that Cr =cri, then 
\ 
1 CTD2 =- 2 CT 
2 
( I - Yi() 
! 
z therefore CT 
R - o 2 E 2- 
The above relationship should be fairly obvious given the 
knowledge that the standard error of a test score, formula 
is independent of selection, 
9 g 
Zormula (1) 
may also be derived from the formula /or the standard error 
of a test score. 
L07. 





is independent of selection when C), # CY,' , but 
bince 2 
L----::. F + r - 2. R , i Y__,Z , ' 0 (---.1 e 1 1 I 











and since Croand are due to chance errors of measurement 
2 
and unrelated to the degree of selection we may write CID LI 0 
2 
Thus C 3-0 estimated from a selected population may oe used as 
2. 
the best available estimate of Z_, o in the unselected population. 
Equating (3) and (4) we have 
I 
2 
R --a k -I- -z Y111 (Y, ) E 
oD , _ 
2 E 
2. 2 
Thus the conclusion is reached that if CY, # (71' formula (1) 
is still valid. In the majority of reliability coefficients 
2 2- 
given in this thesis it is unlikely that 0, = although 
2 l 
we are justified in the assumption that L., =2: since 
I I 
the test s used were standardised on that basis. 
208. 
In summary we may state that formula (1) is useful 
in the estimation of test reliability because (a) it 
automatically corrects for selection when 0,' and 
2 2, 
ITJhen CY; tcre, (b) it short circuits the computation of a 
large number of unnecessary statistical parameters, and 
eliminates much arithmetical labour. 
A COPARI6ON OF THE REEIABILITY OF LURAY HOUSE TESTS 
U6ED IN THE PRE6ENT EN-LJIRY WITH TH E hE..41ABIEITY OF ThE 
NEW TERLAN REVISION OF ThE STANFORD-BINET SOAL 
209. 
A cooarison of the rellabil1_thlluay House 'Lests 
used in the present enguirLaiih112 reliabilit of the 
new Terman Revision of the Stanford 3inet Scale. 
Terman an errill in the statistical introduction of 
"Measuring Intelligence" furnish the only available data on 
the reliability of the new Terman Revision of the Stanford 
Binet Scale. The methods used by these investigators of 
calculating reliability coefficients are similar to the 
methods used in the present enquiry. The two parallel forms 
of the Isinet Scale, forms E. and L0 were given to the same 
group of children with a time interval of less than a week 
between the two testings. The children tested were 
classified into brightness categories of 20 points of 104. 
The average difference in 1.4. (mean absolute deviation of 
I.q.) was calculated for each 20 point i.q. category. The 
standard deviations of differences in 1.4. were calculated 
by dividing the average differences by .7979. Standard 
errors of 1.4, were calculated at each brightness level by 
dividing the standard deviations of differences in I.Q. by 
Reliability coefficients were then found by 
substituting the values of the calculated standard errors of 
1.4, in the formula for the standard error of a test score 
NOTE. Some doubt exists as to whether the method outlined 
above is exactly that used by Terman and kerrill. 
Their figures checK exactly with the method given above, 
although they may have used a slight variation of it, 
210. 
and solving for r , using 16.5 as the standard deviation of 1.4. 
11 
The following table gives Terman and Merrill's values 
for average differences in I.q., standard errors of 
probably errors of and reliability coefficients for 







2.E, 1 Coefficients v 
130 and over 5.92 5.24 3.54 .898 154 
110-129 5.55 4.92 
: 3.29 .910 872 
1 
90-109 5.09 4.51 3.04 .924 .1291 
70-89 4.35 3.85 2.60 .945 477 
below 70 2.49 2.21 1.49 .982 57 
An examination of the reliability coefficients given 
in the above table indicates that the Now Stanford Binet is 
more reliable at the lower than at the upper levels of 
intelligence. 'therefore no unique reliability coefAcient 
exists for this test. This lack of uniqueness in the 
reliability coefficient is somewhat more pronounced in '...erman 
and Merrill's data than in the data already presented for 
Moray House Tests. 
211. 
Table 32 gives reliability coefficients and standard 
errors of I. for oray House 'lests for categories 
corresponding to those used b Serman and Merrill in 
calculating reliability coefficients for the New Revision 
of the 3inet Scale, 'hese reliability coefficients for 
Moray House Tests 're strictly comparable with those found 
for the New Revision of the Binet Scale. 
(1) In each case parallel forms of the same test was 
used in the estimation of reliability. 
(2) 'Ale method of estimation is the same in each case. 
(3) 'Ale time interval beteen the application of the 
two parallel forms is approximately the same. 
(In the case of the Binet less than one week, in 
the present enquiry exactly one week) 
(4) Both sets of reliability coefficients are based on 
fairly large samples of the population. 
Since in our engiury into the reliability of the Moray 
House lests, children with Is.'s above 130 and below 70 
were deleted, a comarison of reliabilities can be made only 
for categories between these limits, 
A comparison of the reliability coefficients for Moray 
House Tests with those for the New Revision of the Binet 
Scale indicates that there is little or no difference 
between the reliabilities of these two tests. 
212. 
The only apparent difference is that Loray House fLests 
seem to be slightly more reliable at the upper levels of 
ability than the Binet Scale, and slightly less reliable 
at the lower levels of ability, that is the increase in 
reliability with decrease in ability is more pronounced 
for the Binet Scale than for oray House rests. 
Educationists and psychologists have frequently 
made the tacit assumption that individual tests were more 
reliable instruments in the measurement of mental capacity 
than group tests. This assumption in favour of 
individual tests on grounds of their higher reliability is 
unwarranted, as this investigation has demonstrated that 
group Jests of intelligence of the Loray House type are as 
reliable as the l'ew Revision of the Binet Scale, generally 
recognised as the most reliable individual test of 
intelligence constructed thus far. .:urthermore, there is 
some evidence to indicate that later LLoray House bests are 
more reliable than the tests used in this enquiry, and 
that with improved techniques of item selection employed 
In the construction of later tests the reliability may be 
I NCRE(;SED 
still further kftvalId. 
213. 
TABLE 32 
Table of reliability coefficients for Moray House Tests 
at different levels of intelli ence. Values of the 
standard deviation of variation in I. 








S. .ti . 
1.4, Di 
21-23 above 110 .916 6.1560 4.3529 379 
21-23 90-110 .915 6.1938 4,3796 798 
21-23 below 90 .933 5.4786 3.8739 358 
21-26 above 110 .924 5.8488 441357 379 
21-26 90.0110 .930 5.6045 3.9629 798 
21-26 below 90 .922 5.9075 4.1772 358 
23-26 above 110 .921 5.9573 4.2124 379 
23-26 90-110 .902 6.6390 4.6944 798 
23-26 below 90 .954 4.5351 3.2068 358 
THE CONSTANCY OF THE INTELLIG-NCE 
rihe Constancf the Intelligence quotient. 
The problem of the constancy of the Intelligence 
quotient is closely associated with test reliability. 
Indeed, some difficulty exists in discriminating adequately 
between the two concepts. rihere exists, however, implicit 
in the idea of 1.40 constancy some conception of a time 
factor over which the abilities designated as intelligence, 
may, or may not vary, which idea is not implicit in the 
usual definitions of reliability. Psychologists display a 
tendency to regard a reliability coefficient as a term purely 
descriptive of test efficiency, but as we have attempted to 
make clear elsewhere in this thesis we cannot dissociate 
altogether test reliability from trait reliability. It is 
true that we can estimate roughly what the reliability of a 
test would be had the trait tested been perfectly reliable, 
but a number of considerations render a convenient accurate 
estimate of reliability coefficients of this type difficult 
to attain, Since the majority of intelligence tests are 
prognostic in character, and are used as predictive indices 
of future behaviour, it is essential that some quantitative 
determination of the constancy or variability of the abilities 
measured by them be reached. Obviously if the 1.4. is 
seriously influenced by education and environmental conditions 
its value as a prognostic index will be considerably impaired. 
L.15. 
Hitherto extensive research has been carried out to 
determine the constancy of the Stanford 3inet I**. (old 
revision). These experiments have usually taken the form 
of testing a number of children twice with a time interval 
between the successive testings, and interpreting the results 
either by the correlation between test and retest (that is 
in terms of a reliability coefficient overlaid with trait 
unreliability) or 13 some measure of dispersion such as the 
mean absolute deviation or standard deviation applied to the 
differences between initial and successive tests, 
Unfortunately these investigations on the constancy of 
the Stanford 3inet I.. were conducted by a miscellany of 
investigators, each investigator working with relatively 
small samples, and with different time intervals. 
Furthermore, the statistical interpretations of the results 
obtained is not in all eases admirable. 2requently, failure 
to correct obtained coefficients for selection, renders a 
comparison of the results of different investigators invalid. 
2ew investigators have occupied themselves with problems 
associated with the constancy of I.*. as measured by Group 
tests of intellience. The increasing large scale use of 
group tests by Education Authorities in selecting children 
for different types of secondary education, and indeed the 
increasing importance of the prognostic decisions based on 
the results of group tests indicates that the constancy of 
216. 
of the group I.. is a problem of considerably more practical 
importance and interest at the present time to the 
educationist than the problem of the constancy of the 
Stanford Binet Practical considerations render the 
use of individual tests for educational selection impossible. 
217. 
Retests pith Grouz2,ests of Inte1llE2n9.2after a J.ine Interval 
of Seven Weeks. 
Data for an investigation into the constancy of the group 
Inte ltgonce quotient was furnished by the Doncaster Education 
Authority. Doncaster as par q of their procedure in selecting 
candidates for special places in secondary schools had 
administered two intelligence testa, oray House tests 24 and 
2G, to a complete year group of 11 year olds with a time 
interval between the testings of roughly seven weeks, TA.H.T 
24 was administered on 2ebruary 3rd., 1939 and 14.H.T. 26 on 
31st. March, 1939. 
The tests were standardised at .l'oray House by the usual 
method, care being taken to make the necessary allowance in 
the standardisation for those 11 year old caldren who had 
received special places during the 1938 examination as 10 
year olds. This technique is known as replacing the cream. 
The differences in 1.4. between the first and second 
testIngs were calculated for each child, and these differences 
grouped in 5 point 1.4. intervals as estimated by the first 
test, M.H.T.24 2rom these distributions oC 1.4, differences 
at five point I.4. levels of ability, standard deviations, 
reliability coefficients, and other parameters were calculated. 
DISTRIBU io g 0 6 % 6 AR 1, ION. 
The distributions of 1.(04, variation at each 5 point I.g. 
level are given in table 33. The distributions of variation 
in 14. for boys and girls separately, and for boys and girls 
combined, are given in "-able 34. The two tests were given 
to 500 boys, and 530 girls, 1030 candidates in all. The 
standard deviation of variation in I.Q. for boys was found to 
be 5.325 (11.500), and for girls 5330 (N:530). No significant 
difference exists between the I.q. variability of boys and 
girls. The standard deviation of variation in 1.4z. for boys 
and girls combined was 5.316 (V:1030). the reliability 
coefficients found over this seven weeps interval, calculated 
by the formula 
2 
(751.-0 
r- I - 
S Z CY 
2 
when a- -15 was found to be .9370 for boys, .9369 for girls, 
and .9372 for boys and girls combined. We may conclude from 
these calculations that the I.'s calculated by the tests 
used have exhibited a very high degree of constancy over the 
time interval of seven Neelz.s. 
219. 
VARIATION IN I.q. RELATIVE TO LEVEL ISW ABILITY. 
The standard deviation s of variations in IAN, were 
calculated at each 5 point Iott. level of ability. Standard 
errors of I.4. were also calculated by dividing the standard 
deviation of variation in 1..14. obtainer at each I.. level 
uy 2, These standard deviations of variation and standard 
errors of I.. are given in r_able 35, together with the 
number of cases upon which each parameter Is based. 
Reliability coefficients were calculated at each 
level. These reliability coefficients with their standard 
errors are given in Table 36. Examination of these 
coefficients suggest that the I.. tends to be slightly 
more constant at the lower than at the upper ranges of 
intelligence. To test this hypothesis the coefficients 
attained were converted into z scores by Pisher's Tables. 
Each z score was given a weight equal to the reciprocal of 
its variances that is (N.,3)1 A least square line was 
fitted to the series of weighed points thus obtained, 
The slope of the best firing least square line was found 
to be -,0421. This slope has a standard error of .0114. 
The equation of the best fitting least square line is 
z = 1.7426 - ,0421a 
where a represents any given level of ability measured from 
the mean. 
220. 
We may conclude from the above data that the tendency 
for the I.. to be more variable at the upper than at the 
lower ranges of ability is significant, Smoothed values 
of z were obtained, and the values of z converted into 
smoothed values of r. Values of z, smoothed values of 













































Distributions of Variation in 104. at Different _Levels 
of Doncaster Di*ta, Interval ;Javen Weeksa 
























































































































































1 1 1 
1 1 
2 2 1 
41. 
3 1 2 
1 2 
6 2 
4 5 5 i 
6 3 
7 2 2 
5 1 1 i 
2 4 6 i 
3 1 3 2 
8 3 3 
7 3 1 
2 3 
1 2 3 Aim 
4 3 
I 4 5 1 1 
1 1 1 
' - 1. 1 0111 







TABLE , 34 
DIST RIBUT IONS 02 DIEREN 0E3 IN %Q. 
Doncaster Data M.H.T. 
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Table hwing Decrease In Reliabialz with Increase in 











Values z ii 
70- .952 .0211 .965 1.852 2.016 20 
70-74 .47 .0236 .962 1.702 1.974 19 
75-79 .968 .0089 .959 2.060 1.932 50 
80-84 .963 .0087 .955 2.060 1.890 54 
85-89 .934 1 .0147 4 ,04. op,-, 1.689 1.348 76 
90-94 .95u .0038 .947 1.831 1.806 124 
5-99 .950 .0085 .943 1.831 1.764 130 
1100-104 .936 .0107 .938 1.705 1.722 134 
105-109 .947 .0095 .933 1.702 1.679 119 
110-114 .915 1 .0148 .927 1.559 1.637 122 
115-119 .912 1 0197 .921 1.540 1.595 73 
120-124 .907 ' .0229 .914 1.476 1.553 60 
125.129 .950 .0164 .907 1.831 1.511 35 




















































































































































TILE CONSTANCY GROUP I. OVER LON GER T 
225. 
T IL. CONSTANCY OP THE GROUP I.Q. OVER LONGER TIME INTERVALS. 
Some data are available relative to the constancy of 
Intelligence quotients as neasurod by Croup Yests of 
Intelligence over time intervals ranging from 15 to 38 months. 
Yhese data have been studied an presented as a thesis for the 
Degree of Bachelor of Education at the University of Edinburgh. 
A brief sumialy of these results is given here to render the 
findings of the present enquiry more complete 
Two Moray House 2froup Yests of Intelligence were 
adninistered to 952 c:,11Laren in Jorthumberland with varying 
tirie intervals between The successive testings. Three Groups 
took part in the ex'feriment. 
(1) 394 children who had been tested with a Loray House Test 
at 11+ in 1934, and who were retested at 14+ in 1937. 
(2) 363 children who had been tested with a ioray House Test 
at 11+ in 1935, and who were retested at 13+ in 1937. 
(3) 195 pupils who had been tested with a oray House est 
it 11+ in 1936, and who were retested at 124- in 1937. 
Differences in I. between test and retest were 
calculated for each Croup, and normal curves fitted to the 
distributions of differences thus obtained. Pearson's 
formulae with Sheppara's corrections were used in the 
estimations of values of Bi and i2. The results for the 
three groups are as follows:- 
226. 
4 1 B 2 t N 
Group 1 .0000 3,044 15 months 394 
Group 2 .0395 2.958 26 months 363 
Group 3 0000 2,337 38 months 195 
In no case does sionificantly from zero, or 42 from 
3, Consequently we may conclu3e that the nomal curve of 
errors describes with considerable accuracy variations In 104. 
from test to retest, and that no systematic factor is 
operating in causing the discrepancies between I.4's as 
measured bs these tests, 
fine standard deviations of the diflerences in 1.04. 
between test and retest were calculated for each group; also 
the correlation between test and retest. The standard 
deviation of the diferences in 1.4. for each group, and the 
correlations between test and retest are as follorus:- 
SeD7613 r 
11 
U-xoup 1. 5.42 .912 15 months 394 
Ciroup 2 5.69 26 months 363 
Group 3 6.90 .776 38 months 195 
Examination of the above parameters indicates that the 
correlations between test and retest varies inversely with 
increase in the time interval peparRtire testings, 
'2272 
Since, however, the children to which the tests were 
administered did not represent a complete year group, but 
rather a selected sample, it was necessary to correct the 
above coefficients for selection, The coefficients corrected 
for selection may be obtained by using the formula 




The correlation coefficients after corre(3LLon 
for selection are as follows:- 
r 
Group 1 .935 
Group 2 .929 
Group 3 .895 
Examination of the above coefficients reveals that Intelligence 
uotients as estimated by Moray House Tests display an unusual 
degree of constancy even over relatively long time intervals. 
Table 37 gives the distributions of differences in 
for each group. 
A ComaElEon of the Constanv ofthaGraipwith the 
Stanford Binet I.q. (Old Revision). 
numerous investigators have, in the past devoted 
considerable attention to the constancy of the Binet 
These investigations have usually taken the form of 
administering the Binet Scale twice to the same group of 
children, allowing a more or less lengthly time interval 
to elapse between the testings. A miscellany of techniques. 
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has rendered a valid comparison of the results of investigators 
in this field unusually diflicult. The greatest difficulty 
in making a comparison results from failure on the part of 
many investigators to correct their obtained coefficients 
for selection, or to furnish information indicative of the 
degree of selection characterized by the groups tested. 
Examination of the wort; of investigators in this field 
discloses that the correlation between Binet test and retest 
varies as some inverse function of the time interval separating 
the successive testings. Table 38 gives some indication of 
the type of results obtained over varying time intervals. 
This table is reproduced from an article of Robert L. Thorndike, 
"The Effect of the Interval between Test and Retest on the 
"Constancy of the Thorndike converted the values of 
r given in this Table into z scores, and fitted a least square 
line to the series of points thus obtained, weighting each 
point by the reciprocal of its variance (N-3). The equation 
thus obtained for the best fitting least square line was 
z= 1.415 - .00916t 
Thorndike, Robert L, (1933) "The Idfect of the interval 
Between rest and Retest o. the CoL,stancy of I. 
j..Lt;duc.PSychoi. xxlv, pp. 543-549. 
229. 
By converting values of z thus obtained back into values of r 
for different values of t we obtain values of r for varying 









By interpolation we can find the correlation after an interval 
of 15 months, 26 months, and 38 months. A comparison of these 
correlations with the correlations between successive 














These correlations imply that I.q.'s as estimated by Eoray 
House tests exhibit greater constancy than I.4's as measured 
by the Old Revision of the Binet Scale. 
Although the comparison made here seems to be greatly 
to the advantage of Moray House Tests, it is necessary in all 
fairness to the Binet Scale to bear in mind that this 
250. 
favourable comparison is to some extent at least invalidated 
5t.Lec_1-1.,v 
by lack of information concerning the degree of solution of 
the groups testes by experimentees on the constancy of the 
Binet 1.4. Underselection, however, may in part be 
counteracted by the fact that certain investigators report 
in their experiments a variance of Binet 1.4. for the group 




DI ST RIBUT IONS 02 DIPPERENCES IN I. .q, AT 
VARIOUS T ILIE INTERVALS 











16.5 0 1 1 
15.0 2 3 3 
13.5 2 2 4 
12,0 5 4 7 
10,5 8 10 4 
9.0 11 7 9 
7.5 18 12 13 
6.0 21 19 15 
4.5 40 26 11 
3.0 30 27 19 
1,5 40 38 10 
.0 41 47 18 
145 43 29 10 
-3,0 41 38 20 
-4.5 33 30 10 
-6.0 27 26 9 
-7 .5 12 17 10 
-9.0 6 10 9 
-10.5 6 9 7 
-12,0 3 3 3 
-13.5 3 5 1 
-15.0 0 0 2 
-16.5 2 0 0 ----. 
Total 394 363 195 
5.1), 5,42 5.69 6.90 






THE STANFORD BINEI. 
PCS .104...7 
sep 27.-emPrnmes.M.0100.1., 
Experimenter N months 
Cuneo and Terman 25 0 .95 
Lincoln 30 0 .95 
Brown 221 0-12 .91 
Cuneo and Lerman 21 5-7 .942 
Randall 103 0-18 .798 
Rosenow 69 7.i. or 11(mn.10.25) .82 
Berry 351 6-18(mn.11) .74 
Baldwin 173 12 .901 
Garrison 298 12 .88 
Garrison & Robinson 131 12 .88 
Garrison & Robinson 131 12 .92 
Gray & Yarsden 100 12 .883 
Gray & Marsden 42 12 .834 
Rugg & Colloton 137 10-16 .84 
Brown 149 14(ay.) 
Brown 320 12-24 .87 
Cuneo & Terman 31 20-24 .852 
Berry 273 19-30(mn.23) .67 
Baldwin 
. 
139 24 .817 
Garrison 127 24 .91 
Garrison & Robinson 131 24 .91 
Gray & Marsden 42 24 .839 
Randall 37 19-30 .699 
Brown 149 29(ay.) .70 
Brown 99 24-36 .88 
Gordon 44 30.7 (ay.). .84 
Berry 82 31-48(ay.35). .56 
Baldwin 105 36 .797 
Gray & Marsden 42 36 .843 
Randall 6 31-42 .793 
Madsen 34 41 .85 
Brown 41 36-48 .87 
Baldwin 71 48 .786 
Garrison 43 48 .83 
Randall 6 43-66 .801 
Baldwin 37 60 .812 
3840 
00.11111/ 116.01.1.0101 .811.....140.110! 11. 
TRI CONSTANCY OF ARITHLTIC QATI.L,NTS 
233. 
THE CONSTANCY OF ARITHMEaIC ..¡E2LIELa. 
DATA. 
Data for an investigation into the constancy 110 
reliability of Arithmetic 4uotients as measured by Moray 
House Arithmetic Tests were made available by the Doncaster 
Education Authority. Doncaster as part of their annual 
examination in selecting candidates for special places in 
secondary schools had administered two MOray House Arithmetic 
Tests L1.H.A.11 and M.H.Â.9, to a complete year group of 
over 1000 children with a time interval separating the two 
testings of roughly 7 weeks, M.H.A.11 was administered on 
3rd. February, 1939, and H.A.9 on 31st. karch, 1939, 
TESTS USED. 
The tests used in this enquiry, 1,...H.A.11 and L.H.A.9, are 
regarded as parallel forms, and have been used by many 
Education Authorities as part of their special places 
examination. Each test consists of 102 items, The first 
42 items on each test are simple questions in addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division, Of the first 42 
items on M.H.A.11, 11 are addition, 10 subtraction, 11 
multiplication and 10 division. Of the corresponding 42 
items on L.H.A.9, 11 are addition, 10 subtraction, 10 
multiplication and 10 division, The remaining 60 items 
2-54 
on each test are of the problem type. The time of 
administration for each test is 30 minutes. 
STANDARDISATION. 
M.H.A.11 was standardised by Mr. W.G..Emmet t at Moray 
House in the usual way by finding the 5th., 16th., 50th., 
84th., and 95th,, percentile points for each month of age 
separately and fitting least gquare lines to each set of 12 








The slopes of the 95th. and 50th. percentile lines 
appeared somewhat high when compared with corresponding 
slopes for the same test for Northumberland children, 
Consequently in the final standardisation 1.2 was used as 
the slope of the 95ile line. 
The second test M.H.A.9 had been obtained by the 
Doncaster Authority from the University of London Press, and 
in the determination of Arithmetic Quotients the norms 
furnished by the University of London Press had been used. 
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Consequently it was necessary for the purposes of the present 
investigation to restandardise the test on Doncaster children. 
This standardisation was carried out in the usual way. The 
scores of 31 candidates who, at 10+ had been awarded special 
places as a result of their performance in the 1938 
examination were added to the final grid. The Arithmetic 
quotients of these candidates on M.H.A.10 on 18th, March, 1936, 
were obtained. From these quotients it was possible to 
estimate the rnv scores that would have been obtained by these 
candidates had they received the test at 11# instead of 10-. 
The estimates thus found were used in the final standardisation. 
The slopes of the aporopriate percentile lines in 







The 50Pile slope, 1.630, when compared with the 
corresponding slope for 4he same test for M)rthumberland, 
and also when compared 141Qta the slope used in the final 
standardisation of M.H.A.11A was found to be too high. 
i?urthermore the slope for the 16Pile line appeared somewhat 
too small. Consequently in the final standardisation lor 
23b. 
was used as the slope of the 5011e line. and 0.7 as the 
slope of the 16gle line, The final standardisation was 
based on the scores of 1040 candidates, 1009 of 11+, and 
31 'creamed' candidates. 
MEAN CHANGE IN A.t40 
The process of standardisation is designed to eliminate 
any mean change in A.q, from test to retest. Consequently 
we are concerned in this investigation with an examination of 
the variation in A.44. from test to retest relative to the 
mean. The approximation of the mean change in A.'4, to zero 
is some indication of the efficiency of the standardisations 
of the two tests. The mean change in A.4. for the total 
number of candidates taking both tests, 1030 in all, was 
found {o be .187. The standard error of this mean is .127. 
The insignificance of this mean is one indication that the 
two standardisations were satisfactory. The mean change in 
for boys was found to be .456 (N=500) and for girls 
-.066 (N:530). The ratio of the difference between these 
means to the standard error of the difference is 2.023. 
If, however, we examine the mean difference in A.q,, 
from test to retest at each 5 point level of ability 
we find that some of the means depart significantly from zero. 
Means calculated at different levels of ability are 
given in Table 41 together with their standard errors, and 
237. 
and the number of cases upon which each mean is based. 
The largest departure from zero is the mean difference at 
the 125-129 A,q, level of ability, 3.829. This mean differs 
significantly from zero, the ratio of its departure from 
zero to its standard error being 4.768, he mean at the 
120-124 level (A.ì) of ability also departs significantly 
from zero., ahese departures in the mean change in A. 
from zero must be attributed to faults in the standardisation. 
Departures of the mean from zero at the extreme levels of 
ability may be attributed to overestimation or underestimation 
in the extrapolation of the norms at these levels. 
Another source of discrepancy is the influence of sampling 
error upon the slopes of the percentile lines upon which 
the norms are based. On the whole, however, the slight 
departures of the means from zero at certain levels of 
ability is of no great importance, and does not invalidate 
the findings of this enquiry in any way. 
PROCEDURE. 
The difference in Arithmetic. 4uotient between the first 
and second teslings was calculated for each child, and these 
differences, grouped in class interval of 1 point difference, 
WQrC classified according to 5 point levels of ability, 
from these distributions of A.4, differences at 5 point A.4. 
levels of ability, standard deviations, correlations and 
other parameters were calculated. 
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DISTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENCES. 
The distributions of variations at each 5 point 
A.ki. level of ability are given in Table 40, The 
distributions of variation in 1.Q,. for boys and girls 
separately and for boys and girls combined are given in 
Table 39. The standard deviation of variation in A., 
boys was found to be 4,3795 (N=500) and for girls 308868 
(N:530). The standard deviation of variation in A.4. for 
the complete group (boys and girls combined) was found to 
be 4.1316. 
The correlations found over the seven week interval 
calculated the formula 
2 
y - M-11 
4 2, 0- 2 
were o- :15, were found to be .9574 for boys, .9666 for 
girls and .9620 for the complete group. 
VARIATION IN A.4. RELATIVE TO LEVEL UJP ABILITY. 
The standard deviations of differences in Arithmetic 
4uotient were calculated at each 5 point A.44, level of 
ability. otandard errors of A.4. were calculated by 
dividing the standard deviation of difference in A.4., 
obtained at each 5 point A.q. level of ability, by F. 
The standard deviations of differences between test and 
retest, and corresponding standard errors of A.q., are 
given in Table 42. The number of cases upon which each 
parameter is based is also given. 
259. 
Reliability coefficients were also calculated at each 
level of ability by the same metbo as used in calculating 
reliability coefficients for intelligence tests at different 
levels of ability, These coefficients range from .944 to 
6939, PO reliance can be 'placed on this latter coefficient 
since it is based on only 19 cases. To general tendency 
can be said to exist for dull children to be more constant 
in their responses to the aritaimetic tests used in this 
encuiry than bright children , no increase in test retest 
correlation with decrease in ability being observable. 
SULYARY. 
In summary it is reasonable to conclude as a result of 
the above calculations that the abilities measured by Loray 
House Arithmetic Tests exhibit a very high degree of 
constancy Over relatively short time intervals, 
iurthermoro the high coefficients obtained indicate that 
Moray House Arithmetic Tests are very reliable, 
240. 
TABLE 39 
Distributions of Differences in Arithmetic 44uotient 
between u.L'.est an Retest. 
Girls Total Diff. 
15 
.;:)0.1,(5 
14 1 1 
13 3 1 4 
12 1 0 1 
11 2 0 2 
10 9 3 12 
9 4 5 9 
8 7 6 13 
7 17 13 30 
6 20 11 31 
5 25 n,- 23 48 
4 33 31 64 
3 35 40 75 
2 33 49 82 
1 41 43 84 
0 54 57 111 
-1 52 68 120 
-2 36 42 78 
-3 36 32 68 
-4 34 45 79 
-5 17 21 38 
-6 14 14 28 
-7 11 13 24 
_8 9 5 14 
-9 2 5 g 7 
-10 1 1 2 
-11 1 0 1 
-12 2 1 3 
500 
mean .456 -.066 .187 
S.D. 4.3795 3.8868 4.3795 
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`w`.ABL:s 40 
Distributions of ü7i.f eronces in Arithmetic 

























- - - 
13 - - - 2 -- - - 0 - - - 1 1 - 
12. - - - 0 - - - O - - - _ 1 -- 
11 - - - U - -- - 0 - - - - 2 - 
10 - - - 1 4 1 2 0 - -- - 2 2 - 
9 - - - 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 - 1 1 - 
8 - .. - 0 1 0 2 1 1 1 2 4 1 - 
7. - - - 1'l 1 4 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 
6 - - - 4 2 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 3 3 
5 - - 4 1 6 3 8 6 4 4 3 3 4 2 
4 - 1 2 6 5 6 8 7 8 7 10 1 2 1 
3 1 2 4 1 0 12 6 ' 3 13 9 3 7 3 1 
2 2 1 2 2 0 4 11 14 11 8 10 2 3 2 
1 1 0 1 w 7 11 5 14 8 8 9 5 0 0 
0 5 1 4 2 3 15 15 17 14 12 4 5 2 2 
-1 5 0 5 2 912 18 13 12 13 12 2 6 1 
-2 1 1 3 f' 6 10 8 17 12 8 2 1 2 1 
-3 2 2 4 3 5 10 8 5 9 9 8 2 0 1 
-4 0 1 4 5 9 9 9 11 12 9 9 1 0 0 
-5 1 2 2 2 0 7 4 6 u 3 3 1 0 1 
-6. 1 1 2 3 3 4 2 3 4 3 1 0 0 1 
-7 0 '1 3 0 3 7 2 3 1 0 2 2 0 - 
-8 - 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 - 
-9 - 0 2 :; 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 - - - - 
40 - 0 - 1 0 0 1 0 - - -» - .. -. 
-11 - 1 - - 0 0 - r, .. - _ .. - .- 
-1 2 -- - - - 1 2 - ( ì! - - - .. - - 
-13 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - .. ...r. 
1 
. 
19 16 12 23 17 17 138 19 107 85 46 35 18 
--- __ ' ___ ._...--_-_-__ 
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TABLE 41 










130+ 2.000 .947 2.112 18 
125-129 3.329 .803 4.768 35 
120-124 2.500 .697 3.587 46 
115-119 .000 .414 .000 85 
110-114 .262 369 .710 107 
105-109 -.235 .330 .712 119 
100-104 -.188 .338 .556 138 
95-100 .350 .356 .983 117 
90-94 -.983 .353 2.785 117 
65-89 .756 .361 2.094 123 
80-84 .750 .726 1.033 48 
75-79 -.310 .607 2.158 42 
70-74 -3.125 1.087 2.875 16 
70- -.342 .502 1.677 19 
243. 
T AB LE 42 
Table of Standara Deviat ions of A.(¡. Differences, 
Reliability Coeff lc ien.t s Standa rrors 







130+ 4.0173 6 9 643_ 2.8406 18 
125-129 4.7511 .9498 3.3595 35 
120-124 4.7265 .9504 3.3421 115 
115-119 3.8177 .9676 2.6995 85 
110-114 3.8156 6 9 6 7 6 2.6980 107 
1015-109 3.6014 .9712 2.5465 119 
100-104 3.9758 9649 2.8113 138 
95-100 3.8552 .9670 2.7260 117 
90-94 3.8164 .9676 2.6986 117 
85-89 4.0004 .9644 2.8287 123 
80-84 5.0312 .9437 3.5576 48 
75-79 3.9324 .9656 2.7806 42 
70-74 4.3475 9580 3.0741 16 


































































































































THE CONSTANCY OF ENGLISH cUOIE1T S 
244. 
THE CONSTANCY 01.1 gNGLISH 4UOYIENTS. 
DATA 
The Doncaster Eaucati n Authority, while furnishing data 
for enquiries into the conotcney and reliahlily of 
Intellig;ence ana Arithmetic ;uotients, made available 
al5itional dats for an en(Tuiry into the constancy of English 
quotients. Doncaster had include as part of their special 
plrces examination, two Moray House English Attainment est s, 
M.H.E011 and M.H.E.9. These two tests were administered to 
complete year group of over 1000 candidates with a time 
interval between the two testin,ss of x-oughly 7 weAs. 
2 .H.E.11 was administered on 3rd. Loebruary, 1939, and M.H.E.9 
on 31st. larch, 1939. 
TESTS USED. 
The tests used in this investigation, M.H.E.11 and M.H.E.9, 
are regarded as parallel forms of the same test. Both tests 
have been widely used by many Educational Authorities in the 
selection of candidates for special places in secondary 
schools, ki.H.E.11 consists of 150 items, L.H.E.9 of 151 
items. The test items are similar in type. As with other 
]!oray House Tests no reason exists to believe that these 
tests depart from a high degree of equivalence. The time of 
administration (40 minutes) was the same for both tests, and 
the method of administration the same. 
245. 
STANDARDISATION. 
M,H0.11 was standardised in the customary way at Loray 
House by Adt, W.G.Emmett. The slopes of the 5th., 16th., 







The slopes are comparable with slopes found for the same test 
in other areas. 
he Doncaster Authority had used norms furnished by the 
University of London Press in converting raw scores on M.H.E.9 
into ..E.'42s. Consequently it was necessary to restandardise 
this test on Doncaster children. This was accomplished in 
the usual way. As in the restandardisation of 7,1.U.A.9 the 
scores of 31 candidates, who, at 104. had been awarded special 
places as a result of their performance In the 1938 
examination were estimated, and added to the grid. 
The slopes of the appropriate percentile lines on the 







Since a comparison of these slopes with comparable slopes 
in other areas indicated that the slope of the 5%ile line 
was too high, and the 95A1e too low, due possibly to 
246. 
sampling error, 1,384 was used as the bile slope, and .865 
as the 9541e slope, in the final standardisation. 
PROCEDURE. 
The procedure used in the present investigation was 
emactly similar to that used in studying the constancy of 
Intelligence and rithretie motients. The difference in 
English texotient between test and retest were calculated 
fcr each child, and these differences, grouped in class 
intervals of 1 point E.. difference, were classified 
according to 5 point E.,s. levels of ability. 2rem these 
distributions of E.g. differences nt each level of ability 
the necessary earameters were computed 
MEAN DIPPERENCE IN E.Q. 
The process of standardisation is designed to eliminate 
any mean change in E. from test to retest for the whole 
group, The mean change in E.q.for the whole group was 
found to be ,0184. This mean has a standard error of .127, 
and is Obviously quite insignificant* If, however, the 
mean differences are calculated for each 5 point E.Q. level 
of ability separately, a few means are fourd which depart 
significantly from zero. Years calculated at different 
levels of ability are given In Table 43, together with their 
standard errors, and the number of cases upon which each 
247. 
mean is based. The largest departure from zero is the 
mean difference a t the 125 to 129 .E,a !. level of ability, 
2.6131 
, 
and the next largest, -2.360, at the "below 70" 
E.k40 level of ability. niese departures in mean difference 
from zero must be regarded tes faults in the stand.ar;isation, 
the former being due either to overestimation in the extra: 
:polat.ion of the norms at the upper level of ability in the 
second test, or underestimation at the same level it the 
first test, the latter figure, -20560, being attributable 
to a similar fault. It would of course be possible to 
adjust one or other of the standardisations, or both, 
order to make the mean differences more nearly ze:-o, and 
therefore increase the correlation between the two tests 
by some very minute quantity. Such an increase, however, 
would seem to be spurious because (a) we cannot determine 
which of the standardisations is at fault f ) any estimation 
of test reliability must take into consideration sources of 
unreliability arising out of the process of stan3ardisation 
itself, including faults in the norms due to sampling errors 
in the slopes ff the different percentile lines upon which 
the norms are ,used. In a standardisation of the ordinary 
type no index exists whereby 11 may be determined whether 
the extrapolations of the norms furnish slight overestimates 




Furthermore, slight underestimates or overestimates 
in the norms at the extreme levels of ability are of little 
or no importance, in the selection of candidates for secondary 
school places, the crucial level of ability being in the 
ne% ;hbourhood of 110 E. Sar pling errors in the slopes 
of the percentile lines, upon which the norms are based, 
may at times lead to quite considerable discrepancies. 
Errors of this type may be eliminated in some degree by a 
critical comparison of the ootainer slopes with corresponding 
slopes for the saine test in other aeeas. 
DI STRIBUYI0.£ ?S 0LIAt_2ILLERENCE5. 
The distributions of du { erences in E.g. from test to 
retest for boys and girld separately, and for boys and girls 
combined are given in Cable 44. The standard deviation of 
variation in Z.4. for boys is 447232 (N =500) , for girls 
4.3938 (íd$530) 
, 
and for the whole group 445915 (N=1050). 
The difference between the standard deviation for boys and 
that for girls is not significant, the ratio of the difference 
to the standard error of the difference being 146314 
4.1 though the mean change in E. k4 4 for the whole group 
is .0164. a figure which does not differ significantly from 
zero, the mean -for the boys . lone is 4300 with a standard 
error of 421.1. The ratio of the depart are of this mean 
from zero to its standard error is 2.34. The mean for the 
249. 
girls on the other hand is -0530 with a standard error of 
.191, the ratio of the departure of this mean from zero to 
its standard error being 2.770 The standard error of the 
difference between the means fur boye and for girls is 
.2946. Tho dIfrerence between the means for boz,e and girls 
Is sienificent, the ratio of the difference to the standard 
error of the difference being 3,97u. if this statistic is 
to be relied upon we must conclude that over the seven week 
interval separating the application of the two English Tests 
the achievement te English for boys was significantly greater 
than for iris, e. somewhat unusual conclusion. This result 
on the other hand may be merely a statistical curiosity. 
From the standard deviation of the differences the 
correlations oetween Test an a retest were calculated using 
15 as the standard deviation of .E., The correlation for 
boys thus calculated was found to be ,9504 (N50) and for 
girls .9571 (17=530). The correlation for the whole group 
between test end retest was found to be .9532 (N:Lv30). 
These fieures adequately demonstrate that (a) English 
quotients as estimated by ieoray rouse Teets have exhibited 
a high degree of constancy over the seven week time interval; 
that is, te traits measured by these tests are highly 
reliable, (b) the tests themselves as instruments of mental 
measurements are highly reliable apart from the reliability 
of the traits measured. 
250. 
VAMATIOI: ±ELAI:Iv2 10 3"AIGHE:38. 
The standard deviation of difference in English 
twotients were calculated at each 0 point E.4. level of 
ability, in order to determine whether Moray House English 
4elotients exhibited varying consiancy atvarying levels of 
ability. The Oistributtens from which these standard 
deviations were calculated are given in Table 45. The 
etandard deviations are given in able 46. Iheee standard 
deviations of variation in Z.n. range from 3059cJ at the 
"below 70" E.4. level of ability to 4.9535 at the to 89 
E.q0 level of ibtitt. No consistent increase in 
variability with increase in ability is appareat. Little 
weight can be attached to the standard deviation of 
variation given here for the extreme levels of ability due 
to the small number of cases upon which these parlieular 
parameters are based. 
Correlation coefficients were ealculated at each 
level of ability by methods use and described elsewhere 
in this research. These eoirelation coefiAcients range 
from .9405 (K95) to 9n2 (N=25). The difference 
between these two coefficients is not significant. 
A column of standard errors of Efee.. Le also given in 
Table 46. The standard error of a person's English 
Quotient is roughly 3 points of E.q. 
251. 
SU1SIARY. 
(1) 'Ale correlation between two Moray House English 
aests, and M.R.E.11, after a lime interval of 
even weeks yielded the high coof leient of .9532 (-4:1030) 
in a complete topulatton. This correlation must be 
regarded as highly sattseactorz7, and Is indicative that 
(a) :oxy Tors e ,luo`lents are remarkably constant 
over relatively short tima intervals. (b) the tests used 
are 'zhemselves highly reliable. 
(2) No uniform and general tendency is apparent, 
ineicatin6 that the abilities measured by these tests 
are less variable In dull than in bright children. 
(3) The standard error of a person's EngliCk 4,uotient 
is approximately 3 points of E.Q,. 
254.. 
TABLE 43 





0 041.441m N C' 1,1 4.)4filtsm 
130+ .750 1.227 .611 16 
125-129 2.168 ,634 4.129 34 
120-124 .407 .673 .605 54 
115-319 1.250 .477 2.621 76 
7:1.0-114 .074 .427 .173 121 
05-109 1.0170 .448 2.270 117 
100-104 -.42263 *369 .613 137 
95-99 .05203 .417 1.248 123 
90-94 -.48140 4393 2.071 118 
85-89 -42840 4508 .559 95 
80-34 -.5080 45 .971 65 
75-79 .40513 .729 0070 39 
70-74 -.1.0000 1.172 .853 10 
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13 1 0 0 0 2 
12 0 1 1 O O O 
11 1 1 0 11 1 0 0 
10 1 1 0 5 1 J. 0 01 
9 1 1 1 2 5 2 0 1000 
6 1 2 0 4 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 0 
7 ( 3. 1 4 4 4 4 2 23200 





























3 0 7 3 7 11 12 13 11 5 8 3 1 2 1 
A 1 3 3 10 9 6 5 7 12 4 2 4 0 2 
1 0 4 6 '7 10 10 13 12 12 9 414 1 1 
0 2 3 4 6 13 13 15 8 810 8 6 0 4 
-1 2 2 4 7 11 10 15 6 10 13 1 1 3 1 0 
.(.... 0 0 4 8 10 6 14 11 12 5 o i 4 1 4 
.3 2 3 3 1 7 8 6 7 14 6 5 5 1 3 
...4 0 0 2 6 5 0 6 4 7 4 o ' 2 1 4 
-5 0: 1 2 3 5 59 9 - 7 4 3 3 1 3 
.6 2 3 0 4 3 5 '7 5,8 3 1 0 01 
.7 1 1 0 1 03 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 
-8 2 1 5 1 2 41231 1 
-9 2 1 2 1 2 5 2 0 0 
-10 C 1 2 1 0 1 1 
-11 0 1 .1 1 2 0 
-12 1 1 0 1 ! 
-13 0 1 0 
.14 0 0 
.15 0 0 
-71.6 0 0 
-17 0 
16 34 - 4 6 1 21 & 17 E37 P3118 1025 
- ........... 
TABLE 
:able of stanark Uviations of E.4.. differences, 
reliability coeffietentsi sna sq.ndard errors of 
at aifferent levels of abilitz, 
S.E. 
E.4.. N 
, . 1, ....,. 
rli 
1: evel, 
130+ 4,9096 .9464 3.4716 16 
125-129 3,6990 .9696 2.6156 34 
120-124 4,9451 .9457 3.967 54 
115-119 4.1611 .9615 2.9423 76 
110-114 4.6994 .9509 3,3229 121 
105-109 4.8518 .9477 3.4307 117 
100-104 4.3131 .9587 340498 137 
95-99 4.6262 .9524 3.2712 123 
90-94 4.2626 .9596 3,0141 118 
85-89 4.9539 .9455 3.5029 95 
80-84 4.2187 .9605 2.9830 65 
75-79 4.5513 .9539 3.2132 39 
70-74 3.7036 .9695 2.6188 10 
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256. 
Examination. of the Doncaster Data dealing with the 
reliability and constancy of Moray House Intelligence, 
Arithmetic and English quotients, brings to light the 
fact that of the three types of test those regarded as 
measures of intelligence are least reliable. This fact 
requires emplanation. the reliability coefficients 
found for the three types of test are re'peatee here for 
comparative purposes i 
r ï3 
Intelligence . .9370 1030 
Arithmetic .9620 1030 
.9532 1030 
These reliabilit ies are, in tiro respects, rot 
directly comparable. 
(1) The times of administration are different, fur each test, 
the Intelligence requiring 45 minutes, tie Arithaetic 
30 minutes, and the English 40 minutes. 
(`r The number of items ara different, the Intelligence 
Test having 100 items, the Arithmetic 102 items, and 
the English 150 items, 
The figures given above show that the Arithmetic test 
is by fat the most reliable of the three despite the fact 
that the time of its administration i s only 30 minutes. 
The English test with its 150 items is less reliable than 
257. 
the krithmetic and more reliable than the Intelligence 
tests. IL is possible to estimate by the Spearian-3rown 
formula the reliability of the Ealglish test had it been 
constructed of only 1:JO items, but such a test would then 
recuire about 27 minutes to administer, and as such would 
not be directly ccmparable with the Intelligenoe test 
requiring 45 minutes to adminieter. None the less if some 
common ground of comparison could be reached the _english 
test would in all likelihood be eharacterised by higher 
reliability than the Intelligence test. Since some 
measure of doubt, however small, exists, the oozervations 
developed below will be largely concerned with the 
comparative reliabilities of the Intelligence and 
Arithmetic tests. 
The reliability of a iost Is not only dependent on 
the actual reliabilities of the items which it aonains, 
but also on the intercorrelations of all the items in 
much the same way that the correlation betueon a battery 
of tests and another battery of teats, 'Jr between a 
battery of teats and a criterion, is dependent on all the 
intereorrelAtions between the several variables. The 
greater the number of itemst,he greater the iiiportance 'o 
be attached to the intereiteel correlations, and the less 
the importance to be aitched to the actual item 
reliabilities. With a test of 100 Items there are only 
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100 item reliabilVies whose influence on the reliabiliy of 
the whole test is greatly outweL3hea by the influence of the 
4950 different inter-item eorrelations, 
A test whose inter-item correlatione are high, tends to 
be more reliable than a test whose Inter-item correlations 
are low, an0 by the selection of items to yiela high Inter- 
item correlations, we increase the reliability of the 
wl,ole test, Thus the more homogeneous the items, the more 
closely they approximate to the measurement of a single 
tmit rather than a composite of two or more traits, the 
more reliable the test tends to be. This imiies that the 
higher the general factor variances of the items, ana the 
smaller the group and specific factor variances, the more 
reliabLe the test, Thus it is oossible although the 
arithmetical labour InvolVed is enormous, to purify a test 
by the elimination of those items that exhibit a low inter. 
item correlation, on3 thus attain a test characterised by 
high internal consistancy and high reliability. It will 
be understood that increasing the inter.item correlations 
will only make the test as a whole approximate more closely 
to the measurement of a unit trait when the items themselves 
may be -ej,:ded as measures of a unit trait. If each item 
measures a composite of traits selecting items that yield 
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high inter-item correlations will imply that the test itself 
measexes a corepoette of nbilities, In such a ease the 
composite of factors measure t! by each item behu7es as a 
single factor. 
The simple theory outlined above explains the 
differenoe between the reliabilities of different tests, 
which* if the number of items, the times of administration, 
and objectivity were the only factors influencing reliability, 
would be equally reliable, Although data are not at the 
moment available it is most probably, that the intoroorrelat ions 
of the items on oray House Arithmetic rests are on the whole 
higher than the intercorrelations of the items on I oray 
House intelligence rJ'ests; that is to say the Intelligence 
Vest seems to measure a greater complexity of abilities than 
the arithmetie test The Inter-item oorrelation matrix for 
the Arithmetic test is of a lower rank than the inter-item 
correlation marix for the Intelligence test, 
1.;noreasing the inter-item correlation in order to 
approximate more closely to the measurement of a unit trait 
and to increase test reliability may, however, he inadvisable 
from the point of view of validity. An unfortunate 
inuompatability exists between reliability and validity 
concepts which is as get unresolved, By increasing the 
intere.item correlations, and thereby maeing the test more 
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homogeneous in structure, one will usually, although not 
always, decrease the oorrolation of a test with an external 
criterion. The truth of the above statement depends on 
the rature of the criterion. Success in secondary school 
or in at occupation, or in fact anp criterion of the usual 
type which we wish to er-diet, t not dependent on a single 
mental trait but upon a composite of traits, and the 
efficieney of the test or test bAttery in predicting such 
criteria depends on tha adequacy of the test or test battery 
in sampling such traits.. The test samples what the child 
can do. Thus tt seems that b constructing a test 
approxirating to the measurement of e single unit trait we 
decrease the oorrelation of eaoh item with the criterion* 
By increasing the inter-item correlation we increase the 
reliability of the test at the expense of validity. By 
r!lecreneing the inter-item oorxelation we increase the 
validity of the test et the expense of reliability* 
in the case of Moray House Tests the superior 
reliability of the Arithmetic )Tests over the Intelligence 
Taste indicates that the former is more homogeneous in 
structure, but as is known the Intelligence Tests correlate 
more highly with the later performance of the pupils than 
the Arithmetic Tests, ana this despite their greater 
unreliabilitye The Influence of the greater prevalence of 
26 l. 
random errors will depress the correlation of the intelligence 
west with `-, criterion ±:.iijrr3 than the correlation of an 
Arithmetic Test with r.. e.: 9_teri.Efn o OCCrasionally we attach 
a wei.ght_ to the Intelligence st equal to twice the weight 
of the Arithmetic `_ est . Thus the lese reliable test is 
given the greater weight-by virtue of its higher validi.ty. 
How this .i.ncomnstba.1i±y hetween reliability and validity 
will be resolved is not at the moment apparent. 
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SPLIT -HA' RELIA°ILITY COETSICIEMs ... wvm+,41 
A number of split-half reliability coefficients are 
available for moray House rests estimated from random 
samples of over 200 cases. These coeffIcienta are 
invariably higher than coefficients obtained by correlating 
parallel forms after a time interval lue either to the 
correlation of errors or to the absence of functional 
variability* he correlation between the odd and even items 
(4), the 'boosted' splità-half reliability (rill, the 
number of cases in the sample (ï), the standard deviation 
of the sample ( )t and the standard deviatlon of the 
population ( ), for five samples of oray liouse 





Yon:shire .9278 .9C25 212 19496 22,07 
IQ 011.T. 23 W* Yorkshire 49393 ,9687 212 17.95 20.08 
i'11.114T423 Darlington 49560 .9775 235 19.38 20.38 
M.Hyri:024 Northumberland 49427 49705 242 -19.37 20.07 
M.E."17.26 J. 7.xrkshiro 49457 497721 212 17.35 19.47 
L.H.E,11 Northuraberland 4066'1 .9'328 222 31.27 31,77 
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APPENDIX 
This appendix is a record of an empirical enciuiry on 
the application of 6heppard1 s Correction for grouping. 
This enquiry bears no inilealate relationship to the 
pain subject of this thesis. 
THE APPLICATION OF SH.EPPi RD S CORRECTION 
F OR GROUP IN. 
THE APPI,ICATION 02 SHEPPARD'S CORRECTION FOR GROUPING. 
Sheppard's correction for grouping, although widely 
used by statisticians in certain fields, is apparantly 
not in general use among psychometricians. The majority 
of standard deviations and correlations reported in 
psychological and educational literature are calculated 
from grouped data, and are uncorrected for grouping. 
This paper attempts to show the influence of grouping on 
standard deviations and correlations, and advances 
empirical evidence to illustrate with what accuracy 
values corrected for grouping with Sheppard's correction 
approximate to values obtained from ungrouped data in a 
continuous distribution, 
In the calculation of statistical measures from 
grouped data the values of each variate within a given 
class interval are assigned the value of the mid-point 
of that interval, Thus in the calculation of a 
correlation coefficient from such data we are not 
calculating the relationship between the continuous 
variates x and y, but rather the relationship between 
the mid-points of certain class intervals into which 
the variates x and y have been grouped. With a normal 
distribution, and many other types of distributions, the 
point of concentration of the variate is not the mid-point 
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of the class interval but a point slightly nearer the mean. 
Thus statistical measures calculated from the odd moments 
remain uninfluenced by grouping, because the errors made 
by the assumption that the scores are concentrated at the 
mid-point of each interval will tend to balance on both 
sides of the mean, while with the even moments the errors 
will not balance but will add together. 
Grouping error tends to increase the size of the 
uncorrected standard deviations, and to reduce the size of 
the uncorrected correlations. Ale usual formula for 
correcting a standard deviation for grouping is as follows:- 
-/ 
cr ci - 
12_ 
where a-,ar- are the corrected, and uncorrected estimates 
respectively of the standard deviation and is the class 
interval. 
The correction to be applied to a correlation 
coefficient for grouping depends on the observation that 
with two normally distributed variates x and y the quantity 
VT,107o-i is independent of the class interval used. It 
immediately follows from this observation that 
xi 
G",, Q11 
where !.. and rare the uncorrected and corrected values of )01 
the correlation between x and y Since, however, 
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the usual product-moment formula for a 






where LLand Li represent the class intervals of x and y 
respectively. When correlation coefficients are calculated 
by the diagonal adding method the formula for a corrected 
coefficient becomes 
1 f\i74)(V 
where V and n represent the sum of the squares of the 
deviations from the mean values of x, y, and x-y,respectively. 
2isher has pointed out that in averaging correlation 
coefficients the values of z should be obtained from 
uncorrected values of r, and a correction added to the 
resulting coefficient equivalent to the average correction 
of the averaged values of r. 
The corrected value of r is always larger than the 
uncorrected value of r. The larger the value of r the 
larger the absolute value of the correction to be made for 
grouping. The relative value of the correction is constante 
given constant values for the standard deviations of the 
variates correlated. The size of the correction is 
independent of ii, the number of cases. 
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Errors introduced by using uncorrected values of r 
when r is large are much more significant than errors 
resulting from a corresponding group when r is small. Not 
only is the absolute discrepancy between the uncorrected and 
the corrected value of r greater when r is large, but small 
differences between large correlations represent a much 
greater difference in the degree of relationship between the 
variates correlated than equivalent differences between 
small coefficients, and for this reason are more important 
to the statistician. 
XPEnANTAL. 
rio determine the influence of grouping on standard 
deviations and correlations, and to estimate the accuracy 
with which values corrected for grouping approximate to 
values obtained from ungrouped data in a continuous 
distribution, the I.41s of 952 children on two Intelligence 
tests were plotted on a grid with a class interval of unity, 
This was a somewhat laborious procedure. The two 
distributions of scores were approximately normal. The 
standard deviations of the two variables, and the correlation 
between them were calculated. The class interval was then 
excessively increased by telescoping, as it were, the 
original grid, and further standard deviations and 
correlations were calculated with class intervals of 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20. 
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Table 1 gives the uncorrected and corrected standard 
deviations for variable x at aifferent units of class 
interval, and the number of arrays upon which each measure 
is based, The corrected standard deviation with a class 
interval of unity Ls taken as the stanaara, and the 
deviations from this standard of the uncorrected and corrected,,. 
standard deviations, oalculated at each step interval, are 
given in columns al and dg, respectively. It will be 
observed that the uncorrected standard deviation with a class 
interval of unity is the same as would have been obtained 
from ungroupea aata. This value is, however, corrected on 
the basis of the assumption that the distribution is 
theoret icall Y cont, 
Table 2 furnishes corresponding data for variable LT. 
These data indicate clearly that grouping tende to influence 
the size of the uncorrected standard deviation, ana when the 
class interval is large this influence is substantially 
mar17.ed. Furthermore the application of Sheppard's 
correction results in an estimate of the standard deviation 
closely approximating to the value that would have obtained 
from an ungrouped continuous variate. Certain substantial 
discrepancies in the corrected values occasionally appear. 
These are due to the purely arbitrary nature of the points 
fixed as the top of the last class interval and the bottom 











a 1 a 2 
1 60 12.1550 12.1516 .0034 .0000 
2 30 12,1549 12.1412 .0033 .4,0104 
3 20 12.1634 1241325 .0118 -.0191 
4 15 12.1740 12,1191 .0224 -.0325 
5 12 1241175 12.0313 -.0341 -.1203 
6 10 12.1836 12.0599 .0320 -.0917 
7 9 1243123 12.1452 .1607 -.0064 
8 8 12.4592 12.2433 .3076 .0917 
9 7 12.6432 12,3734 .4916 .2218 
10 6 12.4806 12.1421 .3290 ..,.0095 
12 5 12.4620 11,9708 .3104 -.1808 
14 5 12.6512 11.9883 .4996 -.1633 
16 4 12.8747 12.0177 .7231 -.1339 
18 4 13.1897 12.1230 1.0381 -.0286 












55 11.2309 11.2272 .0037 .0000 
2 28 11.2563 11.2416 .0291 .0144 
3 19 11.2518 11,2184 .0246 -.0088 
4 14 11.3123 11.2523 .0851 .0260 
5 11 11.3570 11.2645 .1298 .0373 
10 11,3988 11.2664 .1716 .0392 
7 8 11.3421 11,1595 .1149 -.0677 
8 7 11.4128 11.1768 .1856 -.0504 
9 7 11.5848 11.2896 .3576 .0624 
10 6 11.5273 11.1600 .3001 -.0872 
12 5 11.8006 11.2807 .5634 .0535 
14 4 1105835 10.8608 .3613 -.3664 
16 4 11.7920 10.8498 .5648 -.3774 
e 4 12.5132 11,3834 1.2860 .1562 
20 3 12,5310. 11.1442 1.3238 -.0830 
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Table 3 gives the standard deviations of the difierence 
between the variates x and y calculated from diagonal 
distributions at different class intervals. This procedure 
may be illustrated by reference to the correlation grid in 
AnETre i with a class Interval of 10 points of raw score. 
By adding this correlation grid diagonally fres1 north-east 
to soutb-west we obtain a distribution of the differences 
between the variables Y and y. By adding from north-west to 
south-east se obtain a distribution of the sum of the variables 
x and y. Thus, if we wish to calculate the standard deviation 
of variation in 1.4* between test and retest, instead of 
calculating the actual distance in I. for every child, and 
making a distribution og these differences, it is possible 
to plot the I.Q's on a correlation grid, and to calculate 
the standard deviation of difference in '1.4. direct from the 
distribution found by diagonal adding. 'Ale diagonal 
distribution in figure i is, however, not the same as the 
distribution that would have resulted by subtracting every 
child's score in variable x from his score in variable y, and 
grouping the differences thus obtained in a frequency 
distribution of class interval 10. Because a peculiarity 
in the grouping of the diagonal distribution exists, the 
standard deviation of x-y calculated from the diagonal 
distribution is greater than the standard deviation of x-y 
calculated from the distribution mftde by subtracting the 
Sippropriate values of y from x, and grouping the differences 
class No. of 
interval.arrays,uncorreted 
1 ] 54901 
2 18 5.9662 
3 12 6.0219 
4 10 6,1348 
5 10 6.2517 
6 7 6.2382 
7 7 6,5170 
8 6 6.6952 
9 5 7,0182 
10 6 7,2845 
12 5 7.4767 
14 5 8.3318 
16 3 8.5042 
18 3 9.1499 







































128 5.9091 .3256 .1567 .0170 
29 5.7371 .3121 .0668 .1890 
158 5.8570 .5909 .2697 -.0691 
143 5.8428 .7691 '03582-40833 
.96 5.9794 1.421 *5935 .0533 
136 6.0330 1.3584 .7575 .1069 
56 5i6481 1.5506 .6997-.2780 
160 6.0624 2.4057 103599 .1363 
k6 5.4456 2,5781 1.214 .4805 
IZ 5 4516 3.2238 1,6052 -.4745 














.9 0 0 1 
% 4 .1 4 1 
517 
322 179 13 
279. 
with class interval equal to that of x and er. The squared 
standard deviation calculated from the diagonal distribution 
is greater than the squared standard deviation calculated 
from a distribution of actual differences of the same class 
interval by an amount equal to _.1. Thus, if the latter 
12 
standard deviation is oorrected for grouping once, the 
former must be corrected for grouping twice. This point 
may be further illustrated by reference to the formula 
IN, 2 ,2 2 cr + (7- - 2. é>" cZT 
here 6-% is the standard deviation of the diagonal 
istribution, etLand are the standard eeviations of the 
variates x and g, respectively, and Ye4 is the correlation 
between. them, Oinee the term z'k,iket,, is independent of 
the eleee interval used, it le apparent that the uncorrected 
value of a-0 , the standard deviation of the difference 
between the variates, must be corrected teice, if k and 
oet are each corrected, and the equation is to be 
satisfied, The value is the same as the standard deviation 
calculate from a diagonal distribution. 
To illustrate the above discussion the standard 
deviation of the diagonal distribution was calculated at 
different class intervals, and these values uncorrected, 
corrected Once, and corrected twice, are given in Table 3. 
280. 
he standard deviation of the difference with class interval 
unity, is taken as the standard value, and the deviations 
dl, d2, d3 of the standard deviations at different class 
intervals, uncorrected, corrected, and corrected twice, from 
this standard value are given. It is apparent from an 
examination of the data in this Table that twice Sheppard's 
correction is the correction required 
The correlations between the variates x and y were 
also ealculated at different units of class interval. These 
values are given in Table 4* [ere again, the corrected 
value with class interval unity is taken as the standard, 
and the deviations al and d2 of the obtained and corrected 
values of r from this standard are calculate.. A very 
substantial decrease in the value of r with decrease in the 
number of arrays into which the variates are grouped can be 
observed. The discrepancy between the uncorrected and 
corrected values of r Is such as to furnieh sound support 
to the conclusion that correlation coeffielents must be 
corrected for grouping if accurate statistics are desired. 
These data are indicative that Sheppard's correction furnishes 
a remarkably accurate estimate of the correlation that would 
have obtained from ungrouped data with continuous variates. 
In order to examine the functioning of Sheppard's 
correction with a small value of r a new grid was drawn up 
with 1828 cases. Values of r were found as before at 
CiLL 
TABLE 4 
.1.04. c071760.8**....*.,,,,,....74 ..emea.e.,.....,....0110110.3.4.4A*...136IS ..A.V.4,....m......0 




60 55 ri ,739 .8744 .0005 .0000 
3 
30 23 .8729 .8750 .0015 .0006 
4 
20 19 .8706 .8754 .0038 tl 0010 
15 14 .8661 .8746 *0083 .0002 
5 12 11 
6 
.8601 .8733 .0143 - II 0011 
7 
10 10 8621 .8812 .0123 .0068 
6 






4462 .8793 .0282 .0049 
.8357 .8762 .0387 .0018 
10 
12 
6 6 .8187 .8692 .0557 .0052 
14 
5 5 .8114 .8836 .0630 .0092 
16 
5 4 .7671 .8638 J073 -.0106 
18 
4 4 .7656 .8914 .1088 .0170 
4 4 9 e 9943 .1266 .0199 
20 3 3 ..747 063 .8821 .1681 .0077 
successive class intervals, Table 5 gives values of r 
uncorrected and corrected for different class intervals. 
The deviations of the uncorrected and corrected values, 
respectively, from. a standard value .302 are given in 
columns di and d2, The number of arrays ere given, in this 
case the number of arrays of the Y variable being equal to 
the number of arrays of the y variable for each value of r. 
It will be observen that the di colnmn. of Table 4 is 
in every case greater than the di column of Table 5, 
illustrating that the larger the value of r the larger the 
absolute value of Sheppard's correction, and emphasizing 
that correcting for grouping is of much more importance 
when r is large than when r is small, Examination of the 
dp columns of Tables 4 and 5 shows that Sheppard's correction 
furnishes a remarkably accurate estimate of the correlation 
that would have obtained from ungroupel data with continuous 
variates, Airthermere, if there is reason to believe that 
the distributions of the two correlated variables approximate 
normality some work can be avoided by using a coarse grouping 
with a small number of arrays and correcting for grouping. 
Tables 4 and 5 show that accurate results can be obtained 
with as few as six arrays, the error made by using only six 
arrays in Table 4 being ,49 per cent, and in Table 5 .04 per 
cost, With less than six arrays the purely arbitrary position 
of the class intervals will in most cases lead to slight 
48orepanoles in the corrected value of r, 




Interval. arrays ulcorre et ed correct ed. dl a 2 
1 60 .3670 .3672 -.0002 .0000 
2 30 .3663 .3672 -.0009 .0000 
3 20 .3648 .3668 -.0024 - .0004 
d 15 .3632 .3667 -.0040 -.0005 
5 12 .3 613 .3667 -40059 -.0005 
6 10 .3381 .3660 -.0091 -.0012 
7 9 .3546 .3653 -.0124 -.0019 
8 8 .3520 .3658 -.0152 -.0014 
9 7 .3514 .3685 -.0158 .0013 
10 6 .3457 .3669 - 40215 -.0003 
12 5 .3340 *3634 -.0332 -.0038 
14 5 .3452 .3873 -.0220 .0101 
16 4 .3134 .3616 -.0538 -.0056 
18 4 .3112 .3758 -.0560 .0086 
20 3 .2729 .3423 -.0943 -.0249 
284. 
tJIA R. 
If the distributions of varlates used In statistical 
work are approximately normal the use of Sheppard correction 
furnishes accurate estimates of the standard deviations and 
correlations that would have resulted from the use of 
ungrouped data, Correcting a correlation coefficient for 
grouping is essential when the grouping is coarse and the 
number of a-rays is large Otherwise inaccurate statistics 
will result. The 31.screpancies found in sMall correlations 
due to failure to correct for grouping are of less importance. 
Reasonably accurate results can be attained zith a small 
number of arrays If the distributions of variates are normal. 
